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Abstract

DEVELOPING arti�cial agents able to autonomously discover new goals, to select them and

learn the related skills is an important challenge for robotics. This becomes even crucial if

we want robots to interact with real environments where they have to face many unpredictable

problems and where it is not clear which skills will be the more suitable to solve them. The

ability to learn and store multiple skills in order to use them when required is one of the main

characteristics of biological agents: forming ample repertoires of actions is important to widen

the possibility for an agent to better adapt to different environments and to improve its chance

of survival and reproduction. Moreover, humans and other mammals explore the environment

and learn new skills not only on the basis of reward-related stimuli but also on the basis of

novel or unexpected neutral stimuli. The mechanisms related to this kind of learning processes

have been studied under the heading of �Intrinsic Motivations� (IMs), and in the last decades

the concept of IMs have been used in developmental and autonomous robotics to foster an

arti�cial curiosity that can improve the autonomy and versatility of arti�cial agents.

In the research presented in this thesis I focus on the development of open-ended learning

robots able to autonomously discover interesting events in the environment and autonomously

learn the skills necessary to reproduce those events. In particular, this research focuses on

the role that IMs can play in fostering those processes and in improving the autonomy and

versatility of arti�cial agents. Taking inspiration from recent and past research in this �eld, I

tackle some of the interesting open challenges related to IMs and to the implementation of

intrinsically motivated robots.

I �rst focus on the neurophysiology underlying IM learning signals, and in particular on the

relations between IMs and phasic dopamine (DA). With the support of a �rst computational

model, I propose a new hypothesis that addresses the dispute over the nature and the func-

tions of phasic DA activations: reconciling two contrasting theories in the literature and taking
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into account the different experimental data, I suggest that phasic DA can be considered as a

reinforcement prediction error learning signal determined by both unexpected changes in the

environment (temporary, intrinsic reinforcements) and biological rewards (permanent, extrinsic

reinforcements). The results obtained with my computational model support the presented hy-

pothesis, showing how such a learning signal can serve two important functions: driving both

the discovery and acquisition of novel actions and the maximisation of rewards. Moreover,

those results provide a �rst example of the power of IMs to guide arti�cial agents in the cumu-

lative learning of complex behaviours that would not be learnt simply providing a direct reward

for the �nal tasks.

In a second work, I move to investigate the issues related to the implementation of IMs signal

in robots. Since the literature still lacks a speci�c analysis of which is the best IM signal to drive

skill acquisition, I compare in a robotic setup different typologies of IMs, as well as the different

mechanisms used to implement them. The results provide two important contributions: 1) they

show how IM signals based on the competence of the system are able to generate a better

guidance for skill acquisition with respect to the signals based on the knowledge of the agent;

2) they identify a proper mechanism to generate a competence-based IM signal, showing that

the stronger the link between the IM signal and the competence of the system, the better the

performance.

Following the aim of widening the autonomy and the versatility of arti�cial agents, in a third

work I focus on the improvement of the control architecture of the robot. I build a new 3-level

architecture that allows the system to select the goals to pursue, to search for the best way to

achieve them, and acquire the related skills. I implement this architecture in a simulated iCub

robot and test it in a 3D experimental scenario where the agent has to learn, on the basis of

IMs, a reaching task where it is not clear which arm of the robot is the most suitable to reach the

different targets. The performance of the system is compared to the one of my previous 2-level

architecture system, where tasks and computational resources are associated at design time.

The better performance of the system endowed with the new 3-level architecture highlights the

importance of developing robots with different levels of autonomy, and in particular both the



high-level of goal selection and the low-level of motor control.

Finally, I focus on a crucial issue for autonomous robotics: the development of a system that

is able not only to select its own goals, but also to discover them through the interaction with

the environment. In the last work I present GRAIL, a Goal-discovering Robotic Architecture

for Intrisically-motivated Learning. Building on the insights provided by my previous research,

GRAIL is a 4-level hierarchical architecture that for the �rst time assembles in unique system

different features necessary for the development of truly autonomous robots. GRAIL is able

to autonomously 1) discover new goals, 2) create and store representations of the events as-

sociated to those goals, 3) select the goal to pursue, 4) select the computational resources to

learn to achieve the desired goal, and 5) self-generate its own learning signals on the basis

of the achievement of the selected goals. I implement GRAIL in a simulated iCub and test it

in three different 3D experimental setup, comparing its performance to my previous systems,

showing its capacity to generate new goals in unknown scenarios, and testing its ability to cope

with stochastic environments. The experiments highlight on the one hand the importance of

an appropriate hierarchical architecture for supporting the development of autonomous robots,

and on the other hand how IMs (together with goals) can play a crucial role in the autonomous

learning of multiple skills.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

AARTIFICIAL agents are continuously improving. More and more sophisticated robots and

powerful algorithms able to solve increasingly complex tasks are being developed every

year. They are able not only to ef�ciently solve complex and lengthy tasks, but also to dis-

cover better or totally new solutions to accomplish their work. Regardless the actual complexity

of their behaviours, the autonomy and versatility of current arti�cial agents are still extremely

limited in comparison to those of biological agents (humans in particular). While this is not a

problem when arti�cial agents are used to solve prede�ned behaviours (e.g. industrial robots),

the lack of autonomy in present robots prevents them from properly interacting with real envi-

ronments, where agents have to face situations that are unknown at design-time or where it is

not clear which are the necessary skills to operate in given conditions.

Humans and other mammals (such as rats or monkeys) are able to continuously adapt to new

situations and mutating environments thanks to their ability to continuously acquire new knowl-

edge and new competence: what has been learnt in a speci�c situation is reused in the future,

in a continuous process of adaptation and cumulation of gradually more complex behaviours.

Since early childhood, exploration and play drive the learning of increasingly more powerful

sensory-motor capabilities as well as the identi�cation of new features of the environment, al-

lowing the agents to discover how their actions affect the world and to form an ample repertoire

of skills: �newborns are maximally ef�cient in collecting data (making new experience) and their

behaviours are optimised for learning rather than simply for ef�ciency in absolute terms� (Metta

et al. 2001, p.2).

Unfortunately, it is still not clear which are the mechanisms that generate such a powerful
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adaptability in biological agents, and even less clear is how to implement them in arti�cial

systems. As babies progress in different developmental stages (Piaget et al. 1952), acquiring

new abilities on the basis of few innate re�exes and generalising their behaviour (and reasoning)

to new situations, the robots should gradually develop their capabilities from the interaction

between their sensorimotor apparatus and the external world. At the basis of this long and

open-ended process dwells agents’ motivation to autonomously explore, discover and learn.

Beside being an interesting challenge per se, developing truly autonomous robots can enhance

the effectiveness of robot exploitation. If one thinks at arti�cial agents exploring new planets or

the deep abysses of the oceans, it is clear that these robots have to be designed so that they

do not need to rely totally on designers knowledge since most of the situations they encounter

are completely unforeseeable. And even in more familiar settings, such as houses or other

human environments, the capabilities to adapt to novel situations and to autonomously acquire

new knowledge and skills are fundamental features for autonomous robots.

Building on previous critics to classical AI (e.g. Brooks 1991) and taking inspiration from biology

to reveal those principles and mechanisms that guarantee such a great versatility in humans

and other animals, developmental robotics (Metta et al. 2001, Lungarella et al. 2003, Weng

2004, Asada et al. 2009, Guerin 2011) aims to build arti�cial systems that are able to develop

their knowledge and skills, and possibly more complex and human-like behavioural strategies,

through the interaction between the agents and the environment. Many advancements have

been made, but only recently the challenge of autonomy has been tackled within robotics.

The research presented in this thesis aims at the development of open-ended learning robots

able to autonomously discover interesting states/events in the environment, set them as de-

sired targets, and use them to guide the acquisition of a repertoire of skills. In particular, this

research focuses on the role that intrinsic motivations (IMs) can play in the improvement of au-

tonomy and adaptivity of arti�cial agents. The term IMs derives from the psychological literature

(see next chapter, sec. 2.1) where it was used in contrast to extrinsic motivations (EMs). EMs

motivate behaviour to obtain biologically relevant resources (e.g., water, food, mates) or avoid

damage/predators. Differently, IMs drive the behaviour of the agents only for the sake of acquir-
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ing new knowledge and competences. The concept of IMs has been later employed in machine

learning and robotics (see next chapter, sec. 2.3) as a useful tool to drive the motivational and

learning processes of arti�cial agents in the absence of any assigned task. The present work

starts investigating the biological mechanisms underlying IMs and then develops them within

robotic architectures able to autonomously discover new tasks and learn to autonomously solve

them.

The next chapter describes experimental data related to IMs within psychological and neurosci-

enti�c literature, and reviews the computational works that implemented IMs to develop more

autonomous and versatile agents. The presented computational literature provides the basis,

as well as the challenges, for the work described in this thesis, which is overviewed at the end

of the next chapter (sec. 2.6).
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Chapter 2

Literature review on intrinsic motivations and

overview of the research

THE term IMs was introduced in psychology. Since the �philosophy� of the research pre-

sented in this thesis (as well as of other works in developmental robotics) is to take

inspiration from biology to better implement those functions and mechanisms that can improve

the development of autonomous robots, this chapter �rst reviews the psychological (sec 2.1)

and neuroscienti�c literature (sec 2.2) related to IMs. This will give further insights on the role

played by IMs in real agents, as well as on the neural mechanisms underlying intrinsically mo-

tivated processes. Then sec. 2.3 describes the computational works that use the framework of

IMs to improve the autonomous development of arti�cial systems, providing a general view of

the different systems, analysing the solutions used to implement IMs in robotics, and illustrating

the obtained results.

These works provided the inspiration and the starting point of the research presented in this

thesis. The main contributions provided by the literature, as well as the important open ques-

tions, are brie�y summarised in sec. 2.4, and constitute the basis of the work described in the

next chapters and overviewed in sec. 2.5 and 2.6.

2.1 Psychology: experimental data and interpretations

The concept of IMs has been developed during the 1950s in animal psychology to explain new

experimental data that were incompatible with the Hullian theory of drives (Hull 1943) where

motivations were strictly connected to the satiation of primary needs such as food, sex, etc.

In few preliminary experiments before the 1950s, some results (Dashiell 1925, Nissen 1930)
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drew the attention to the motivational power of exploration, showing that rats were willing to

cross an electri�ed grid to investigate novel areas. Exploration was central also in another

work (Montgomery 1954), where satiated rats revealed their preference for the longest arm

of an y-maze that allowed the animals to reach a new section of the experimental setup. In

other experiments (Butler 1953, Butler & Harlow 1957) monkeys learnt a colour discrimination

task where the only reward was the possibility to look out of a window, which otherwise was

obscured by a panel. Another work (Miles 1958) described kittens learning a discrimination

task motivated by the possibility to interact with a novel object or, in a different task, to explore

a room. The role of neutral sensory stimuli in exploration and learning processes was studied

also in a recent work (di Sorrentino et al. 2014), where two groups of capuchin monkeys were

tested in a manipulation task with a mechatronic board: the results showed that the group

allowed to actually determine activations of the board outperformed in the test phase the group

whose perceived outcomes were those generated by their paired subjects of the �rst group.

Harlow and colleagues (Harlow 1950, Harlow et al. 1950) introduced the term intrinsic motiva-

tions to explain the results obtained with rhesus monkeys that had to solve mechanical puzzles

without any reinforcement: as successively underlined (Cofer 1959), these experiments built

on the idea that manipulation and visual inputs may have a reinforcement value for biological

agents. In another interesting experiment (Myers & Miller 1954) rats learnt to press a lever

while simply providing to the animals the possibility to poke their heads in a new compartment

and sniff around. In a further work (Zimbardo & Miller 1958) the authors increased the discrep-

ancy (thus the novelty) between the different compartments, concluding that the possibility to

explore or to generate a stimulus change is reinforcing per se. Berlyne tested rats in unfamiliar

environments and with different typologies of new objects (Berlyne 1950, 1951, 1955, 1957),

highlighting how novelty is able to generate behaviours like approaching or snif�ng, which are

normally triggered by primary drives. These experiments also showed that while those be-

haviours rapidly diminish as the familiarity with the objects increases, they suddenly reappear

when new novelty is added in the environment.

Kish focused on the power of surprising or unexpected neutral stimuli to drive operant condi-
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tioning (Kish 1955, Kish & Antonitis 1956, Barnes & Kish 1957, Kish 1966). For example, mice

pressed with higher frequency a lever positioned in their cage when followed by the onset of

a light. If the light was removed extinction was recorded, thus proving the reinforcing value

attributed to the light. The power of phasic neutral stimuli has been con�rmed by later exper-

iments (e.g. Roberts et al. 1958, Reed et al. 1996), some of which (as in Williams & Lowe

1972) found similar results with the light offset, thus suggesting that motivation is connected to

perceived changes in the world. Moreover, the rewarding effect is generated not only by the

phasic event per se, but also by the possibility for the agent to modify the environment (Glow &

Wtne�eld 1978): experiments with rats showed that animals were more likely to press a lever if

this action not only generated a change in the environment (light onset) but also the opportu-

nity to produce a further (different) sensory change (sound offset). These data con�rmed the

reinforcing value assigned by biological agents to the actions that modify the environment.

At the beginning, different authors tried to include the �rst results on intrinsically motivated

behaviours in the mainstream theory of Hullian drives. Depending on the different data, the

authors described these new motivations as exploratory drives (Montgomery 1954, Myers &

Miller 1954), manipulatory drives (Harlow et al. 1950) or activity drives (Kagan & Berkun 1954).

In a seminal work that reviewed many of the cited studies, White (1959) criticised the attempt

to reduce this new typology of motivations to the mechanisms of primary drives. The author

argued that the motivations that push to obtain primary rewards are determined by stimulations

that are unpleasant (such as hunger or thirst) and external to the nervous system of the agent.

Differently, IMs are not related to homeostatic processes: when exploring a new path or inter-

acting with a novel object an agent is not satiating its general need of exploration or novelty

(as with hunger, where every edible food can reduce it), but only the curiosity related to those

speci�c novel elements (see also Woodworth 1958). According to White, IMs are not related to

some sort of drive but to the motivation of biological agents to control the environment. For the

author (anticipated by the �joy of being a cause�, Groos 1908, or the �instinct to master�, Hen-

drick 1942), the different behaviours expressed in these experiments can be gathered under

the heading of competence, intended as a motivation to �satisfy an intrinsic need to deal with

the environment� (White 1959, p.318).
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While Piaget already described the interest showed by infants in affecting the environment

(Piaget 1929, Piaget et al. 1952), in the following years other authors in human psychology

referred to White and its competence-based view of IMs. Charms (1968) focused on the moti-

vational value provided by controlling the world, especially when competence comes together

with autonomy and perceived causation. Csikszentmihalyi (Csikszentmihalyi & Csikzentmihaly

1991) spoke of �optimal experience� describing the state of ��ow� as being involved in an ac-

tivity for its own sake. Deci underlined the relation between IMs and competence (Deci 1972):

in further works with Ryan and other collaborators, he investigated self-motivation in humans

and the role of IMs in education (Deci & Ryan 1985, Deci et al. 1991) as well as their relation

with extrinsic motivations (EMs, Ryan & Deci 2000, Deci et al. 2001). The importance of im-

proving the control of one’s own was stressed also in a more recent work (Von Hofsten 2004),

where the author described body movements, even in the newborn, as �goal-directed actions

that foresee events in the world� (Von Hofsten 2004, p.266). A direct demonstration that the

discovery of a sensorymotor contingency can have a motivational and learning value comes

from an experiment(Rovee-Collier et al. 1987) where infants were tested in a setup where they

could activate a crib mobile moving their feet, which were tied to the toys with a ribbon. At the

beginning the subjects moved randomly, but then they started focusing on the only action (mov-

ing their foot) that actually had an effect on the world. The difference between EMs and IMs

on the basis of their relation to homeostatic processes discussed in White can be found also in

a recent work (Baldassarre 2011), where the author associated EMs to the visceral body and

the learning of skills useful for the regulation of biological needs, while IMs would drive learning

processes only on the basis of the acquisition of new knowledge and competence.

Other authors provided different interpretations of the experimental data related to IMs. Fes-

tinger introduced the concept of �reduction of cognitive dissonance� (Festinger 1957), intended

as the motivation of biological agents to reduce the inconsistencies between internal cognitive

structures and perceived situations. Along the same line, Kagan (1972) identi�ed the �reduc-

tion of uncertainty� as the motivation that pushes the agents to investigate the environment.

In an interesting review, Loewenstein (1994) discussed the intrinsic reward value of curiosity,

de�ned as a �cognitively induced deprivation that results from the perception of a gap in one’s
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knowledge�.

A different way to depict IMs was provided by Berlyne (1960, 1966), who described these

motivations in relation to particular features of external stimuli that are able to generate arousal:

novelty, change, surprise, incongruity and complexity are all examples of �collative variables�,

i.e. properties of the objects (or the environments) that push the agents towards them. As

stated also by Dember and Earl (1957), the complexity of the stimuli generates a motivation

that derives from the possibility to improve the knowledge of the agents. Providing a similar

interpretation of intrinsically motivated behaviours, Hunt (1963, 1965) stated that the interest

is generated by an �optimal incongruity� between what an agent knows and the novelty of the

perceived states. An example of how surprising events can drive exploration can be found

in a recent research (Stahl & Feigenson 2015), where infants exhibited increased interest for

objects that violated their expectations.

The above mentioned experimental data and relative interpretations highlight how the head-

ing of IMs comprehends a vast group of different features (novelty, surprise, complexity) and

behaviours (exploration, manipulation, acquisition of skills) and for this reason it is extremely

dif�cult to anchor all of them to a unique description. However, the common trait of all these

different phenomena is the presence, as stressed by Berlyne, of some properties deriving from

the interplay between the agents and the environment, which have the power to motivate and

determine learning processes. Moreover, as underlined by White, these motivations have noth-

ing in common with the EMs since they don’t have a direct impact in the homeostatic processes

regulated by primary drives.

Also IMs originated from evolutionary pressure (although likely more recently than EMs Baldas-

sarre 2011), probably to generate a different typology of motivations that �maximise long-term

evolutionary �tness in rapidly changing environmental conditions� (Gottlieb et al. 2013, p.589).

Acquiring knowledge and learning new skills without any speci�c purpose can increase adap-

tivity and survivability in the long run because the improved know-how will be useful in future

situations. However, although the emergence of some mechanisms is always connected to

�tness maximisation and thus to EMs, during evolution IMs have gradually taken different roles
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in addition to their original scope and in humans they contributed to the generation of self-

motivating activities such as art, science or play (Schmidhuber 2010).

2.2 The neural substrate of IMs

Differently from what happens in the psychological literature, in neuroscience there are few

experimental data directly linked to IMs. This is due to the fact that many interesting researches

related to IMs are listed under different headings.

The most relevant data derives from studies on the activity of dopaminergic neurons. The neu-

romodulator dopamine (DA) has long been recognised to play a fundamental role in motiva-

tional control and learning processes (e.g., Wise 2004, Schultz 2006). Mainly produced by two

sources in the midbrain, the substantia nigra pars compacta (SNc) and the Ventral Tegmental

Area (VTA), DA phasic activations are determined by reward-related stimuli connected to EMs

(Schultz 1998, see chapter 3 for a detailed analysis).

However, DA is elicited not only by reward-related stimuli but also by other typologies of salient

stimuli presenting those characteristics of novelty or unexpectedness that, as described in sec.

2.1, are able to motivate biological agents in modifying their behaviour (Horvitz 2000). Exper-

imental results (Chiodo et al. 1980) showed that different kinds of stimulations (tail pressures,

light �ashes, puffs of air to the snout, and olfactory stimulation) determine phasic DA bursts

in the SNc of rats. Experiments with cats (Strecker & Jacobs 1985) registered excitatory re-

sponses of DA neurons in the SN at the presentation of phasic visual or auditory stimuli. Other

experiments with cats (Horvitz et al. 1997) showed that non-conditioned stimuli were able to

determine burst activity in VTA neurons. Further research (Dommett et al. 2005, Redgrave

et al. 2008) pointed out that the phasic activity of DA neurons in the SNc is determined by the

activation of the Superior Colliculus (SC), which responds to phasic sensorial stimuli. Schultz

(1998) underlined the power of novel or salient events to trigger DA neurons even when those

stimuli are not associated with biological rewards. For example, tests with monkeys (Ljungberg

et al. 1992) showed DA activations when the animals simply observed or listened the opening

of a box. Moreover, the authors described how those responses had a rapid habituation when

the stimuli became familiar or predicted, underlining the role of novelty and surprise in triggering
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DA neurons.

Data from fMRI studies with human subjects reported the role of novelty in choice tasks (Wittmann

et al. 2008). Other experiments with humans (Bunzeck & Düzel 2006) linked visual novelty to

the activation of dopaminergic areas. Moreover, the same experiments showed how novel im-

ages were those that most triggered the hippocampus and the striatum, thus con�rming Lisman

& Grace (2005) hypothesis on the role of novelty in generating the DA signal necessary to the

formation of new memories.

All these data provide evidence for the ability of phasic neutral stimuli to activate DA. These

�ndings generated an interesting discussion on the functional role of phasic DA activity that is

the core topic of chapter 3. Moreover, the fact that depending on their characteristics neutral

stimuli generate activations in different brain areas supports the idea that IMs can be divided

in different categories. In a recent work (Barto et al. 2013) the authors discussed the distinc-

tion between novelty and surprise referring to the related neural activations: unpredicted and

surprising sensory stimuli activate the SNc through the SC, while novel stimuli and novel as-

sociations of familiar stimuli determine activations of the DA neurons in the VTA through the

hippocampus.

In addiction to the previously mentioned research, further works suggested the role played by

other typologies of salient stimuli in activating cerebral areas related to learning and motivation.

Among them, Bromberg-Martin and Hikosaka experiments with monkeys (Bromberg-Martin &

Hikosaka 2009, 2011) are of particular interest. In a choice-task performed with saccadic eye

movements, they showed how tested animals preferred to obtain reward-related information

although this did not in�uence the amount of dispensed reward. The behavioural data re�ected

the activations of DA neurons (Bromberg-Martin & Hikosaka 2009) and those of the Lateral

Habenula (Bromberg-Martin & Hikosaka 2011). It is important to underline that in these experi-

ment EMs had a crucial role since the information sought by the monkeys was related to reward.

However, these data once more provided an example of how IMs are able to guide agent be-

haviour: as stated by the authors, �All things being equal, it is better to seek knowledge than to

seek ignorance� (Bromberg-Martin & Hikosaka 2009, p.122).
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2.3 IMs and computational models

If the idea of autonomous developmental robotics is to build task-independent learning agents

that pursue an open-ended exploration of the environment continually adapting to novel prob-

lems, IMs can play a fundamental role to develop this new typology of arti�cial agents. Indeed,

the insights provided by IMs have grown inside robotics and machine learning (in particular

within the reinforcement learning framework, Sutton & Barto 1998) and nowadays they consti-

tute an important �eld of research (Baldassarre & Mirolli 2013c,a).

Depending on the mechanisms they rely upon, IMs have been divided into two main categories:

knowledge-based IMs (KB-IMs) and competence-based IMs (CB-IMs). KB-IM mechanisms

generate learning signals based on the acquisition of knowledge. CB-IM mechanisms, instead,

generate learning signals based on the acquisition of competence. This distinction, identi�ed

in different works (Oudeyer & Kaplan 2007, 2008, Mirolli & Baldassarre 2013) and further anal-

ysed in chapter 4, has been used to divide the presentation of the computational literature on

IMs into the two following sections.

2.3.1 Knowledge-Based IMs

IMs were introduced in machine learning by the seminal work of Schmidhuber (1991b) that

presented a reinforcement learning (RL) system that for the �rst time was endowed with what

he de�ned as �arti�cial curiosity�. More precisely, the agent was able to predict future percep-

tual inputs on the basis of the current state and the planned action. This ability was used by

Schmidhuber to provide the agent with an intrinsic motivation that complemented the extrinsic

reward related to the task at hand. For the author �Curiosity is related to what one already

knows about the world� (Schmidhuber 1991b, p.4) and the acquisition of new knowledge is the

motivation that drives the agent presented in this work. Every time the internal model failed to

predict the perceptions following its last action, a positive signal was generated that determined

the activation of the reinforcement unit implemented in the controller of the system. More pre-

cisely, this signal was proportional to the prediction error (PE) generated by the agent when it

was trying to predict future states. As soon as the system has learnt to anticipate a particu-

lar situation, the reinforcement generated by its perception and the curios unit activation went
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back to zero. This was considered as a state of boredom that induced the agent to explore the

environment in search of new unpredicted con�gurations.

That KB-IM signal (Schmidhuber 1991b) has thus been used in further works to boost the au-

tonomous exploration of robots. For example, Huang and Weng (2002) used a visual input to

generate an intrinsic reinforcement determined by the difference between the present and the

previous perceived states. Experiments with both simulated and real robots showed how this

signal was able to guide the selection of pre-determined actions so to explore the environment

in search for states where novelty was higher, as in the presence of an object in continuos mo-

tion. Visual input was used also in another work (Marshall et al. 2004) where a simulated agent

in a 2D environment learnt to track a moving object on the basis of an IM signal determined by

the difference of two successive greyscale images.

The idea of using the pursuit of knowledge as a motivation was developed also in the �eld of

active learning. Thrun (1995) implemented a mechanism to improve the capacity of the system

to explore a real-valued domain. In the experiments presented in that work, the agent had an

externally assigned task that provided extrinsic rewards. The intrinsic motivation to explore was

expected to provide two advantages: 1) improve the formation of a world model and 2) increase

the capability to discover better solutions to assigned tasks. The implemented IMs were based

on the errors in predicting future positions of the agent: such predictions were determined by a

model of the world that relied on the actual knowledge of the system.

Although implemented in different works (for other examples see also Cohn et al. 1994, Weng

2002), the direct use of a PE to implement IMs can lead the learning process to a dead-end.

This problem was highlighted by Schmidhuber himself in a work (Schmidhuber 1991a) that fol-

lowed his �rst implementation of arti�cial curiosity. When modelling IMs with a PE signal we

necessarily assume that the environment is completely predictable, otherwise the agent could

get stuck in portions of the world that are structurally unpredictable: when the agent encoun-

ters a situation that is unforeseeable, it continues to receive a PE intrinsic reinforcement that

motivates the system to persist in interacting with that part of the environment, although there

is nothing to learn from that situation. Complex (and interesting) environments typically present
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these kind of situations, since are rich in uncertainty, noise and non-deterministic events. To

cope with this problem, Schmidhuber suggested to modify the previous mechanism, and imple-

mented IMs as the improvement in the prediction of future states. The system was endowed

with a signal that guided the exploration of the environment where the expectation of future

improvement of knowledge was high. The control system was provided with a meta-predictor

(called �con�dence module�) whose activity consisted in predicting the changes in the predic-

tion error of the world model. In this way, the system was reinforced only when there was

a prediction error improvement (PEI), i.e. when the system explored areas that provided a

knowledge gain for the world model.

This new way to implement IMs allows arti�cial agents to avoid pure noise or unlearnable

situations. A similar implementation can be found in another work (Herrmann et al. 2000)

where a PEI signal was determined by an internal �processing module� and used to guide an

arti�cial agent in exploring the environment. The system was tested with both a simulated robot

in a simple grid-world scenario and a real Khepera robot, showing how the agents were able

to fully explore the environment from easier parts to more complex one, outperforming agents

that were simply driven by random action selection.

The majority of the �rst works implementing IMs in arti�cial agents (whether they used a PE

or a PEI IM signal) were more focused in how arti�cial curiosity could speed up the process of

knowledge acquisition than in building developmental agents able to autonomously increase

the complexity of their behaviours. This is underlined also by the fact that many of those

systems (and primarily those of Schmidhuber) were implemented in abstract machine learning

mechanisms or in simulated robots that had to accomplish explorative tasks.

Oudeyer and colleagues (Oudeyer et al. 2007) improved the PEI IM signal proposed by Schmid-

huber (Schmidhuber 1991a) to develop a mechanism for the autonomous mental development

of robots. The Intelligent Adaptive Curiosity (IAC) mechanism pushes arti�cial agents to explore

the environment and interact with it in order to maximise the learning progress. In previously de-

scribed work (Schmidhuber 1991b) the PEI signal was calculated as the general improvement

in knowledge gain. While this could be suf�cient to drive a simple locomotor task, this is inap-
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propriate if we want a robot to perform different behaviours, possibly with different complexity. In

fact, if the robot shifts from an action to a different one it would be incorrect to compute the PEI

signal comparing the prediction errors of two unrelated behaviours. To solve this problem, IAC

was endowed with a mechanism that adaptively separated the continuous sensorimotor space

in different subregions with speci�c learning machines (the experts). The system selected on

which region to focus its actions on the basis of the expected learning progress, avoiding too

predictable and unpredictable situations.

IAC was tested in two situations. In the �rst experiment the system was tested in a simulated

two-wheeled robot which moved in a room with an �intelligent toy� that modi�ed its behaviour

accordingly to the sound emitted by the robot. Depending on the frequency emitted by the

agent, the toy was able to (a) move randomly, (b) stop, or (c) jump in the same position of

the robot. Since the IM signal was calculated on the basis of the improvement in predicting

the distance between the robot and the toy, this environment provided 3 different situations:

(a) unpredictable, (b) predictable, and (c) easily predictable. The result was that the simulated

agent shifts, in a developmental fashion, from easier to more complex tasks, coordinating its

locomotion with the production of proper sounds, and avoiding the unpredictable states.

In a second experiment IAC was implemented in a real robot, a Sony AIBO tested in what the

authors called �The Playground Experiment�, i.e. a baby play mat with various toys with witch

the agent could interact. The robot was endowed with �ve motor primitives and its sensory input

was restricted at few high-level perceptions (visualisation of objects and their oscillations in the

visual �eld, and the presence of something in the mouth). However, this experiment showed for

the �rst time the potential of IMs in a real robot that learns to deploy different actions following

a developmental sequence (which recalls the idea of schemas, Piaget et al. 1952). The AIBO

�rst generated random motor sequences, but then it began to improve its ability in predicting

its sensory input, moving from the easier tasks (foveating an object) to the more complex ones

(grasping a toy with the mouth). Note that some of the tasks required a sequence of different

actions in order to be properly executed: the playground experiment highlighted how IMs were

able to drive a robot in forming sequences of gradually more complex skills.
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The IAC architecture had been improved by Baranes and Oudeyer in a subsequent version (R-

IAC, Baranes & Oudeyer 2009), while further versions of the architecture had been endowed

with a CB-IM signal (see next section, or Oudeyer et al. 2013 for a complete review). However,

even in its �rst implementation IAC has inspired other works, such as (Lee et al. 2009) where

the IAC mechanism was associated with a Growing Neural Gas mechanism (Fritzke et al. 1995)

that improved the capability of dividing the space in subregions. The ROVIO robot used in these

experiments received through its camera the input of the surrounding environment, consisting in

a background in�atable pool and two other robots: one placed in a �xed position and the other

continuously moving back and forth. The three elements had different colours and different

levels of complexity and the robot could select both its actions and which colour channel to focus

on. The PEI signal that motivated the agent, together with the regions-splitting mechanism,

determined also in this case a staged learning from easier to more complex tasks, guiding the

robot in associating the different elements to different colour channels.

2.3.2 Competence-based IMs

Although extremely interesting and powerful, all the previous system implemented IMs as sig-

nals connected to the knowledge of the agent. While maximising the knowledge gain can

be �awless in exploration tasks, if the aim of developmental robotics is to build autonomous

systems able to discover and learn ample repertoire of skills, KB-IMs may be sub-optimal for

driving the acquisition of competence: �... in order for a purely knowledge-based mechanism

to optimally support the acquisition of a cumulative collection of skills, one should assume a

very strict and direct link between knowledge and competence that seems dif�cult to justify"

(Mirolli & Baldassarre 2013, p.59). Although some works succeeded in using KB-IMs for

action learning (e.g., Schmidhuber 2003, Oudeyer et al. 2007, Mugan & Kuipers 2009), the

implementation of CB-IMs has been suggested as the proper solution for the guidance of skill

acquisition (Oudeyer et al. 2013, Mirolli & Baldassarre 2013). A more detailed discussion on

the distinction and the differences between KB-IMs and CB-IMs can be found in chapter 4 (see

also Oudeyer & Kaplan 2007, 2008, Mirolli & Baldassarre 2013, Barto et al. 2013).

One of the �rst implementations of a mechanism guided by CB-IMs can be found in a research
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by Barto and colleagues (Barto et al. 2004). In this work, the authors introduced for the �rst

time the term intrinsic motivations in the computational literature. They developed their system

within the option framework (Sutton et al. 1999). An option is a closed sensorimotor loop that

consists of three parts: (1) an initiation set, i.e. all the states in which the option can be initi-

ated, (2) an option policy that guides the agent through different states during the policy, and

(3) a termination condition, that indicates the conditions under which the option terminates. In

many works, options are determined by designers and the agents �simply� learn (through RL

algorithms) to improve and deploy them so to maximise rewards. In this work, the authors

described a system that was able to autonomously form and learn new options without any

particular assigned task. An arti�cial agent was tested in a grid-world (the �playroom domain�)

with different objects that could generate interesting responses. Following biological insights,

the agent considered as salient the changes in the intensity of lights and sounds. Through its

actuators (an eye, a hand and a visual marker) it could interact with the objects that needed

different sequences of actions to be activated: for example, the light switch could be directly

activated with the hand, the bell rang when the ball was kicked on it, while the monkey toy

needed a sequence of 14 different actions to be activated. When the system had discovered

a salient event, it generated an option related to that event together with an option-model that

tried to predict the achievement of the particular event when the option was executed. The

prediction error of the option-model was used to generate the IM learning signal that guided

the selection of the actions (as well as of the options). Differently from previous works, here

the IM reinforcement were not connected to the knowledge of the system in anticipating every

possible future state but to the competence in achieving a particular event. The results of the

experiment showed that the CB-IM signal was able to guide the agent in learning the different

options and form sequences of skills that gradually brought the system in discovering all the

effects that it could generate in the environment. However, this system still presented two im-

portant limitations: �rst, it was implemented in a discrete, disembodied scenario, second the IM

signal was based on the PE, and thus was subject to the problems highlighted by Schmidhuber

(Schmidhuber 1991a) and discussed in sec. 2.3.1.

The �rst work that implemented CB-IMs on the basis of the improvement of the competence of
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a system is the one of Schembri and colleagues (Schembri et al. 2007c, see also Schembri

et al. 2007a,b, Baldassarre & Mirolli 2013b). Here the authors presented a CB-IM signal based

on the temporal-difference (TD) error of an actor-critic RL model (Sutton & Barto 1998). They

developed a hierarchical architecture composed of a selector and three experts that control a

�wheelchair� robot positioned in a square arena with a textured �oor. The agent had a camera

pointed towards the ground that provided an RGB input of the �oor in front of the robot. The

life of the agent had been divided in two phases: childhood, where the robot learnt sensorimo-

tor skills on the basis of IMs, and adulthood, where it learnt to combine the acquired skills to

achieve six different rewarded tasks. The innovative idea proposed in this work was to use the

TD-error as the IM signal that guided the selector in assigning the control of the robot to the

different experts. The TD-error (or �surprise�) is a signal that is positive when the system per-

forms better than expected, negative when the system performs worse than expected, and null

when the performance results as expected: for this reason, this signal can be considered as a

good measure of the learning progress of an actor in learning its task. In this work, the TD-error

was used to train the selector to select the expert that was learning the most, providing a CB-IM

signal that was able to cope with the problem of unpredictable situations. The experiments pre-

sented in this work showed how, during the childhood phase, the robot autonomously learnt to

specialise its experts to follow different colours on the �oor. This competence, acquired without

any assignment, was then exploited in the adulthood phase, when the robot learnt to combine

its skills to accomplish externally rewarded tasks.

In a subsequent work within the option framework, Stout & Barto (2010) developed in a grid-

world a system that was driven by the improvement in the competence in achieving some

pre-determined goals. The CB-IM signal was used to determine the values assigned to the

different actions selected through a Q-Learning algorithm (Watkins 1989). The agent was thus

able to navigate in the grid-world scenario, learning to achieve different goals and avoiding an

�impossible skill� used to probe the ability of the system to avert unlearnable situations. In a

further interesting work within the option framework (Merrick 2012), CB-IMs were used to guide

a two-level architecture in selecting its goals and training the related options. An arti�cial agent

was tested in a discrete computer game scenario where it had to achieve different steps in other
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to enlarge the range of possible actions: the novelty-seeking �introspection� level was able to

improve the ability of the system in focusing on more complex goals and ef�ciently learning the

related skills, providing also a strategy to delete those skills (options) that had become useless.

Baranes & Oudeyer (2010a, 2013) built upon R-IAC system to develop a hierarchical architec-

ture that exploited the power of CB-IMs. The Self-Adaptive Goal Generation Robust Intelligent

Adaptive Curiosity (SAGG-RIAC) architecture drew on the insights of the goal babbling frame-

work (Rolf et al. 2010) to reduce the impact of the curse-of-dimensionality problem (Bishop

1995). Most works within autonomous robotics foster the discovery of the environment through

a random exploration of the sensorimotor space. While this can be effective in restricted do-

mains, real robots normally have many degrees of freedom and the motor-babbling strategy

produces an extremely long and redundant process. Differently, the goal-space has a lower

dimensionality and its exploration can boost both the discovery and the acquisition of new

skills (for further analysis on the role of goals and their relation to CB-IMs see chapters 4 and

6). While IAC and R-IAC implemented IMs as the PEI in predicting future sensory inputs,

SAGG-RIAC used competence improvements to select the desired goal states. The system

was tested in three different experimental scenarios (two with a simulated robotic arm and one

with an AIBO) which showed how this architecture was able to guide the acquisition of an ample

repertoire of skills and to outperform R-IAC, especially for high degrees of freedom.

SAGG-RIAC is one of the most interesting state-of-the-art architecture for the autonomous ac-

quisition of skills. However, in the actual version it focuses on the learning of low-level actions

related to the �nal position of robot actuators. Indeed goals are related only to the body of

the robot (as in most works within the goal-babbling framework, such as Rolf et al. 2011), not

considering the goals connected to the effects that the agent can generate in the external envi-

ronment. Different implementation of goal-directed, intrinsically motivated learning is proposed

and discussed in chapters 4 and 6.

2.3.3 Other works

In the last years there has been an exponential increase of works that implemented IMs, also

in relation to other aspect of robotics and arti�cial intelligence. Many works focused on the
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improvement that IMs can produce in active vision, facilitating the encoding of sensory data

(Zhao et al. 2012, Lonini et al. 2013), guiding attention (Sperati & Baldassarre 2014), boosting

saliency learning (Craye et al. 2015), and supporting sophisticated algorithms such as Slow

Features Analysis (SFA) (see Wiskott & Sejnowski 2002, Kompella, Luciw & Schmidhuber

2012) in abstraction learning (Kompella, Luciw, Stollenga, Pape & Schmidhuber 2012). In par-

ticular, SFA and IMs have been integrated to foster skill acquisition on the basis of the perceived

changes in environmental features (Kompella et al. 2015). A different approach, combining re-

inforcement learning and imitation learning techniques (see sec. 2.5), have been used to boost

object recognition through curiosity-driven manipulation (Nguyen et al. 2013). Other works

implemented IMs to self-motivate action selection in multi-armed bandit problems (Lopes &

Oudeyer 2012, Benureau & Oudeyer 2015), to learn abstract skills in structure learning do-

mains (Vigorito & Barto 2010), to develop complex control sequences in real robot (Hart et al.

2008, Hart & Grupen 2013), and even to guide vocal development (Moulin-Frier & Oudeyer

2012, Moulin-Frier et al. 2014).

Taking inspiration from biological myelination processes in the brain (Eyre 2003) and from

the �Lift-Constraint, Act, Saturate� (LCAS) algorithm (Lee et al. 2007), Baranes and Oudeyer

(2010b, 2011) used CB-IMs not only to guide skill learning but also to act as a self-regulating

mechanism that enabled the maturation of the constraints of the arti�cial agent. When the robot

had learnt to achieve all the possible goals its competence-progress stabilised. This was used

as an indicator that the system was ready to �maturate� and its sensory-motor constraints were

lifted, thus enabling the robot to discover more goals and learn new skills.

A further interesting aspect is the connection between IMs and evolution in arti�cial agents, al-

though only few works highlighted this perspective. In one of the aforementioned works(Schembri

et al. 2007c) the techniques of Evolutionary Robotics (Nol� & Floreano 2000) were implemented

together with IMs to foster autonomous development. In particular, in related works (Schembri

et al. 2007b,c), the authors presented many different analysis of the interplay between evo-

lutive mechanisms and learning processes. The comparison of different systems showed that

the best agents were those that used both evolutive mechanism and learning processes, and in
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particular those agents where evolution was used to select the intrinsic reinforcers that guided

the controllers of the robots. In another work (Singh et al. 2010), agents endowed with differ-

ent reward functions were tested in many discrete environments to show the advantages that

IMs could have provided during evolution. The experimental results showed that the agents

that performed better in the different scenarios always presented a reward function that moti-

vated the actions directly connected to primary (extrinsic) needs. However, the optimal reward

function could be found in those agents that were reinforced also for behaviours, such as ex-

ploration, play and manipulation, that were not directly connected to extrinsic tasks. As a result

of the complexity and mutability of the environments, intrinsic rewards provided a motivational

strategy that signi�cantly enhance the adaptation of tested arti�cial agents, improving their ca-

pability to obtain extrinsic rewards.

2.4 Open challenges tackled by the research presented in this thesis

The literature presented in this chapter provided many insights on the nature and the func-

tions of IMs in biological agents and the way they could be implemented in robots to guide

autonomous learning.

Experimental results from behavioural psychology showed that animals (humans and other

mammals in particular) are motivated to explore the world and interact with it also without any

direct connection to primary needs. What is motivating are some particular features of the

world: unpredictability, novelty and complexity (among the others) are capable to attract the

attention of the agents and trigger their curiosity. Moreover, many experiments and authors

underlined the central role played by the acquisition of a repertoire of skills that can modify the

environment: since early childhood, the perception of a direct control on the external world has

a great motivational power, guiding agents in performing tasks and learning skills only for the

sake of widening their competence. Neuroscienti�c studies have revealed more insights on the

processes related to IMs and their possible functions. Data presented on sec. 2.2 showing that

novel and unpredicted neutral stimuli are able to generate phasic activations of dopaminergic

neurons con�rm the relation between IMs and learning processes.

The computational works described in sec. 2.3 showed the power of taking inspiration from
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biology to develop arti�cial agents. IMs have been successfully used to improve the autonomy

of robotic architectures, allowing the acquisition of knowledge and competence without any

assigned task. Different typologies of IM learning signals have been identi�ed, possibly with

different computational mechanisms and different functions. In particular, CB-IMs have been

suggested to be more suitable to drive the learning of new skills, and some recent works have

underlined the important role played by goals in guiding the intrinsically motivated acquisition of

competence. Moreover, the distinction between IM signals based on the PE of a predictor and

those based on its PEI highlighted an important issue concerning the dif�culties that arti�cial

agents have to face when acting in real environments, where noise is high and effects in the

world can be stochastic.

Despite the important advancements of the recent years in the �eld of IMs, some aspects re-

main to be investigated. As anticipated in sec. 2.2, the results reporting phasic activations of

DA neurons in relation to neutral stimuli have generated an interesting debate focused on dif-

ferent interpretations of the experimental data and different hypotheses on the functional role of

the DA signal. From the computational point of view, although the differences between KB-IMs

and CB-IMs have been described in some works, in the computational literature there is still

confusion on their different properties. In particular, KB-IMs are often used to guide compe-

tence acquisition. A speci�c analysis of the different typologies of IM signals is necessary to

show which one can properly drive the learning of skills. Moreover, this analysis should provide

further insights on the way to implement the mechanism (the predictor) that generates the IM

signal. Looking at the development of arti�cial agents, a further open question is the way a

robotic architecture has to be structured to better support the open-ended learning of many

skills on the basis of IMs. Since the idea that stands behind the concept of IMs is to widen

the repertoire of skills of an agent to improve its capability to face future situations, the robot

needs an architecture that, at the same time, stores the acquired competence, recalls it when

necessary, and allows the system to autonomously select both its tasks and the computational

resources to achieve them. Moreover, a truly autonomous robot has to be able not only to set

its own goals, but also to discover them through the interaction with the environment, possi-

bly forming representations of those goals and use them to guide the intrinsically motivated
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learning process.

The aforementioned open challenges constitute the main targets of the research presented in

this thesis. In particular, the �rst model focuses on the neurophysiology related to IM learning

signals presenting and testing a new hypothesis that tries to embrace the different experimental

data on phasic DA signal, and suggesting a speci�c role for the different activations of DA

neurons and underlying the important relation between IMs and DA activity. Then the open

issues related to the implementation of IMs in arti�cial agents are investigated. Through the

development of a new system are analysed the IMs signals implemented in the literature to

drive skill acquisition, highlighting the differences between KB-IMs and CB-IMs, and identifying

a proper mechanism to generate an IM learning signal suitable for the learning of multiple skills

in robots. In the next work, a new architecture is developed that improves the previous one,

allowing the robot to select its goals and the resources to learn the related skills. Finally, the

fourth architecture builds on the insights gained from the previous steps of this research and,

improving the structure of the system, tackles the challenge of allowing a robot to autonomously

discover its own goals and use them to drive skill acquisition.

2.5 Overview of the theoretical and computational choices behind the presented

models

The general purpose of this research is to tackle key challenges for the development of open-

ended learning systems able to discover and learn new sensorimotor skills. For this reason,

as mentioned in chapter 1, the work presented here is carried out in the framework of develop-

mental robotics (Cangelosi et al. 2015). Differently from classical AI (Haugeland 1989, Russell

& Norvig 1995), in developmental robotics no advanced symbolic reasoning is assumed, and

differently from cognitive architectures such as ACT-R (Anderson et al. 2004) or Soar (Laird

et al. 1987) the focus is not limited to the study of the mechanisms and functions of high-level

human reasoning. Developmental robotics aims at the study of those mechanisms and archi-

tectures that allow an open-ended learning of new knowledge and new skills in robots: as in

biological agents, starting from the interaction with the environment the robots should be able

to build a continuously improving repertoire of actions. On this basis the arti�cial agents will be
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eventually able to form the abstract knowledge necessary to high-level reasoning.

Since the learning processes are driven by robot-environment interaction, a crucial role both in

developmental robotics and in the research presented in this thesis is played by embodiment.

For this reason the models presented in the next chapters are implemented in simulated robots

that gather information directly from the activation of their sensors in turn affected by the actions

performed in the environment. As overviewed in sec. 2.6, the works presented in this research

use different increasingly sophisticated robots, from a simple 2-degrees of freedom robotic arm

to a simulated iCub robotic platform (Metta et al. 2010). Although using a humanoid platform

was not the only possible solution for the experiments presented in this research, this choice

was made to pave the way for a future development of the main architecture presented here

(chapter 6) to make it able to work in a robot with human-like complexity. Moreover, using a

humanoid robot may facilitate the use of the proposed system in the future to model and explain

real humans behaviours.

All the experimental setups used here focus on reaching tasks (with the exception of the exper-

iments presented in chapter 3 where the robot has to perform also a foveation task). Moreover

some simpli�cations are introduced, such as avoiding to consider collisions or excluding the

arms of the robot from the visual input (in chapter 6): what the experiments want to show is not

the possibility to learn complex and articulated skills (such as grasping or object manipulation)

or to cope with all the constraints of real-world scenarios, but to highlight the capability of the

different models to discover and learn different actions. Reaching is a relatively simple activity,

but autonomously focusing on different objects and learning the correct skills to reach them are

challenging tasks that are suf�cient to show the contribution provided by this research and by

the developed models. The duration of the experiments has not been set to mimic a �natural�

learning process (e.g. the time needed by a human baby to learn to reach for objects) but to

allow the compared systems to achieve a satisfying performance (or a plateau in the learning

curve). The reason is that the focus here is on the development of the architectures and not on

the reproduction of speci�c data on skill learning.

Differently from industrial robotics (Groover 2007) where robots are pre-programmed to con-
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tinuously perform repetitive behaviours, and differently from what is usually done in machine

learning where the focus is on policy optimisation to solve speci�c tasks provided by human

designers (Weng et al. 2001), here the focus is on task-independent learning. To foster such

an open-ended process, robots have to be provided with very general assumptions. In the �eld

of evolutionary robotics (Nol� & Floreano 2000) robots are let free to evolve following a �tness

function chosen by the designer that can be more or less constraining for the development of

the agents. Although some works focussed on developing �tness functions allowing an open-

ended evolution (see Bianco & Nol� 2004), the majority of the works in this �eld use �tness

functions that are hand-crafted for the speci�c task at hand (Nelson et al. 2009). In the re-

search presented in this thesis the only bias given to the robots is the one provided by intrinsic

motivations that are able, as discussed in sections 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3, to support an open-ended

development guided only by the discovery of new knowledge and competences.

The aim of the work presented here is to develop arti�cial agents able to autonomously discover

and learn different skills in an open-ended process. In supervised algorithms the learning pro-

cess is normally based on a training set of examples that are provided to the robot by the

experimenter (Kotsiantis et al. 2007). If this strategy can be ef�cient in classi�cation tasks of

structured data-set, supervised learning techniques are inadequate to the purpose of this re-

search because on one hand they need a guidance of the learning process which is external

to the robot and not directly determined by the information originated from the interaction be-

tween the agent and the environment, and on the other hand supervised learning assumes

that the tasks are already given to the robot and not autonomously discovered as expected in

open-ended learning.

Similar limitations can be found in imitation learning techniques (Schaal et al. 2003), where

humans directly teach to the robots new behaviours through motion capture tools, teleoperating

interfaces or even using the robot itself as a haptic device for kinaesthetic teaching. Although

imitation learning has drastically grown in importance leading to important results in the �eld of

robotics (Schaal 1999, Kim et al. 2009, Grollman & Jenkins 2010), learning from demonstration

provided by human designers limits robot behaviour to those skills that have been demonstrated
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(even if some generalisation mechanisms allow adaptation to slightly different contexts, Huang

et al. 2013). If the aim is to improve the versatility of the robots, it is necessary for the systems

to autonomously learn and modify their behaviours on the basis of the interaction with the

environment. Moreover, not only human designers are not always able to teach good solutions

for the tasks at hand, but potentially the designers could even not know all the situations that

an autonomous agent will encounter.

Unsupervised learning methods (Hastie et al. 2009) do not need pre-structured data-set. Al-

gorithms such as k-means (Kanungo et al. 2002), principal component analysis (PCA, Jolliffe

2002), slow features analysis (SFA, Wiskott & Sejnowski 2002) or, in the �eld of arti�cial neural

networks, self-organising maps (SOM, Kohonen 2001) and adaptive resonance theory (ART,

Carpenter & Grossberg 1988), allow a system to autonomously discover the inner structure

of input data. These techniques are pro�tably used in robotics for sensorial inputs processing

(e.g. Ishii et al. 2004, Kanda et al. 2009), in particular related to the visual input (Nehmzow

1999, Weber et al. 2000, Franzius et al. 2011). Also in this research an unsupervised learning

algorithm is used in chapter 6 to process visual inputs. However, these techniques are not

suitable to autonomously acquire motor skills.

To provide an autonomous strategy for the acquisition of different skills, the models presented

in this thesis are developed within the framework of reinforcement learning (RL, Sutton & Barto

1998). RL tackles the problem of how an arti�cial agent could learn and select its skills in order

to maximise the acquisition of rewards. RL guarantees both the autonomous exploration of the

environment and, once a target (a reward) as been identi�ed, a guidance for the acquisition of

a proper policy as well as the possibility to adapt to novel situations and unexpected changes.

However, RL may require a long time to converge, especially when there are many (and often

redundant) dimensions to explore as happens in real robots.

To cope with this problem and keep the advantages provided by RL, hybrid strategies that

combine imitation learning and RL have gained an important role in robotics, even in the �eld

of intrinsically motivated RL (Nguyen 2013). Demonstration is used to bootstrap RL guiding an

initial exploration of the policies (Kober & Peters 2009, Jetchev & Toussaint 2013), providing the
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initial set of motor primitives (Bentivegna et al. 2004, Mülling et al. 2013), or to limit the search

space (Peters et al. 2003, Guenter et al. 2007). Although these strategies improve the learning

of complex policies and the control of sophisticated robots, since they use imitation they have

the same limits, with respect to the purpose of this research, described for imitation learning:

they require a massive intervention of designers and an a-priori knowledge of the actions that

the system has to learn. Although the experiments presented in this thesis could have allowed

the use of imitation learning strategies (since the skills that the robots can learn are known on

the basis of the implemented setups), the aim is to develop architectures that in the future will

be able to work even in completely unknown environments. For this reason, the choices at

implementation level are oriented towards those solutions that better support the autonomous

discovery and learning of new skills in an open-ended fashion.

There are different families of RL algorithms. Depending on the presence (or absence) of

different components, they can be divided into three main groups (Grondman et al. 2012):

actor-only, presenting only the policy function, critic-only, presenting only the value function,

and actor-critic. Actor-only approaches such as policy search methods (Kober & Peters 2009)

typically guide the discovery of a good set of parameters for a given policy. They can generate

actions in a continuous space and they have strong convergence properties (Kober & Peters

2009). Policy search methods are widely used in the �eld of robotics especially to cope with

high-dimensional state and action spaces (Bagnell & Hneider 2001, Endo et al. 2008, Kupcsik

et al. 2013). However, actor-only methods suffer from high variance in the estimates of the

policy gradients (Sutton et al. 2000, Konda & Tsitsiklis 2003). Critic-only approaches such as

Q-learning (Watkins 1989) or SARSA (Rummery & Niranjan 1994) use a state-action value

function without an explicit function for the policy. Although these strategies have recently led

to important results in AI (Mnih et al. 2015), critic-only methods usually need to discretise

the continuos action space, thus limiting the use of continuos actions in robots. Moreover,

another problem with these algorithms is that they need precise estimates of the action-values,

which can be dif�cult to obtain when the returns are noisy. Actor-critic approaches have better

convergence properties with respect to critic-only ones (Konda & Tsitsiklis 2003, Riedmiller

et al. 2007). Like actor-only methods are able to produce continuous actions, while the large
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variance in the policy gradients typical of actor-only approaches is reduced by the presence of

the critic. Actor-critic methods allow a complete and autonomous exploration of state and action

spaces but, on the other hand, they suffer when used with high-dimensional spaces where they

may need a long time to explore and form proper policy and value functions.

The models presented in this research use actor-critic RL to learn sensory-motor skills. As

previously described, this approach allows to overcome some of the problems of actor-only and

critic-only methods (Grondman et al. 2012). At the same time, motor-control optimisation is not

tackled in this thesis and, as for other choices described above, the experimental setups used

to test the different systems are not exposed to high-dimensionality problems thus allowing

the use of actor-critic RL architecture. Moreover, actor-critic as been suggested to present

signi�cant correlations with brain structures involved in action learning and selection (Barto

1995, Khamassi et al. 2005). In particular, the actor-critic model used here is trained through

TD learning algorithms (Sutton & Barto 1998) that have been considered a good model of

phasic dopaminergic activity (Houk et al. 1995, Schultz et al. 1997, Glimcher 2011). The use

of actor-critic and TD-learning is necessary in the research presented in chapter 3 that tests

an hypothesis on phasic dopamine and requires the use of methods and architectures that can

be close to biological counterparts (at least at a functional level). In the works presented in

the successive chapters, although they are not intended to directly model biological processes,

the use of actor-critic can facilitate a future confront with real agents and also keeps open

the possibility to use the presented systems to model the biological mechanisms related to

autonomous open-ended learning and to IMs.

All the experiments presented here are carried out within continuous states and action spaces,

so function approximation methodologies are needed. Indeed, such spaces involve an in�nite

number of states and actions that can not be treated with other methods such as, for example,

tabular RL (Sutton & Barto 1998). For this reason the actor-critic model is implemented using

arti�cial neural networks, which have been proven to converge to locally optimal solutions using

actor-critic methods (Sutton et al. 2000).
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2.6 Overview of the thesis

The �rst model presented in this thesis deals with the neuroscienti�c puzzle of the functional

role of phasic DA activity (chapter 3). The literature is split between two alternative hypotheses:

one considers phasic DA as a reward prediction error similar to the computational TD-error,

whose function is to guide an animal to maximise future rewards; the other holds that phasic

DA is a sensory prediction error signal that lets the animal discover and acquire novel actions.

In this research, it is proposed a new hypothesis that integrates these two contrasting posi-

tions: according to this hypothesis, phasic DA represents a TD-like reinforcement prediction

error learning signal determined by both unexpected changes in the environment (temporary,

intrinsic reinforcements) and biological rewards (permanent, extrinsic reinforcements). Accord-

ingly, DA plays the functional role of driving both the discovery and acquisition of novel actions

and the maximisation of future rewards. To validate this hypothesis, it is performed a series of

experiments with a simulated robotic system that has to learn different skills in order to obtain

rewards, and different versions of the system are compared in which the composition of the

learning signal is varied. The results show that only the system reinforced by both extrinsic and

intrinsic reinforcements is able to reach high performance in suf�ciently complex conditions.

Moreover, these �rst experiments show how providing arti�cial agents with a reinforcement sig-

nal that resembles the characteristic of the biological learning signal, and in particular endowed

with IMs, is an advancement in the development of more autonomous and versatile systems.

Thanks to intrinsic reinforcements arti�cial agents can drive the cumulative learning of skills

and the acquisition of complex behaviours that would not be learnt only on the basis of extrinsic

reinforcements.

In the experiments described in chapter 3 the robot implements a KB-IM signal. As mentioned

in sec. 2.3.2 and 2.4, this typology of IMs have been suggested to be inappropriate to properly

drive competence acquisition in arti�cial agents. However, an analysis of which is the best IM

signal to drive skill acquisition still lacks in the computational literature. For this reason, and for

the �rst time, it is made an analysis of the different IM signals implemented in computational

systems, comparing them also to other systems implemented for the �rst time in this research
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(chapter 4). In particular, the focus of this chapter is on the differences between KB-IMs and

CB-IMs, and on the role of goals in implementing a proper IM signal for multiple skills learning.

To this purpose, it is developed an arti�cial agent with a hierarchical architecture that allows

to learn and cache different skills. The system is tested in a setup with continuous states and

actions spaces with a kinematic robotic arm that has to learn different reaching tasks, and the

performance is compared with the results of different versions of the system driven by several

different intrinsic motivation signals. The results show (a) that intrinsic reinforcements purely

based on the knowledge of the system are not appropriate to guide the acquisition of multiple

skills, and (b) that the stronger the link between the IM signal and the competence of the

system, the better the performance.

The experiments presented in chapter 4 identify which is the best IM reinforcement signal (and

the CB computational mechanism to implement it) to drive the autonomous selection and ac-

quisition of different skills. However, the system implemented in those studies still has some

limitations. In particular, the robot is endowed with a hierarchical architecture that presents a

pre-assigned coupling between the goals and the computational resources (the experts) used

to achieve them. The next study focuses on the development of a proper architecture for intrin-

sically motivated learning (chapter 5). In the presented work, a 3-level hierarchical architecture

is implemented with the mechanisms necessary to both select the goals to pursue and search

for the best way to achieve them. In particular, the model focuses on the importance of pro-

viding arti�cial agents with a decoupled architecture that separates the selection of goals from

the selection of resources. This new architecture is used to control the two redundant arms

of a simulated iCub robotic platform tested in a reaching task within a 3D environment. Its

performance is then compared to the one of the system presented in chapter 4, showing the

improvements provided by the new architecture to the robot ability in learning multiple skills.

Although allowing the robot to autonomously select its own goals and the experts to learn to

achieve them, the system described in chapter 4, as most of those developed in the literature,

still needs pre-assigned goals to make its selections. This is a strong limitation if we want an

arti�cial agent to autonomously interact with unknown and unforeseeable environments. The
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last work (chapter 6) presents GRAIL (Goal-discovering Robotic Architecture for Intrisically-

motivated Learning), a 4-level architecture that for the �rst time is able to assemble in a unique

system different important feature for autonomous developmental robotics. GRAIL can au-

tonomously 1) discover new goals, 2) form representations of the events related to those goals,

3) select the goal to pursue in each moment, 4) select the computational resources to achieve

the current goal, and 5) self-generate its own learning signals on the basis of the achievement

of the selected goals. GRAIL exploits the power of goals and CB-IMs to autonomously explore

the world discovering new goals, forming representations of the related events, and learning

different skills that allow the robot to modify the environment. To highlight its features, GRAIL is

implemented in a simulated iCub robot and tested in 3 different experimental scenarios where

the agent has to perform reaching tasks within a 3D environment. In particular, GRAIL is com-

pared to the previous DS and CS systems, it is shown its capacity to generate new goals in

unknown scenarios, and it is tested its ability to cope with stochastic environments.

Finally, chapter 7 draws on overall conclusion of the research presented in this thesis, highlight-

ing the results achieved in the different experimental works as well as the open challenges that

still have to be investigated.
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Chapter 3

A new hypothesis on the composition and the

functions of phasic dopaminergic signal

3.1 Introduction

SINCE looking at biology can be a good solution to discover the mechanisms that allow au-

tonomous open-ended learning, this chapter focuses on the relations between dopamine

(DA) and IMs. In particular, this chapter presents a new hypothesis on the functional role of

phasic DA activations that tries 1) to reconcile contrasting hypotheses in the related literature,

and 2) to take into account different experimental data on DA activity. The hypothesis is tested

with a simulated robotic system that has to learn different skills in order to get rewards: com-

paring systems endowed with different learning signals shows how implementing a signal that,

as in the presented hypothesis, model phasic DA integrating EMs and IMs is able to foster an

autonomous development of a hierarchical collection of skills.

As described in sec. 2.2, DA is known to play an important role in learning processes and

motivational control (Wise & RomprØ 1989, Robbins & Everitt 1992, Wise 2004, Schultz 2006,

Berridge 2007). The main sources of DA in the brain are the dopaminergic neurons of the

substantia nigra pars compacta (SNc) and the Ventral Tegmental Area (VTA), which release DA

in a number of cortical and subcortical areas, including the pre-frontal cortex, the striatum, the

hippocampus, and the amygdala (Björklund & Dunnett 2007). Two modes of DA release have

been identi�ed: a tonic mode, in which dopaminergic neurons maintain a steady activation for

prolonged periods of time, and a phasic mode, in which the �ring rates of dopaminergic neurons

sharply increase for 100-500 ms (Grace et al. 2007, Schultz 2007). An important issue of recent
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neuroscienti�c research on DA is to understand the functional role of the phasic release of DA

in the striatum, and in particular its relation to reinforcement learning.

3.1.1 Dopamine as a reward prediction error

Single neurons recording have clearly demonstrated that most dopaminergic neurons are acti-

vated by the rewarding characteristics of somatosensory, visual, and auditory stimuli (Schultz

1998). In particular, most dopaminergic neurons show phasic activations in response to unpre-

dicted rewards (Romo & Schultz 1990). If the reward is preceded by a conditioned stimulus that

reliably predicts it, activations of dopaminergic neurons do not occur at the time of reward, but

at the time of the reward-predicting stimulus (Ljungberg et al. 1992, Schultz et al. 1993). Fur-

thermore, DA neurons are phasically depressed when a predicted reward, or even a predicted

reward-predicting stimulus, is omitted (Ljungberg et al. 1991, Schultz et al. 1993).

These characteristics of the phasic activation of DA neurons closely match the properties of

the Temporal-Difference (TD) error postulated by the computational theory of Reinforcement

Learning (Barto et al. 1983, Sutton 1988, Sutton & Barto 1998). The TD-error (d ) is an error in

the prediction of future rewards calculated on the basis of the reward itself (R) and the difference

in two consecutive predictions (P):

d t = Rt + gPt �Pt�1 (3.1)

where g (ranging in [0;1]) is a discount factor.

The TD error has been introduced as a learning signal that can drive an agent to learn to

maximise the sum of acquired rewards. In particular, the TD learning algorithm is able to solve

the problem of temporal credit assignment. An agent that receives rewards only as a result of a

sequence of actions must learn which are the speci�c actions that contribute to the achievement

of the reward. TD learning solves this problem through the use of predictions: using the TD

error as the learning signal instead of the simple reward, all those actions that bring the agent

closer to the reward (i.e. in states in which the prediction of discounted future rewards is higher)

will be reinforced.
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The recognition that phasic DA behaves like the TD error signal led to the hypothesis that pha-

sic DA plays in real animals the same functional role that the TD error signal plays in arti�cial

agents: according to this hypothesis DA is a reward prediction error learning signal that drives

the agent in learning to deploy its actions in order to maximise rewards (Houk et al. 1995,

Schultz et al. 1997). Indeed, DA is known to modulate the plasticity of cortico-striatal synapses

(Reynolds et al. 2001, Reynolds & Wickens 2002, Calabresi et al. 2007, Wickens 2009), and DA

release in the striatum has been recently shown to be both necessary and suf�cient for appeti-

tive instrumental conditioning (Robinson et al. 2006, Zweifel et al. 2009). The reward prediction

error hypothesis of phasic DA has so far received a large amount of empirical support (Holler-

man & Schultz 1998, Waelti et al. 2001, Tobler et al. 2005, Bayer & Glimcher 2005, Daw et al.

2005, Fiorillo et al. 2008), and is now one of the widely accepted tenets of contemporary neu-

roscience (Schultz 2002, Suri 2002, Montague et al. 2004, Ungless 2004, Wise 2004, Sugrue

et al. 2005, Salzman et al. 2005, Frank 2005, Doya 2007, Graybiel 2008, Glimcher 2011).

However, the reward prediction error hypothesis has an important limit: it ignores that phasic

DA is triggered not only by reward-related stimuli, but also by other phasic, unexpected stimuli

(Chiodo et al. 1980, Steinfels et al. 1983, Strecker & Jacobs 1985, Ljungberg et al. 1992, Horvitz

et al. 1997, Schultz 1998, Horvitz 2000, Dommett et al. 2005). Since these activations occur

in the presence of stimuli that have never been associated with reward, it is not clear how the

dopamine-as-TD-error hypothesis might account for them.

3.1.2 Novelty bonuses

A possible explanation of the dopaminergic responses to unexpected events within the compu-

tational reinforcement learning framework has been proposed by Kakade and Dayan (2002),

who linked those responses to the problem of exploration (see also Fellous & Suri 2003). A

reinforcement learning agent must not focus on what it has already learnt; rather, it needs to

keep exploring its environment so to discover new, possibly more ef�cient, ways to get rewards.

In the reinforcement learning literature a possible way to do this is by making reinforcements

(Sutton 1990, Dayan & Sejnowski 1996), or reinforcement predictions (Ng et al. 1999), de-

pend not only on bare rewards but also on other signals, called bonuses. Hence, according to
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Kakade and Dayan, the dopaminergic responses to unexpected events might be explained by

assuming that animals are reinforced not only by biological rewards but also by the novelty of

the perceived states: such novelty bonuses would have the function of increasing the animal’s

tendency to explore, thus possibly improving the maximisation of rewards.

The exploration bonuses hypothesis presents two problems: �rst, bonuses are given as a func-

tion of the novelty of the perceived states, whereas phasic dopamine activations have been

recorded in response to unexpected events (i.e. unpredicted changes of state), like the switch-

ing on of a light (irrespective of whether the light is novel or familiar); second, according to

this proposal, the adaptive function of the novelty bonuses is a general increase in exploration,

whereas there is ample evidence that unpredicted events can be used as reinforcers for learn-

ing new instrumental actions (see, e.g., Kish 1955, Williams & Lowe 1972, Glow & Wtne�eld

1978, Reed et al. 1996, see also Fiore et al. 2008 for a computational model. For a more

detailed discussion of these points, see section 3.5).

3.1.3 Dopamine as a sensory prediction error

Redgrave and colleagues have long been criticising the reward prediction error hypothesis

of phasic DA (Redgrave et al. 1999) and have recently proposed an interesting alternative

hypothesis (Redgrave & Gurney 2006, Redgrave et al. 2008, 2011, 2012). This hypothesis

distinguishes between two separate sub-processes underlying instrumental conditioning: 1)

action discovery and learning (i.e. learning which changes in the environment are caused by the

animal and which are the sequences of movements that systematically produce those changes)

and 2) learning which action to deploy in a given context so to maximise the acquisition of

biological rewards. Most computational models of reinforcement learning, in particular those

on which the DA as reward prediction error hypothesis is based, assume that the system has

already a repertoire of actions (thus ignoring problem 1) and are focused on problem 2.

According to Redgrave and colleagues, the phasic dopaminergic signal is not suitable for solv-

ing problem 2 (reward maximisation) for at least two reasons: �rst, it is triggered also by unex-

pected events not related to rewards; second, its latency is too short for the signal to encode

the biological value of the detected event, as required by the reward-prediction error hypothesis
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(in particular, the latency is shorter than that of saccadic eye movements, meaning that DA

is released before the animal has the time to turn and see the value of the appeared stimu-

lus). On the contrary, they propose that the dopaminergic signal is ideal for solving problem 1,

that is action discovery and acquisition: a pre-saccadic signal is what is needed for reinforc-

ing those actions that have been produced just before the unexpected event and that might

have contributed to cause it (Redgrave & Gurney 2006, Redgrave et al. 2008). Hence, ac-

cording to Redgrave and colleagues phasic DA is a sensory prediction error signal that drives

action discovery and acquisition, rather than a reward prediction error driving reward maximi-

sation. According to this hypothesis, reward maximisation is not due to the reinforcement of

cortico-striatal connections in the basal ganglia, but to the reward-related modulation of stimuli

representations in the sensory areas that send input to the striatum: it is this modulation of

reward-related stimuli, due to yet-unknown DA-independent mechanisms, that can guide the

selection of reward-maximising behaviours (Redgrave et al. 2011, 2012).

The distinction between the two sub-problems of instrumental conditioning can be considered

quite useful, and the arguments according to which phasic DA is particularly well suited for

solving the problem of action discovery and acquisition as compelling. However, the arguments

related to the second problem, according to which learning how to deploy actions for maximising

rewards does not depend on DA but on stimulus modulation, suffer of two important �aws.

First, the main argument against the reward-prediction-error hypothesis, according to which

DA is too fast for encoding stimulus value, is contradicted by data showing that phasic DA

behaves like a reward prediction error, encoding both the value and the probability of predicted

rewards (e.g. Morris et al. 2004, Tobler et al. 2005, Bayer & Glimcher 2005, Fiorillo et al.

2008). By fostering new empirical research, the argumentations of Redgrave and colleagues

can help in discovering how this is possible (e.g. May et al. 2009), but cannot disprove that

it is true. Second, the mechanism proposed by Redgrave and colleagues for driving reward

maximisation, i.e. the modulation of stimulus representation by reward, is neither suf�cient nor

necessary to do the job. It is not suf�cient because stimulus modulation may at most help the

animal to focus its attention to the stimuli that are related to reward, but it cannot, by itself, tell

the animal which action to perform on those stimuli: in order to maximise reward in instrumental
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tasks, changing representations of stimuli is not enough; you need to change the probability of

performing a speci�c action given a speci�c stimulus (hence, if action selection is performed

in the striato-cortical loops, as Redgrave and colleagues suggest, to change cortico-striatal

synapses). Moreover, the modulation of stimulus representation is not even logically necessary

to maximise future rewards since the mechanism suggested for action discovery and learning,

i.e. DA-dependent synaptic plasticity in cortico-striatal synapses, is all that is needed also for

reward maximisation. If one accepts, as empirical research suggests and as Redgrave and

colleagues do, that (a) DA do reinforces actions, and (b) DA never habituates when rewards

are involved, rewards maximisation follows. Indeed, the large amount of evidence regarding

the similarity between phasic DA and the TD-error signal demonstrates that phasic DA is the

ideal learning signal for learning to maximise future rewards.

3.1.4 Summary and chapter overview

In summary, the neuroscienti�c literature on the functional role of phasic dopamine is split

between two main hypotheses. According to the predominant view, phasic DA is a reward

prediction error learning signal whose function is to train an animal to maximise future rewards.

On this view, the triggering of phasic DA by unexpected events is either ignored or treated as

novelty bonuses with the function of fostering exploration. According to the second view, phasic

DA is a sensory prediction error learning signal whose function is to let an animal discover

which events it can cause and how (i.e. to drive action acquisition). On this view, learning how

to deploy acquired actions in order to maximise rewards depends on processes that do not

happen in the striatum and do not depend on DA.

This chapter proposes a new hypothesis on the adaptive function of phasic DA which integrates

these two opposing positions (section 3.2). The new hypothesis is validated through a series

of experiments performed on a simulated robotic system that have to autonomously acquire

a series of skills in order to maximise its rewards (sections 3.3 and 3.4). In particular, the

experiments compare the performance of the system with different compositions of the learning

signal and show that the system that implements the proposed hypothesis is the only one

that is able to learn to maximise rewards in suf�ciently complex conditions. The conclusion
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(section 3.5) discusses this new hypothesis with respect to both the neuroscienti�c and the

computational literature on reinforcement learning.

3.2 Dopamine reconciled: reinforcement prediction error for action acquisition and

reward maximisation

The new hypothesis presented in this work is that phasic DA represents a reinforcement pre-

diction error learning signal analogous to the computational TD error, in a system where both

biological rewards and unexpected changes in the environment act as reinforcers. The function

of such a signal is to drive both the discovery and acquisition of novel actions and the learn-

ing of how to deploy actions in order to maximise future rewards. Phasic DA is able to play

both roles because it is triggered by the aforementioned two different kinds of reinforcers. In

particular, unexpected events constitute �temporary� reinforcers whose function is driving ac-

tion discovery and acquisition, whereas biological rewards are �permanent� reinforcers whose

principal function is driving reward maximisation.

The reinforcements provided by unexpected events are �temporary� in the sense that they

change during an organism’s lifetime: as events become predictable, they fade away. This is

the reason why they are particularly suited to drive action acquisition. As an unpredicted event

is detected, phasic DA is released, reinforcing (through DA-dependent learning in the striatum)

the behaviours produced just before the detection of the event. As the organism repeats those

behaviours with some modi�cation (e.g. due to noise), sometimes the event will re-occur (thus

reinforcing behaviours) while other times it will not (thus suppressing them). This mechanism

should make the animal converge on those components of its motor output that are required

for systematically producing the event. As this happens, the event becomes predictable for

the animal, and thus stops to trigger DA release. In this way, the agent has acquired a new

action, i.e. a sequence of motor commands that systematically produce a speci�c change in

the environment. Since the production of that action stops to be reinforced, the animal will stop

to trigger it, unless the outcome of the action becomes valuable because it turns out to be part

of a chain of actions that leads to reward.

The reinforcements produced by biological rewards are �permanent� in the sense that they
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do not change during an organism’s lifetime: e.g. eating (when the organism is hungry) is

innately rewarding, from birth to death. Hence, when the animal has learned how to system-

atically get to the reward in a given context, the reinforcement signal will not fade away. This

is the reason why, with serial conditioned stimuli, the (unpredicted) appearance of the earliest

reward-predicting stimulus keeps on triggering phasic DA (Schultz et al. 1993, Schultz 1998).

And this is why the same mechanisms that allow the discovery and acquisition of novel actions

can also drive the learning of how to deploy acquired actions so to maximise rewards: since

biological rewards prevent that phasic dopamine fades away, the actions that bring to them

keep on being reinforced inde�nitely, thus leading to reward maximisation. Note that the pro-

cesses that make rewards �permanently rewarding� and that prevent dopamine habituation do

not need to involve dopamine itself. Indeed, they might depend on the in�uences that rewards

have on physiological variables (like water or glucose concentrations in the body) and work

through the release of hormones or other neuromodulators. Hence, what in experiments are

considered as �unconditioned� rewards (e.g. the sight or the taste of a food) may in fact be

stimuli that have been conditioned during the animal’s pre-experiment experience (as Schultz

1998 suggests). What is important is that phasic stimuli that are predictive of biological rewards

constitute permanent reinforcers, which can drive the maximisation of reward through a TD-like

learning process.

The hypothesis presented here is related to the concept of intrinsic motivations (IMs) (sec. 2.1).

In particular, what is most relevant here is that phasic stimuli not related to biological rewards

can be used to condition instrumental responses (e.g. Kish 1955). This well documented

phenomenon (Williams & Lowe 1972, Glow & Wtne�eld 1978, Reed et al. 1996) can be ex-

plained by the presented hypothesis, by assuming that (unpredicted) events represent intrinsic

reinforcers that drive the same reinforcement learning processes as extrinsic reinforcers like

biological rewards.

3.3 Testing the hypothesis through a simulated robotic model

To sum up, the presented hypothesis states that phasic DA is a TD-like learning signal depen-

dent on two kinds of reinforcers: (1) temporary, intrinsic reinforcers, which drive the acquisition
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of a repertoire of actions; and (2) permanent, extrinsic reinforcers, which drive the learning of

when to deploy acquired actions in order to maximise future rewards. The reason why animals

need both kinds of reinforcers is that in real life the path that leads from basic movements to the

acquisition of biological rewards is often too long for extrinsic reinforcers to suf�ce (Baldassarre

2011). By helping the system to acquire a repertoire of actions, intrinsic reinforcers dramati-

cally simplify the �search space� for the agent, and thus signi�cantly facilitate the discovery of

the path that leads to biological rewards (see the �intrinsically motivated reinforcement learning�

framework proposed by Barto and colleagues, Barto et al. 2004, Singh et al. 2010, Barto 2012,

and developed also by Schembri et al. 2007a,b,c).

In order to test the computational soundness of this hypothesis a simulated robotic set-up

is developed, in which the acquisition of extrinsic rewards depends on the deployment of a

sequence of �actions� that must themselves be learned. Such a set-up shows that extrinsic

rewards alone are not suf�cient to drive the reinforcement learning system, while adding also

intrinsic reinforcers substantially facilitate reward acquisition.

3.3.1 Task

The system is a simulated kinematic robot composed of a �xed head with a mouth and a moving

eye, and a two degrees of freedom kinematic arm (two segments which are 4 units long) with

a �hand� that can �grasp objects�. The task consists in learning to eat food (i.e., bring to the

mouth a circular red object with 0.3 units diameter) which is randomly placed on a rectangular

table (measuring 4x7 units) in front of the robot (�g. 3.1). The task and the perceptual system of

the robot have been developed so that in order to eat the food the robot must learn and deploy

a sequence of actions that depend the one on the other: since the arm controller is informed

about food location through what the eye sees, learning to systematically look at the food is a

prerequisite for learning to reach for it; similarly, reaching the food with the hand and �grasping�

it are necessary pre-conditions for bringing it to the mouth and receiving the extrinsic reward.

The sensory system of the robot is composed by an arti�cial �retina� (a square of 14 units per

size), encoding the position of the hand and of the food with respect to the centre of the visual

�eld, a �fovea�, encoding whether the food is perceived in the centre of the visual �eld (i.e. if
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Figure 3.1: Set up of the experiment: the system is composed by a two dimensional arm and
a moving eye (dotted square with a fovea at the centre). The task is to eat the
food that is randomly positioned on a table (big grey rectangle), by bringing it to the
mouth (red rectangle in front of the robot’s face).

the food and the position of the fovea sensor are overlapping), the proprioception of the arm,

encoding the angles of the two arm joints, and a touch sensor encoding whether the hand is in

contact with the food (i.e, if the hand and the food are overlapping: collisions are not simulated).

The motor system of the robot is composed by two outputs encoding the displacements of the

eye along the x and y axes, two outputs encoding the changes in the angles of the two arm

joints, and a single output encoding whether grasping is performed or not (if the hand touches

the food and the grasping output is activated the food moves together with the hand).

3.3.2 Control architecture

The control system of the robot (�g. 3.2) has been developed by following general constraints

that come from both the task and from the known biology behind reinforcement learning in real

animals. In particular, the controller is composed of two sub-controllers, one for the eye and

one for the arm, re�ecting the modular organisation of the striato-cortical loops that are known

to subserve action selection and reinforcement learning (Doya 2000, Graybiel 2005, Grahn

et al. 2009, Redgrave et al. 2011), for which different pathways subserve different effectors
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Figure 3.2: The controller, composed by the two sub-controllers (one for the arm and one for
the eye), and the reinforcement system, which includes two predictors, one for the
fovea sensor and one for the touch sensor. a and b are the angles of the two
arm joints; x0 and y0 are the distances of the hand with respect to the centre of the
fovea on the x and y axes, respectively; Da and Db are the variations of angles
a and b , respectively, as determined by the actor of the arm; Grs is the grasping
output; Va is the evaluation of the critic of the arm; x00 and y00 are the distances
of the food with respect to the fovea on the x and y axes, respectively, Dx and Dy
are the displacements of the eye on the x and y axes, respectively, as determined
by the actor of the eye; Ve is the evaluation of the critic of the eye; Pf and Pt are
the predictions of the fovea and touch sensor predictors, respectively; A f and At
are the activations of the fovea and touch sensors, respectively; R f and Rt are the
reinforcements related to foveating and touching the food, respectively; Re is the
reinforcement provided by eating the food; R is the total reinforcement.

(Romanelli et al. 2005).

Each sub-controller is implemented as an actor-critic reinforcement learning model (Barto et al.

1983, Sutton & Barto 1998) adapted to work with continuous states and actions spaces (Doya

2000, Schembri et al. 2007a), in discrete time. This architecture can be considered a good

model of reinforcement learning in the basal ganglia (Barto 1995, Suri 2002, Joel et al. 2002,

Khamassi et al. 2005). All the inputs are coded through Gaussian radial basis functions (RBF)

(Pouget & Snyder 2000):

ai = e
�åd( cd�cid

2s2
d

)2

(3.2)

where ai is the activation of input unit i, cd is the input value of dimension d, cid is the preferred

value of unit i with respect to dimension d, and s2
d is the width of the Gaussian along dimension

d (widths are parametrized so that when the input is equidistant, along a given dimension, to

two contiguous neurons, their activation is 0.5).
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The dimensions of the input to the eye controller are the position of the object (x and y) relative

to the centre of the visual �eld (the fovea) and the activation of the touch sensor. The preferred

object positions of input units are uniformly distributed on a 7x7 grid with ranges [-7; 7], which,

multiplied by the binary activation of the touch sensor, forms a total grid of 7x7x2. In the second

experiment, the input to the eye controller is formed by two 7x7x2 grids, one for the red object

(food) and one for the blue object (distractor). The dimensions of the input to the arm controller

are the angles of the two joints (a and b ), the position of the hand (x and y) with respect to

the fovea, and the activation of the touch sensor. The preferred joint angles of input units are

uniformly distributed on a 7x7 grid ranging in [0; 180] whereas the preferred positions of the

hand, with respect to the fovea, are uniformly distributed on a 7x7 grid with ranges [-7; 7].

Hence, considering the binary activation of the touch sensor, the total grid of the input to the

arm is formed by 7x7x7x7x2 units.

The input units of the eye controller are fully connected to two output units with sigmoidal

activation:

o j = F(b j +
N

å
i

aiw ji) F(x) =
1

1 + e�x (3.3)

where b j is the bias of output unit j, N is the number of input units, and w ji is the weight of the

connection linking input unit i to output unit j. Each output unit controls the displacement of the

eye along one dimension. Each actual motor command on
j is generated by adding some noise

to the activation of the relative output unit:

on
j = o j + r (3.4)

where r is a random value uniformly drawn in [-0.02; 0.02]. The resulting command (in [0; 1]) is

remapped in [-8, 8] and determines the displacement of the eye (Dx and Dy).

The arm controller has three output units. Two have sigmoidal activation, as those of the eye,

with noise uniformly distributed in [-0.2; 0.2]. Each resulting motor command, remapped in [-

25; 25] degrees, determines the change of one joint angle (Da and Db , respectively). The third

output unit has binary activation {0; 1}, and controls the grasping action. The binary activation
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of the third output is determined by the sigmoidal activation of the output unit plus a random

noise uniformly drawn in [-0.2; 0.2], with a threshold set to 0.5.

The evaluation of the critic of each sub-controller k (Vk) is a linear combination of the weighted

sum of the respective input units:

Vk =
Nk

å
i

akiwki (3.5)

Both sub-controllers are trained through standard TD learning (Sutton & Barto 1998), re�ecting

the hypothesis that the phasic dopaminergic signal represents the biological substrate of the

TD error Houk et al. (1995), Schultz et al. (1997). Furthermore, while there are different con-

trollers for different effectors, the reinforcement learning signal is unique for all the controllers,

in accordance with data showing that phasic DA signal is likely to be the same for all sensory-

motor subsystems Schultz (2002). The TD error dk of each sub-controller k is thus calculated

as:

dk = (Rt + gkV t
k )�V t�1

k (3.6)

where Rt is the reinforcement at time step t, V t
k is the evaluation of the critic of controller k at

time step t, and gk is the discount factor, set to 0.9 for both the eye and the arm controllers. For

the speci�c composition of the reinforcement signal see sec. 3.3.3.

The weight wki of input unit i of critic k is updated in the standard way:

Dwki = hc
k dkaki (3.7)

where hc
k is the learning rate, set to 0.02 for both the eye and the arm controllers.

The weights of actor k are updated as follows:

Dwk ji = ha
k dk(on

k j�ok j)(ok j(1�ok j))aki (3.8)

where ha
k is the learning rate (set to 0.2 for both the eye and the arm controller), on

k j�ok j is the

error signal (the produced noisy action minus the action chosen by the network before adding

noise), and ok j(1�ok j) is the derivative of the sigmoid function.
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3.3.3 Composition of the reinforcement signal and predictors

The reinforcement depends not only on the extrinsic reward provided by eating the food (with a

value of 15), but also on the intrinsic reinforcements provided by the unexpected activations of

the fovea and the touch sensors, in accordance with data showing that unexpected events are

able to trigger phasic DA Ljungberg et al. (1992), Horvitz et al. (1997), Schultz (1998), Horvitz

(2000). For this purpose, the robot controller includes also two predictors, one for the fovea

sensor and one for the touch sensor. Each predictor is trained to predict the activation of the

corresponding sensor and inhibits the part of the intrinsic reinforcement that depends on the

activation of that sensor. Hence, the total reinforcement (R) driving TD learning is composed

by both extrinsic and intrinsic reinforcements:

R = Re +R f +Rt (3.9)

where Re is the extrinsic reinforcement provided by eating the food (bringing it to the mouth),

and R f and Rt are the intrinsic reinforcements provided by the unpredicted activations of the

fovea and touch sensors:

RS = max[0;AS�PS] (3.10)

where AS is the binary activation of sensor S and PS is the prediction generated by the predictor

of sensor S. Moreover, in order to avoid that the system tries to perform grasping even when

the hand is not close to the food, the activation of the grasping output (for each time step) is

slightly punished with a negative reinforcement of -0.0001.

As for the two sub-controllers described in sec. 3.3.2, also the input of the predictors is com-

posed of RBF units. The input of the fovea sensor predictor is formed by two 35x35 grids,

each encoding the position of the object with respect to the fovea along one axis (x and y,

respectively), and the programmed displacement of the eye along the same axis (dx and dy,

respectively). Similarly, the input of the touch sensor predictor is formed by two 35x35 grids,

each encoding the position of hand with respect to the object along one axis and the pro-

grammed displacement of the hand along the same axis. All preferred inputs are uniformly
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distributed in the range [-7; 7] for object positions and [-25; 25] for displacements. The output

of each predictor is a single sigmoidal unit with activation in [0; 1] receiving connections from

all the predictor’s input units.

Event predictors are trained through a TD learning algorithm (for a generalisation of TD learning

to general predictions, see Sutton & Tanner 2005). For each predictor p, the TD error dp is

calculated as follows:

dp = (At
S + gpPt

S)�Pt�1
S (3.11)

where At
S is the activation of sensor S (fovea or touch sensor) at time step t, Pt

S is the prediction

relative to sensor S at time step t, and gp is the predictors’ discount factor, set to 0.7.

Finally, the weights of predictor p, are updated as follow:

Dwpi = hc
pdpapi (3.12)

where hc
p is the learning rate, set to 0.00008. Low values for predictors’ gammas and learning

rates prevent that predictors inhibit the intrinsic reinforcement too early, in particular before the

system has acquired the relative skills. More principled solutions to this potential problem are

discussed in the work presented in chapter 4.

3.3.4 Experimental conditions

In order to test the presented hypothesis, the condition just described (which is identi�es as

the �intrinsic� condition) is compared with two other conditions, in which the composition of the

reinforcement signal is varied. In the �extrinsic� condition the reinforcement is given only by the

extrinsic reward for eating the food (Re). The extrinsic condition serves to test whether in a sit-

uation that requires the cumulative acquisition of different skills extrinsic reinforcements alone

are suf�cient to drive learning. In the �sub-tasks� condition, the additional reinforcements pro-

vided by the activations of the two sensors (R f and Rt) are also �permanent�, in the sense that

they are not modulated by the activities of the predictors and hence do not change through-

out training (i.e the prediction PS of previous equation is always 0). This condition serves to

investigate whether the temporary nature of intrinsic reinforcement is important for facilitating
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learning.

3.3.5 Results

Each experiment lasts 500,000 trials. At the beginning of each trial the food is positioned

randomly on the table, the joint angles of the arm are randomly initialised so that the hand is

also on the table but does not touch the food, and the eye centre is randomly positioned inside

the table so that it does not look at the food. A trial terminates if food is eaten, if it falls off

the table (i.e. if the food is outside the table and not �grasped�), or after a time-out of 40 time-

steps. Every 500 trials the system is tested for 50 trials (where learning is switched off) during

which useful statistics of the system’s behaviour are recorded. All reported data represent the

average results of ten replications of each experiment with random initial conditions.

Figure 3.3 shows the percentage of test trials in which the robot eats the food in the three ex-

perimental conditions as a function of learning time. After 500,000 trails the performance in the

extrinsic condition is still below 20% (see �gure 3.4a): as predicted, the extrinsic reinforcement

is so dif�cult and unlikely to be reached that it is not able to drive the learning of the system,

and, in particular, the learning of the sub-skills that are required to get to the reward (consider

that the system is not guaranteed to learn the task even with in�nite time since due to their

partial sensory systems the problem for the two sub-controllers is non-markovian).

In the sub-tasks condition, at the end of learning the robot eats the food in 80% of the test

trials. Adding reinforcements for foveating and touching the food highly improves performance

because it greatly facilitates the acquisition of the necessary sub-skills (�g. 3.4b): �rst, the eye

learns to look at the food, and then the arm learns to touch and grasp it, which is a prerequisite

for learning to eat. Note that when the system has learnt to reach for the food and grasp

it, the time spent by the eye on the target diminishes, as indicated by the lowering of the

reinforcements provided by the activation of the fovea sensor: the reason is that for architectural

limits the eye is not able to follow the food while the hand is grasping and moving it (the eye

controller is not informed about the movements of the arm).

The intrinsic condition is the one in which performance increases most quickly and reaches the

highest level (about 90%). The reason is that the reinforcements provided by the unpredicted
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Figure 3.3: Percentage of test trials in which the robot eats the food throughout learning in the
three experimental conditions (Extrinsic, Sub-Tasks, Intrinsic).

activations of the sensors are ideally suited for driving the cumulative acquisition of a sequence

of skills thanks to their temporal character. In this condition the reinforcements provided by

the activations of the fovea and of the touch sensors rapidly grow as the related abilities (of

foveating and reaching the food, respectively) are being acquired. But as the system learns to

systematically foveate and touch the food, the related predictors also learn to predict the activa-

tions of the sensors, thus making the intrinsic reinforcements fade away (�g. 3.4c). In this way,

once a skill has been acquired the related reinforcement does not in�uence learning any more,

and the system can focus on learning the next skill on the basis of its relative reinforcement.

At this point it is important to understand whether the obtained results really depend on the

different experimental conditions or on the particular quantitative relation between the value of

intrinsic and the extrinsic reinforcements that have been used. In order to check this all the

three conditions are tested in the same experiment varying the value of the extrinsic reinforce-

ment provided by eating the food (from 5 to 30: much lower or higher values did not permit to

any condition to learn the task). Fig. 3.5 shows the average �nal performance (after 500,000

trials) of ten repetitions for each condition. The �gure demonstrates that the results do not de-

pend on the quantitative relation between the value of the intrinsic and extrinsic reinforcements:
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Figure 3.4: Average percentage of test trials in which the robot performs the sub-tasks (Look,
Touch) in the three conditions: Extrinsic (a), Sub-Tasks (b) and Intrinsic (c). (d)
zooms-in the �rst 100,000 trials of the intrinsic condition. (b), (c) and (d) also show
the average reinforcements related to the activation of the fovea sensor (Rf) and
the touch sensor (Rt). Note that since the maximum reinforcements for each time
step for foveation and touch are 1, in the Sub-Tasks condition at the end of learning
the system foveates food about 50% of time steps and touches it about 35%.
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Figure 3.5: Average �nal performance (percentage of trials in which the system eats the food)
of the three conditions (Extrinsic, Sub-Tasks and Intrinsic) as a function of the value
of the extrinsic reinforcement (Re).

apart for Re = 5, where only the intrinsic condition reaches good performance, for any value of

the extrinsic reinforcement the extrinsic condition never learns to solve the task, whereas the

intrinsic and the sub-task conditions reach comparable high performance.

Hence, while the results of the extrinsic condition clearly show that extrinsic reinforcements are

not suf�cient by themselves to drive the maximisation of rewards in this set-up, the comparable

results of the sub-tasks and the intrinsic conditions do not support the hypothesis regarding

the importance of the temporal character of additional reinforcements. This is con�rmed also

by further statical analysis made on the performance of the three different conditions. Fig. 3.6

shows the box plots of the different conditions with respect to the results presented in �g. 3.3. A

non parametric Kruskal-Wallis test reveals signi�cant differences between the tested conditions

(p< 0.001). A post hoc test con�rms that while there are signi�cant differences between sub-

task and extrinsic conditions (p<0.001), and intrinsic and extrinsic conditions (p<0.01), there

are no signi�cant differences between sub-task and intrinsic conditions.

However, this may be due to a peculiar and un-realistic characteristic of the present set-up:

additional reinforcements are given only for reaching those states that are required for getting

to the �nal reward. In sharp contrast with this, for real organisms it is not possible to know
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Figure 3.6: Box plots of the performance of the tested conditions (10 replications each). The
whiskers of the box plots indicate the minimum and maximum values with the ex-
ception of the outliers when present.

a priori which are the actions needed for getting closer to biological rewards and which are

not. Importantly, if all the changes that an organism can make in the environment would be

permanently reinforcing, then the animal would easily get stuck in producing irrelevant events

without passing on and eventually discover how to maximise biological rewards. It is the tem-

porary nature of intrinsic reinforcements given by unexpected events that let organisms acquire

a repertoire of actions, while freeing the animal from compulsively deploying those actions in

case they do not directly lead to rewards. In order to show this a slightly more realistic set-up

is needed, in which not all reinforced events are relevant for obtaining reward.

3.4 A more realistic test: adding a second object

3.4.1 Modi�cations of the set-up, architecture and learning signal

In order to test the idea that the temporary character of intrinsic reinforcements is necessary for

preventing the system to get stuck in producing actions that are not relevant for the acquisition

of rewards, the set-up has been modi�ed by simply adding another object on the table, which

can be seen but not touched nor grasped, and which is not related to the �nal reward (�g. 3.7a).

The new object (a circle with a diameter of 0.4), which can be considered as a �distractor� with

respect to the goal of eating the food, has a different �colour� with respect to the food (i.e. the
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Figure 3.7: Differences of the second set-up with respect to the �rst one. (a) A �distractor�,
which can be seen but not touched, is added in the middle of the table. (b) Differ-
ences in the control system. Both the eye controller (left) and the fovea predictor
(right) have been duplicated: they have two sets of receptors, each sensible to one
of the objects (red food and blue distractor). Furthermore, also the fovea sensor
and the relative component of the reinforcement signal have been duplicated, one
for the unpredicted activation caused by the food and one for that caused by the
distractor.

two objects are visually detected by different sensors) and is always positioned in the middle of

the table (which make the task more dif�cult because the distractor is more easily encountered

than the food; simulations with the distractor randomly positioned on the table are also run, and

the results are almost identical).

With respect to the control system, the only modi�cation that had to be done with respect to

the previous scenario was to duplicate the visual system (of both the eye controller and of the

fovea predictor) so that it can detect, with different sensors, the two objects: the food (red) and

the distractor (blue) (�g. 3.7b).

Finally, also the component of the reinforcement signal that depends on the activation of the

fovea is duplicated as foveating the distractor (blue object) is reinforcing as foveating the food

(red object). As in the previous set-up, in the intrinsic condition intrinsic reinforcements are

temporary as they depend on the unpredicted activations of the fovea and touch sensors, while

in the sub-task condition additional reinforcements are permanent as they are not inhibited by

predictors. The reinforcement of the extrinsic condition does not change, as it depends only on

bringing the food to the mouth.
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Figure 3.8: Performance (percentage of test trials in which the robot eats the food) of the three
experimental conditions in the second set-up, containing the distractor

3.4.2 Results

Fig. 3.8 shows the performance of the three experimental conditions in the new scenario. In

the extrinsic condition the distractor does not in�uence the reinforcement learning system. As a

consequence, the results are substantially similar to those obtained in the previous experiment,

with a �nal performance of about 15%. This con�rms the conclusion that extrinsic rewards

alone are not suf�cient to drive the learning of the skills that are necessary for eating food. The

comparison between the sub-tasks and the intrinsic conditions is more interesting. Whereas

in the �rst experimental set-up the performance of the two conditions were comparable, the

addition of the second object disrupts the performance of the sub-tasks condition (10%) while

leaving substantially unchanged that of the intrinsic condition (about 85%). A statistical analy-

sis of the performances (see also the box plots in �g. 3.9) con�rms the presence of signi�cant

differences between the three tested conditions (p < 0.0001) and in particular that the perfor-

mance of intrinsic condition has signi�cant differences from the ones of extrinsic condition (p <

0.0001) and sub-task condition (p < 0.01). Moreover, differently from previous experiment, no

signi�cant difference in found between extrinsic and sub-task conditions.

To understand why this is so, it is necessary to look at data regarding the behaviour of the eye

in the two conditions (�g. 3.10). In the sub-tasks condition (�g. 3.10a), the robot rapidly learns
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Figure 3.9: Box plots of the performance of the tested conditions (10 replications each). The
whiskers of the box plots indicate the minimum and maximum values with the ex-
ception of the outliers when present.

to foveate the distractor, because it is always in the same position in the middle of the table and

so it is easier to learn to look at it than to look at the food. The problem is that, since foveating

the distractor is permanently reinforcing, the robot keeps on looking at it inde�nitely, and never

learns to look at the food. As a consequence, the robot does not learn to reach and grasp the

food, which is a prerequisite for learning to bring it to the mouth.

Also in the intrinsic condition (�g.3.10b) the robot starts by looking at the distractor, but after

the ability to foveate has been learnt, the activation of the fovea sensor that is sensitive to the

blue object (the distractor) starts to be predicted by the corresponding predictor, which rapidly

makes this event no more reinforcing. As a result, the robot can discover that also foveating

the food can be reinforcing and so starts acquiring this second ability. Even the reinforcement

given by foveating the food fades aways as soon as the skill is acquired and the activation of the

fovea is predictable, but the robot never stops producing this behaviour because it leads to the

acquisition of other reinforcements: �rst the temporary ones that depend on touching the food,

and then the permanent, extrinsic ones provided by bringing the food to the mouth. Note that as

the robot learns to eat the food, the number of times the robot looks at the distractor increases

again. This is due to the same architectural constraints that decreased the percentage of
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Figure 3.10: Behaviour of the eye in the second set-up (with distractor) for the Sub-Tasks (a)
condition and the Intrinsic condition (b). Average percentage of test trials in which
the eye foveates the food (L Food) and the other object (L Other) and average
reinforcements per step generated by the activations of the two sensors (R Food
and R Other)

time spent by the eye on the food in the �rst experimental scenario: as the food is grasped

and moved towards the mouth, the lack of information about the arm movement of the eye

controller does not allow it to follow the food. As a result, the eye resorts to the behaviour that

it had previously learnt, i.e. foveating the distractor.

These results support the hypothesis regarding the necessity of the temporal character of intrin-

sic reinforcements, but it is important to check whether the results depend on the quantitative

relation between value of the intrinsic and extrinsic reinforcements, as done for the �rst set-up.

Fig. 3.11 shows the average �nal performance of ten repetitions for each condition as a func-

tion of the value of the extrinsic reinforcement (Re). The results clearly show that irrespective

of the value of the extrinsic reward, the intrinsic condition is the only one that reaches high

performance. Indeed, in all cases the sub-task condition reaches a performance that is even

lower than that of the extrinsic condition, demonstrating that if one cannot know which events

will lead closer to biological rewards (which is what happens for real organisms), permanently

reinforcing all events is not only useless, but can even be deleterious. Only intrinsic reinforce-

ments given by unexpected events are able to drive the cumulative acquisition of all the skills
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Figure 3.11: Average �nal performance on the eating task in the second experimental scenario
of the three conditions (Extrinsic, Sub-Tasks and Intrinsic) as a function of the
value of the extrinsic reinforcement (Ret) provided by eating the food.

that are necessary for learning to maximise extrinsic rewards.

3.5 Conclusions

The current debate over the role of phasic DA is split in two opposing views: the received wis-

dom, supported by a great number of empirical �ndings, holds that DA is a reward prediction

error that drives animals to learn how to deploy actions in order to maximise biological rewards

(e.g. Schultz 2002, Ungless 2004, Wise 2004, Doya 2007, Graybiel 2008, Glimcher 2011); an

alternative position, based on different empirical evidences, holds that DA is a sensory predic-

tion error that drives action discovery and acquisition (Redgrave & Gurney 2006, Redgrave et al.

2008, 2011, 2012). Each hypothesis is insuf�cient in that it is not able to account for the data

on which the other hypothesis is based: the reward prediction error hypothesis does not explain

why DA is triggered also by unexpected events not related to rewards; the sensory prediction

error hypothesis does not explain why DA corresponds so strictly to the TD reward prediction

error postulated by computational reinforcement learning. This chapter introduced an original

hypothesis that reconciles these two opposing views and thus is able to account for both kinds

of empirical evidence on which the two views are based. According to this proposal, phasic
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DA is a TD-like reinforcement prediction error signal in a learning system that is driven by two

kinds of reinforcements: intrinsic, temporary reinforcements provided by unexpected events

(here represented by unexpected changes of state), and extrinsic, permanent reinforcements

provided by biological rewards. As such, DA plays both functions: temporary reinforcements

drive the discovery and acquisition of new actions, whereas permanent reinforcements drive

the maximisation of rewards. This hypothesis is tested with a series of experiments involving a

simulated robotic system that in order to get rewards has to cumulatively acquire different skills.

The results showed that, if not all the possible skills that can be acquired directly lead to reward,

only a system that receives intrinsic temporary reinforcements in addiction to the extrinsic ones

is able to learn the task, thus supporting the proposed hypothesis.

Kakade & Dayan (2002) had tried to reconcile the reward prediction error hypothesis with data

showing that DA is also triggered by stimuli not related to reward by assuming that such DA

activations constitute novelty bonuses whose function is to increase animal exploration. The

proposal presented here differs from that of Kakade and Dayan with respect to both the func-

tion and the mechanism of reward-unrelated DA activations. With respect to the function, the

proposal presented in this chapter holds that reward-unrelated DA activations have the function

of driving action discovery and acquisition (as in Redgrave and colleagues’ theory) and not of

enhancing exploration (as suggested by Kakade and Dayan: see also Fellous & Suri 2003).

This view is supported by the long accepted evidence that unpredicted events can be used

as reinforcers for training instrumental actions (e.g. Kish 1955, Williams & Lowe 1972, Glow &

Wtne�eld 1978, Reed et al. 1996). With respect to the mechanism, according to the view of

this new hypothesis DA is triggered by unexpected events (i.e. unpredicted changes of state),

and not by the novelty of the presented stimuli (i.e. states). Even though in the literature DA

activations triggered by stimuli not associated with rewards have been described as novelty

responses (see, e.g. Schultz 1998), in all experiments phasic DA is triggered by events (i.e.

onset and/or offset of stimuli), and not by stimuli alone, be they novel or familiar. The same is

true for the behavioural experiments showing that sensory events (and not novel stimuli) are

able to drive the acquisition of instrumental responses. Indeed, the fact that most of these

experiments use the simple switching on of a light as the DA triggering stimulus (or as the re-
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inforcer) suggests that what really matters is the unpredictability of the event, rather than the

novelty of the stimulus itself, since it is dif�cult to consider the light as a novel stimulus. In fact,

at least in behavioural experiment with rats, it has been shown that prior exposure to the light

that is used to condition operant responses does not signi�cantly affect the reinforcing effect of

the light (Russell & Glow 1974), as would be predicted by the implemented hypothesis that it is

the unpredictability of the event, rather than its novelty, that triggers phasic DA and reinforces

behaviour.

According to the hypothesis presented here, the phasic dopaminergic bursts determined by

reward-unrelated unpredicted events constitute (part of) the neural substrate of intrinsic mo-

tivations: in particular, they represent the TD-error generated by intrinsic reinforcers. This

hypothesis predicts also that, whereas the responses conditioned through biological rewards

will be maintained because of the permanent nature of extrinsic reinforcers, the responses

conditioned through phasic events alone in the long term will tend to fade away because of the

temporary nature of intrinsic reinforcers: once the action of �light switching� has been learnt,

the appearance of the light becomes predictable, hence the light switching stops to activate

phasic DA and to reinforce the action, which makes the behaviour extinguish. This prediction

is con�rmed by behavioural experiments with rats: it is well documented that the number of

responses conditioned through intrinsic reinforcements do decline with prolonged training (e.g.

Roberts et al. 1958, Carlton 1966, Russell & Glow 1974).

The task and experimental set-up that have been used for validating the presented hypothesis

were rather simple and somewhat arti�cial. It is important to consider that the experiments were

not intended to model how humans learn to foveate, reach, and bring objects to the mouth, nor

to demonstrate the computational power of the model that have been implemented. Rather, the

model has to be considered as a proof of concept that the proposed hypothesis on the mech-

anisms and functional roles of phasic DA in real brains is computationally sound. In particular,

that a system that is reinforced by both permanent extrinsic reinforcements and temporary

intrinsic ones provided by unexpected changes in state (the events) is able to cumulatively ac-

quire complex skills that are very dif�cult to acquire on the basis of only the �nal reinforcements,
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and that the temporary nature of intrinsic reinforcements, that is the fact that they fade away

as the system’s learning proceeds, is pivotal for letting the system stop performing a skill once

it has been acquired and if it doesn’t lead to reward. One aspect of the set-up that is particu-

larly critical is that the predictors were speci�cally designed to learn only the events that were

planned to be signi�cant: foveating objects and touching them. The main reason for this is that

the set-up had to be kept simple enough that simulations could be computationally feasible in a

reasonable period of time. Real organisms have much more computational resources and can

take days, months and even years to learn a skill, so they can afford much less speci�c pre-

dictors then those implemented in the presented system. However, it is important to note that

the second set-up, with the distractor, was speci�cally intended to demonstrate that, contrary to

what happens if the system does not receive temporary intrinsic reinforcements, for it to work

it is not necessary that only the events that lead to reward are reinforcing. Hence, it is possible

that a process of cumulative acquisition of skills as the one demonstrated by this model (but

much more powerful) is present even in organisms, for which, probably, any kind of unpredicted

event is reinforcing.

While the empirical evidence clearly shows that the phasic DA that is triggered by neutral events

is temporary, the presence of predictors that learn to anticipate these events and thus inhibit DA

release is an assumption of the model (a similar hypothesis has been made also by Redgrave

et al. 2011). However, strictly speaking it is not even necessary that the temporary character of

intrinsic reinforcement depend on event predictors for the general hypothesis on the functional

roles of DA to hold. It may be that other processes, like for example sensory habituation, are

involved. What is crucial for the presented hypothesis is that the events that at the beginning

trigger phasic DA stop to do so after a while, which has been consistently reported in the

literature. Independently from which is the reason for this, this new hypothesis states (and the

tested model con�rms) that this temporary nature of intrinsic reinforcements serves the critical

function of letting the system learn new actions and then pass to learn other things.

Besides supporting the new hypothesis on the composition and functional role of phasic DA,

the results presented in this chapter provide a �rst example of how endowing arti�cial agents
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with a reinforcement signal that resembles the characteristic of biological learning signal, and

in particular endowed with IMs, is an advancement in the development of more autonomous

and versatile systems. Similarly to what happens in biological agents (Baldassarre 2011),

intrinsic reinforcements can play a key role in determining a proper signal for the implementation

of the cumulative learning of skills and for the acquisition of complex behaviours that would

not be learnt with only extrinsic reinforcements. Extrinsic motivations by themselves are not

suf�cient to drive the acquisition of complex sequences of actions. Simply adding a further

reinforcement for every interaction with the environment will lead the agents to get stuck in

useless activities. Differently, a learning signal based both on the temporary reinforcements

provided by unexpected events and by the permanent reinforcements of extrinsic rewards is

able to guide the discovery of novel actions and the deployment of the acquired skills for the

achievement of goals.

However (taking into account that this system was implemented, as mentioned, as a proof of

concept for the hypothesis presented in this chapter), from the computational point of view the

architecture described in sec. 3.3.2 presents many limitations. IMs are implemented as the

error in predicting sensory input. As highlighted in sec. 2.3, directly using the prediction error

to provide intrinsic reinforcements can lead agents to get stuck in trying to learn unpredictable

(or unlearnable) effects. Although experimental data on phasic DA (sec. 3.1) show that the

intrinsic reinforcement signals that drive action learning depend on unpredicted events, from a

purely computational point of view implementing IMs as the improvement in the prediction error

has been shown to be the proper solution to cope with the issue of stochastic environments

(Schmidhuber 1991a, Oudeyer et al. 2007). Moreover, the IM signal driving the system pre-

sented in this chapter is based on the knowledge of the system in anticipating every possible

activation of its sensors (here the fovea and the touch sensor). As described in sec. 2.3.1, using

KB-IMs to drive the acquisition of skills may result in inef�cient learning processes. Differently,

using a signal based on the competence of the agent could provide a better reinforcement for

the agent.

Another limit of this architecture is related to the possibility for the system to form a repertoire of
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different skills. This process requires an architecture that is able to discover and retain different

abilities, avoiding catastrophic forgetting, the phenomenon by which neural networks forget past

experiences when exposed to new ones (McCloskey & Cohen 1989, French 1999). The system

presented in this chapter is designed to bypass some of the problems related to catastrophic

forgetting, but this architecture is still impaired in properly acquiring an ample set of different

competences.
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Chapter 4

Searching for the best IM signal for driving the

learning of multiple skills

4.1 Introduction

THE previous chapter presented an original hypothesis on the composition and the functions

of the phasic DA signal, including the relations between DA and IMs. From the compu-

tational point of view, the experiments used to support that hypothesis, despite the limitations

underlined in sec. 3.5, showed how IMs can guide the autonomous acquisition of cumulative

skills, providing a signal that lasts only for the time necessary to learn a task and disappears

when the agent has learnt to anticipate the effects of its actions.

This chapter tackles a scarcely investigated question: which is the best intrinsic motivation

signal for learning multiple skills? Depending on the mechanisms they rely upon, IMs have

been divided into two main categories (Oudeyer & Kaplan 2007, Mirolli & Baldassarre 2013):

knowledge-based IMs (KB-IMs) and competence-based IMs (CB-IMs). KB-IM mechanisms

generate learning signals based on the acquisition of knowledge, for example based on the

improvement of the prediction capability of a predictor (i.e., a forward model of the world). CB-

IM mechanisms, instead, generate learning signals based on the acquisition of competence,

for example based on the capacity of achieving a certain desired state (e.g., the capacity of an

inverse model or of a state-action controller to achieve a goal state). Importantly, KB-IM and

CB-IM mechanisms can be both used for two distinct functions (Mirolli & Baldassarre 2013):

(a) the acquisition of knowledge, for example the acquisition of better prediction capabilities or

the formation of object representations; (b) the acquisition of competence, i.e. the capacity to
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Figure 4.1: The two dimensional work space of the simulated kinematic robotic arm with the
target objects. Small light-grey objects are unreachable by the arm.

act so as to achieve a state of the world when it becomes desirable.

Despite the growing theoretical understanding of the differences between functions and mech-

anisms of IMs, their implications have not been fully exploited in speci�c models. In particular,

as underlined in sec. 2.3 (see also Mirolli & Baldassarre 2013), KB mechanisms are widely

used to implement IM signals for the acquisition of competence. This chapter analyses some

of the main mechanisms used to implement IM signals for the acquisition of skills, describing

their limits and strengths and highlighting which features are best suited for the acquisition of

competence. This analysis is supported implementing the different signals on a simulated ar-

ti�cial agent with a hierarchical architecture that, improving the system presented in chapter 3,

allows to learn and cache different skills. The system is tested in a robotic setup with continuos

states and actions comparing the results of the system driven by the different IM signals, thus

identifying the best mechanism to generate an IMs learning signal suitable for the acquisition

of multiple skills.

4.2 Experimental setup

4.2.1 Task and simulated robot

The experimental task (�g. 4.1) consists in learning to reach for different circular objects posi-

tioned within the work space of a simulated kinematic robotic arm. The system has to learn in
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the best way and possibly shortest time a certain number of different skills, solely on the basis

of IM reinforcement signals.

There are 8 different objects, corresponding to 8 different tasks: 2 are easy to be learnt, 2 are

dif�cult and 4 are impossible to reach (see �g. 4.1). The dif�culty of the tasks is estimated

on the basis of preliminary experiments testing the average time needed by a non-modular

system to learn each of the different tasks with a performance of 95% (which is the average

target performance in these experiments): easy tasks only need less than 2,000 trials to be

learnt while dif�cult tasks need more than 20,000 trials. Note that what was needed was not

the precise measure of the dif�culty of each task, but two classes of tasks differing substantially

in the amount of trials needed to be learnt.

The choice of presenting tasks with different degrees of complexity derives from the evidence

that an agent (be it an animal, a human, or a robot) can try to learn a great number of different

abilities that typically vary considerably with respect to their learning dif�culty, including many

(probably the majority) that are not learnable at all (consider, for example, an infant trying to

learn to reach for the ceiling). For this reasons, it is very important for a system to avoid trying

to acquire unlearnable skills and to focus on those that can be learnt for the necessary amount

of time (enough for a satisfying learning but no more than required).

The system is implemented as a simulated kinematic robot composed of a two degree-of-

freedom arm with a �hand� that can reach for objects. The sensory system of the robot encodes

the proprioception of the arm, i.e. the angles of the two joints. The output of the controller

determines the displacement of the two joints in the next time step.

4.2.2 Control architecture and coding

Since the robot has to be able to learn different skills and cache them in its own repertoire of

actions, the system needs an architecture where different abilities are stored in different com-

ponents (Baldassarre & Mirolli 2013a). For this reason, the controller of the arm consists in a

modular architecture (�g. 4.2) composed of n experts (8 in this implementation, one for each

possible task) and a selector that determines which expert/task will be trained. For simplicity,

each expert is coupled to a speci�c task so that they are reinforced only for reaching the as-
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Figure 4.2: The modular architecture of the system with the controller based on actor-critic
experts, the selector and the predictor that generates the IM reinforcement signal
driving the selector. n is the number of the tasks; Act A is the output of the actor of
the expert, controlling the displacement of the joints of the arm in the next step; Crt
A is the evaluation made by the critic of the expert.

sociated object, but this assumption does not affect the generality of the results presented in

these experiments.

Note that the values of the parameters in the experiments presented here were chosen in dif-

ferent ways. The parameters of the experts are not directly connected to the focus of these

tests: the interest is in which is the best IM signal for driving the acquisition of multiple skills

regardless of the speci�c ability of the experts. For this reason, the parameters related to the

experts are simply taken from previous research, such the one presented in chapter 3 (or San-

tucci et al. 2012b), or from heuristics searching for the better performance of the system. The

parameters related to the selector and the selection procedure, as well as those connected

to the reinforcement signal provided to the selector, derive from a hand search where the val-

ues that guaranteed the best results were identi�ed. In particular, the crucial parameters (the

learning rate of the predictors, the temperature of the softmax selection rule, and the temporal

parameter a in the rule that determines the activity of the unit of the selector: see below) were

isolated and their values were systematically changed (within limited ranges) in order to �nd
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a valid setup. Those that guaranteed the best performance are the ones used in the experi-

ments presented in this chapter. Note that different values determine worse performances from

a quantitative point of view (all the systems need more time to accomplish the tasks), but the

differences between the experimental conditions are qualitatively stable.

Each expert is a neural network implementation of the actor-critic architecture (Barto et al.

1983) adapted to work with continuous state and action spaces (Doya 2000, Schembri et al.

2007b). The input, determined by the angles of the two joints of the arm ranging in [0, 180],

is coded through Gaussian RBF (see eq. 3.2) in a two dimensional grid (10x10 units). The

evaluation of the critic of each expert is determined through eq. 3.5 while the two output of

the actor of each expert have a logistic transfer function as in eq. 3.3. Motor commands

are generated adding noise to the activation of the output units (see eq. 3.4) where noise in

uniformly drawn in [-0.1; 0.1]. The resulting commands are limited in [0, 1] and then remapped

in [-25, 25] and control the displacement of the related arm joint angles.

In each trial, the expert that controls the arm is trained through a TD reinforcement learning

algorithm, where the TD-error is computed as in eq. 3.6, with a discount factor set to 0.9. Dif-

ferently from the system presented in chapter 3 where experts are reinforced with the IM signal,

here the reinforcement is 1 when the hand touches the object associated with the selected ex-

pert, 0 otherwise. The weights of the critic of each expert are updated as in 3.7, with a learning

rate set to 0.08. The weights of the actor of each expert are updated following eq. 3.8, where

the learning rate is set to 0.8.

The selector of the experts is composed by n units, one for each expert/task to be selected/learnt

(here 8). At the beginning of each trial a softmax selection rule (Sutton & Barto 1998) deter-

mines the expert controlling the arm (on the basis of the activation of the units of the selector)

through a softmax selection rule Sutton & Barto (1998) where the probability of unit k to be

selected (Pk) is

Pk =
expQk

t

ån
i=0 expQn

t
(4.1)

where Qk is the value of unit k and t is the temperature value that rescales the input values and

regulates the noise of the selection.
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Figure 4.3: Scheme of the different experimental conditions, divided by typology of signal, ty-
pology of intrinsic motivations, input and training algorithm. Note that the random
(RND) condition is not mentioned in this table because it does not use any rein-
forcement signal to determine the selection of the experts.

At time t, the value of the selected unit Qt
k is updated through an exponential moving average

(EMA) of the intrinsic reinforcement (ir) obtained by the selector:

Qt
k = Qt�1

k +a(ir�Qt�1
k ) (4.2)

where a is set to 0.35 and ir is the intrinsic reinforcement that is analysed to �nd the one that

is the most suitable for guiding the autonomous selection and learning of multiple skills. Such

signal is based on the error, or the improvement in the error, of a predictor of future states of

the world. The next section presents the different signals compared in this work.

4.3 IM signals and predictors

As mentioned in sec. 4.1, in this chapter tests the IM signals, and the mechanisms (predictors)

implemented to generate such signals, that are most used in the literature on IMs together with

other mechanism implemented for the �rst time in this work (see �g. 4.3 for a scheme of the

different experimental conditions).
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4.3.1 Prediction error (PE) signals

� Knowledge-Based Predictor (KB-PE) The �rst IM reinforcement signal was the predic-

tion error (PE) of a predictor of future states of the world (Schmidhuber 1991b): in this

model, the IM signal is constituted by the absolute value of the error in predicting future

states. The proposed mechanism was based on a forward model receiving the actual

state and the planned action as input and predicting the next state. The idea is that

the system, driven by the intrinsic PE signal, would explore the environment looking for

new states that are not predictable by the forward model, acquiring at the same time the

competence in new skills related to those states. Also the IM signal implemented in the

system presented in chapter 3 is based on a KB-IM mechanism: differently from the clas-

sical implementation (Schmidhuber 1991b), the signal used in chapter 3 is determined by

the error in predicting the activation of few speci�c sensors of the system (the fovea and

the touch sensors).

However, such predictors generate a signal which is coupled to the knowledge of the mecha-

nism (learning the model of the world) and not to the competence of the system (learning skills).

This signal can be considered as a purely knowledge-based prediction error (KB-PE) IM signal

which may turn out to be inadequate for driving the acquisition of a repertoire of competences

(see Santucci et al. 2012b, Mirolli & Baldassarre 2013). In order to provide a stronger link be-

tween the predictor and the competence of the system, an effective solution is to change the

target of the predictions. Developing systems for autonomous competence acquisition neces-

sitates an important conceptual shift: while knowledge can be generic, competence is always

competence in doing something. In particular, trying to learn a new competence is improving

the ability to reach a speci�c target state (or set of states) that are considered important for

some reasons: that speci�c target state is a goal. Instead of trying to anticipate every possible

future con�guration, the predictor has to anticipate only one particular state, the one connected

to the trained skill, i.e. the goal state. In this way the PE signal is generated on the basis

of the error in predicting the achievement of the goal, i.e. the generation of the �nal result

of the skill that the agent is learning. Unlike KB-IM, this kind of signals can be considered
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competence-based (CB) IM signals and the predictors that generates them can be identi�ed as

CB-IM mechanisms (for the distinction between KB-IM and CB-IM, see also Oudeyer & Kaplan

2007, Mirolli & Baldassarre 2013 and sec. 2.3).

Here different CB-IM mechanisms are tested that are representative of related literature. While

all these mechanisms learn to predict the achievement of the goal state, they differ in the

information received as input. Note that all the predictors also receive the information on which

expert/task is currently trained by the system.

� State-Action Predictor (SAP-PE) This predictor has the same input of the KB-PE mech-

anism, which is the actual state (the two joints of the arm, a and b ) and the planned action

(Da and Db ). It was tested before in a grid-world environment (Santucci et al. 2012b), but

it is implemented here for the �rst time in a system working within continuous state and

action spaces.

� State Predictor (SP-PE) The SP-PE is not widespread in the literature. A similar predictor

can be found in a work by Barto and colleagues (2004), although they proposed a system

implemented within the option theory framework (Sutton et al. 1999) where the focus is

more on the learning of the deployment of previously acquired skills rather than on the

learning of the skills themselves. In previous research (Santucci et al. 2012b) it was found

that, because its input is composed only by the actual state of the effectors, this kind of

predictors are more closely coupled to the competence of the system than the SAP-PE:

SP-PE mechanism is able to anticipate the achievement of the goal only when the agent

has learnt the correct actions from the different states. Also this predictor is implemented

here for the �rst time in a system working within continuous state and action spaces.

� Temporal Difference SAP (SAP-TD-PE) This predictor has the same input as SAP-PE

but it is trained through a TD-learning algorithm (Sutton & Barto 1998). The implemen-

tation of this mechanism derives from the knowledge acquired in the work presented in

chapter 3 where it was found that standard SAP-PE predictors do not work well with con-

tinuous states and actions. Providing the predictors with a TD algorithm solves some of
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these problems (for a generalisation of TD-learning to general predictions, see Sutton &

Tanner 2005).

� SP-TD-PE As for the SAP-TD-PE mechanisms, this predictor is the TD-learning version

of SP-PE.

� Task Predictor (TP-PE) This predictor is inspired by a previous work in a simple grid-

world scenario (Santucci et al. 2012b). A similar mechanism is implemented also in a

work with real robots (Hart & Grupen 2013). Differently from all the previous predictors,

TP-PE does not make step-by-step predictions but a single prediction, at the beginning

of the trial, on the achievement of the desired task. The input of this predictor consists

only of the task/expert that has been selected. These characteristics should provide a

complete coupling between the signal generated by the predictor and the competence of

the system in achieving each task: the predictor has no further information and can learn

to anticipate the achievement of the target state only when the agent has really acquired

a high competence in the related skill.

All CB-PE mechanisms generate a prediction (P) in the range [0, 1] related to the expectation

that the system will accomplish the goal state within the time out of the trial. The error in

predicting the goal state provides the intrinsic reinforcement signal to the selector of the system,

whose activity determines which expert controls the system during the next trial and, at the

same time, determines the expert that is trained by the system. The PE is always positive: in

the KB mechanism it is equal to the absolute value of the error, while in the CB mechanisms it

is 1�P when the system reaches the goal and 0 otherwise.

The SAP, the SP, the SAP-TD, and the SP-TD predictors receive as input the actual state and

the planned actions, coded through RBF. The SAP and SP are trained through a standard delta

rule while SAP-TD and SP are trained through a TD-learning algorithm with discount factor set

to 0.99. The TP receives as input the information on the expert/task that has been selected,

encoded in a n-long binary vector, with n equal to the number of the experts. The TP is trained

through a standard delta rule. The learning rates used for the predictors are not reported here

because in the experiments were tested many different values and the related performances
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are reported in the results. For all the systems implemented with the different PE mechanisms,

the temperature t value of eq. 4.1 is set to 0.01.

4.3.2 Prediction error improvement (PEI) signals

As pointed out by Schmidhuber (1991a), PE signals may encounter problems in stochastic

environments: if the achievement of a target state is probabilistic, the predictor will continue to

make errors inde�nitely. This means that the reinforcement will never be completely cancelled

and the system may keep on trying to train a skill even when it cannot improve any more. In

order to solve this problem several systems (e.g., Schmidhuber 1991a, Oudeyer et al. 2007)

use the improvement of the prediction error (PEI) rather than the PE as IM signals.

For this reason, all the mechanisms described in sec. 4.3.1 are tested also using their PEI

(instead of the PE) as the reinforcement signal for the selector. Examples of KB-PEI can be

found in different works(e.g. Schmidhuber 1991a, Huang & Weng 2002, Oudeyer et al. 2007,

Baranes & Oudeyer 2009); the SAP-PEI is the PEI version of the SAP and is tested here for

the �rst time; TP-PEI can be found, in different implementations, in a work by Baranes and

Oudeyer(2013) and in the system presented in chapter 5. All the other mechanisms (SP-PEI,

SAP-TD-PEI, SP-TD-PEI), are tested in here for the �rst time.

The PEI is calculated as the difference between two averages of absolute prediction errors

(PEs). Each average is calculated over a period T of 40 attempts (related to a speci�c goal), so

the two averages cover a period of 80 attempts going backward from the current attempt into

the past. In detail, at attempt atm the PEI is calculated as follow:

PEIatm =
åt�T

i=atm�(2T�1) jPEij

T
�

åt
i=atm�(T�1) jPEij

T
(4.3)

In addition to the other mechanisms, in the PEI condition another CB-IM signal is also tested

that has been used in previous works with IMs (Schembri et al. 2007a,b,c, see also sec. 2.3.2):

� Temporal-Difference Predictor (TD) This mechanism uses the TD-error (see eq. 3.6)

of the selected expert as the intrinsic reinforcement signal that drives the selector. More
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precisely, here the system uses the average TD-error within the trial as the IM signal.

Indeed, the TD-error can be considered a measure of the expert improvement in achieving

its reinforcement and for this reason a measure of the competence improvement.

For all the systems implemented with the different PE mechanisms, the temperature t value of

eq. 4.1 is set to 0.008. For the TD mechanism, the temperature t is 0.01, and the a of eq. 4.2

is 0.25.

In order to better evaluate the performance of the simulated robot in the experimental setup

when driven by the IM signals generated by the different mechanisms, a system that selects

experts randomly (RND system) is also tested. Sometimes random strategies can indeed turn

out to be surprisingly good: however, the best IM signal to drive the selection and acquisition

of different skills in the shortest time, should guide the system better than a random selection.

4.3.3 Hypotheses and comparative criteria

The main purpose of the work presented in this chapter is to investigate which is the most

suitable IM learning signal for driving the acquisition of a repertoire of different skills in the

shortest time. Different works (Oudeyer & Kaplan 2007, Santucci et al. 2012b, Mirolli & Bal-

dassarre 2013) have suggested that to properly drive skill acquisition, an IM signal should be

coupled with the competence in the skill that the system is trying to learn. For this reason, the

�rst hypothesis is that competence based signals should perform better then knowledge based

ones.

With respect to the various CB mechanisms implemented, the TD versions of SAP and SP

conditions should perform better than their normal versions, since it is known from the research

presented in chapter 3 that the latter could have problems with continuous states and actions.

Furthermore, TP is expected to perform better than both SAP and SP since the input that

determine its prediction is more coupled to the actual competence of the system. With respect

to PE vs PEI, PE signals may behave a bit better than PEI signals, as the latter are probably

more noisy and less strong than the former. Finally, it is not clear how the TD error signal may

perform with respect to the other PEI signals.
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The different IM signals are compared by measuring their velocity in learning multiple tasks. In

particular, the number of trials (averaged over several repetitions of the experiment) needed by

each condition to achieve an average performance of 95% in the 4 learnable tasks is used to

measure the performance in the different experiments (see sec. 4.4). The average of 95% is

chosen as the target performance since it is a value that is able to identify a satisfying capability

of a system to learn different skills. Using a different target performance (e.g. 90% or 99%)

would have been qualitatively the same.

4.4 Results

Each condition is tested for 400,000 trials. At the beginning of every trial the selector determines

which expert will control the activity of the arm in that trial. Each trial ends if the selected expert

reaches its target object or after a time out of 20 time steps.

For every mechanism, different simulations are run varying the learning rate (LR) of the pre-

dictor (9 different values) to check that the results were not dependent on the use of a speci�c

set of LRs. Each LR is tested for 20 repetitions of the experiment. In the TD and RND condi-

tions, where there is not a separate predictor (in RND there is no IM signal, the TD-error of the

experts is used in TD condition), 180 repetitions of the experiment are run to balance the total

number of replications in the other conditions.

4.4.1 PE signals

Fig. 4.4 shows the number of trials (averaged over the 180 replications) needed by the different

PE conditions to achieve an average performance of 95% in the 4 learnable tasks. The results

clearly underline, con�rming one of the hypotheses, how the TP-PE mechanisms is the one that

generates the best signal to drive the system in achieving a high average performance in the

learnable tasks in the shortest time (average of about 130,000 trials). As expected, (see sec.

4.3.1 and 4.3.3), the SAP-PE and the SP-PE are not able, working within continuous states and

actions, to generate a good signal to guide the selection and the learning of skills. SAP-TD-PE

and SP-TD-PE are able to drive the system in achieving the average target performance within

the 400,000 trials but they are slower than the TP-PE system. Both KB-PE and RND conditions
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Figure 4.4: Average number of trials needed by the different conditions to achieve an average
performance of 95% in the 4 learnable tasks (average results of 180 replications:
20 replication by 9 learning rates for the systems with predictors, 180 replications
for the random system) in the different experimental conditions. This data are the
average results on all the different tested learning rates (for systems with predictors)
or of the unique condition for RND. If a system has not reached 95% at the end of
the 400,000 trials on the corresponding bar the average performance at the end of
the simulation is reported.

can reach high performance within the end of the experiment (more than 90%), but they are not

able to achieve the target value of 95%. An interesting result is that the system driven by the

random selection reaches an average performance (93%) higher than the one driven by KB-PE

mechanism (91%).

To provide a statistical analysis of these results, the three conditions that are able to achieve

the target performance (TP, SAPTD, SPTD) are confronted. Fig. 4.5 shows the box plots of

the conditions with respect to the time (in trials) needed to reach the average performance of

95% on the 4 learnable tasks (note that replications where the system is not able to achieve

the target performance are assigned the maximum time value, 400,000 time steps). Signi�cant

differences between the compared conditions (p < 0.00001) are revealed by a non parametric

Kruskal-Wallis test. A post hoc is then run, con�rming the signi�cant differences between TP

and SAPTD (p < 0.00001), TP and SPTD (p < 0.00001), and also between SAPTD and SPTD

(p < 0.00001)

Fig. 4.6 shows a detailed analysis of the average performance of the system in the different
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Figure 4.5: Box plots of the performance (measured in trials) of the conditions that are able
to achieve the target average performance of 95% (180 replications each). The
whiskers of the box plots indicate the minimum and maximum values with the ex-
ception of the outliers when present.

Figure 4.6: Average number of trials needed by the system to achieve a performance in the
4 learnable tasks of 95% with different values of the learning rates of the predic-
tors (average on 20 replications per learning rate). If a system has not reached
95% the average performance at the end of the simulation is reported above the
corresponding bar.
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Figure 4.7: Left. Number of trials needed by the best replication of each condition to achieve the
target performance. When the target value is not achieved within the time limit, the
�nal performance is reported inside the bar. Right. Average performance achieved
by the system in the worst replication of each experimental condition.

conditions with different values of the learning rate for the predictors. SAP-PE and SP-PE are

not able, regardless from the learning rate of the predictor, to achieve the target performance,

while SAP-TD-PE and SP-TD-PE are sensitive to the value of the learning rate of the predictor

(SP-TD-PE more than SAP-TD-PE). Differently, TP-PE is very robust with respect to the value

of the learning rate of the predictor: regardless from the value, this condition is always the best

performer, being able to achieve a high performance in a short time.

These general results are even more evident looking at �g. 4.7, where the performance of

the best and worst replications of every condition are shown: the overall best performance is

achieved by a replication of the TP-PE condition that is able to reach the target performance in

about 50,000 trials. As in the case of average performances, the best replications of SAP-PE

and SP-PE are not able to reach the target performance while KB-PE and RND have compa-

rable performance. The results of the worst replications are even more impressive: the TP-PE

mechanism is the only one that is able to drive the system in achieving the target performance

within the given time also in its worst replication. The other conditions re�ect the average re-

sults, with the KB-PE condition performing worse than random selection in its worst replication.

To understand the causes of these results, the average selections of the experts connected to
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the 4 learnable tasks during time are analysed, as well as the the average level of performance

achieved on those tasks. Data are related to the best learning rate value of the predictor of

each different condition. In this way it can be checked if the signal generated by the predictors

is able to drive the selector in a proper way, following the actual competence acquired by the

experts. Data of RND system are not shown: in this case experts are always selected (on

average) uniformly, and hence the system wastes time in selecting experts that cannot learn

anything or that have already learnt their tasks (e.g., the two easy tasks).

Fig. 4.8 (left) shows the results of the KB-PE mechanism. In this condition the system is not

driven by an IM signal connected to the competence of the system in learning the skills, but

to the knowledge acquired by the predictor in anticipating every possible future state. For this

reason the system is not selecting the experts connected to the tasks that are still to be learnt,

but rather the experts that are surprising the predictor reaching whatever unpredicted state.

These experts include also those related to the 4 unlearnable tasks. This process leads to a

random selection (random-selection value is 0.125 because it is calculated on all the 8 tasks).

While this is not a problem for the two easiest tasks (task 1 and task 3) that are learnt after

few trials, the cancelling of the IM signal and the consequent absence of a focused learning

severely impairs the learning of the dif�cult tasks (task 2 and task 4).

The result of the KB-PE condition con�rm one of the main hypotheses of this work, clearly

underlining how a KB-IM signal is inadequate to properly drive an agent in learning different

skills: it either continues to select already learnt tasks, or it does not properly select those that

are still to be learnt. This is the reason why CB-IM mechanisms should be used when looking

at improving the competence of a system.

Looking at data related to SAP-PE and SP-PE (�g. 4.8, centre and right) it is clear that these

mechanisms are not able to cancel in a proper way the PE signal provided by the achievement

of the goal states. For this reason SAP-PE, on average, focuses on one of the easiest tasks

(whose target states, on average, are rapidly discovered by the system) although the robot has

completely acquired the related competence. SP-PE is able to anticipate the achievement of

the easy tasks, but it learns too slowly these predictions: for this reason, although task 1 and
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Figure 4.8: Top. Average performance on the 4 learnable tasks in the best condition (with
respect to the learning rate of the predictor) of KB-PE, SAP-PE, SP-PE. Bottom.
Average selection probability for the experts associated to the 4 learnable tasks, in
the same condition.

task 2 have both been learnt at about 70,000 trials the system still focuses on them for further

trials, wasting precious time for learning the more dif�cult skills.

SAP-TD-PE and SP-TD-PE (�g. 4.9, left and centre) present the opposite problem: these

mechanisms learn very fast to predict the reaching of the objects, even faster than the actual

competence of the system in those tasks. Although these are CB mechanisms, the learning

process of these predictors is not strictly coupled with the ability of the system to reach for the

objects. This is evident comparing the progress in the performance with the selections: the

predictors cancel the signals before the system has acquired the competence related to the

different tasks determining a selection which is not optimally coupled to the actual performance

of the system. However, in spite of this problem, these mechanisms are able to guide the

system in reaching the target performance within a reasonable time. This is because, differently

from KB-PE and RND, although turning too fast to a random selection, they perform selections

only on the 4 learnable tasks (that are the only ones that can generate a PE) and not on all the

8 tasks. SAP-TD-PE and SP-TD-PE do not provide a perfect IM signal, but they are a good

example of how even a sub-optimal CB-IM signal is able to drive the learning of skills better

than a KB signal.
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Figure 4.9: Top. Average performance on the 4 learnable tasks in the best condition (with
respect to the learning rate of the predictor) of SAP-TD-PE, SP-TD-PE, TP-PE.
Bottom. Average selection probability for the experts associated to the 4 learnable
tasks, in the same condition.

Differently from all the other conditions, the TP-PE mechanism (�g. 4.9, right) is able to drive

the complete learning of the skills in relatively few trials. The reason of this performance is

connected to the signal generated by the TP-PE mechanism: this signal is strictly coupled with

the competence of the system in the task that it is learning. Looking at the average development

of the experiment, it is clear how the selector, driven by this CB-IM signal, assigns the control of

the robot only to an expert connected to a task that has still to be learnt, shifting to another one

when a skill has been fully acquired. Easy skills need few trials to be learnt and for this reason

the system focuses on their training (and selection) only for a very short time at the beginning

of the experiment. As soon as the predictor has learnt to anticipate the achievement of those

target states, it cancels their respective signals and drives the agent to search for other skills

to acquire. Dif�cult tasks require a longer time to be learnt so the system focuses on selecting

the related experts longer, until a high performance has been achieved. When all the tasks

have been learnt the predictor has learnt to anticipate the achievement of all the target states,

so the selector receives no more intrinsic reinforcements and generates an (almost) random

selection.
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Figure 4.10: Average number of trials needed by the system to achieve an average perfor-
mance of 95% in the 4 learnable tasks (average results of 180 replications: 20
replications by 9 learning rates for the systems with predictors, and 180 replica-
tions for the RND ad TD conditions) in the different experimental conditions. This
data are the average results on all the different tested learning rates (for systems
with predictors) or of the unique condition (for RND and TD). If a system has not
reached 95% the average performance at the end of the simulation is reported on
the corresponding bar.

4.4.2 PEI signals

Fig. 4.10 shows the average number of trials needed by the system to achieve the target per-

formance of 95% within the different conditions. As with the PE signal, also with the PEI signal

the TP-PEI condition is the one that is able to guide the system in achieving the target perfor-

mance in the shortest time. However, the average number of trials needed by those conditions

that best perform with PE signals (TP, SAP-TD, SP-TD) is raised. At the same time, those

conditions that with PE signal were not able to achieve the target average performance (95%)

in the learnable tasks, with PEI signi�cantly improve their results, with SAP-PEI and SP-PEI

reaching a performance similar to SAP-TD-PEI and SP-TD-PEI. This is due to the properties

of PEI signal: if a predictor is not able to improve its ability to anticipate the achievement of

a target state, there is no improvement in the prediction error and the signal is canceled. So,

despite the predictor is not able to correctly anticipate the achievement of the easy tasks even

when their competence is fully acquired (as in SAP-PEI and SP-PEI conditions), the constant

error generates no PEI signal and allows the system to shift to the selection of different experts,
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Figure 4.11: Box plots of the performance (measured in trials) of the conditions that are able
to achieve the target average performance of 95% (180 replications each). The
whiskers of the box plots indicate the minimum and maximum values with the
exception of the outliers when present.

possibly discovering new learnable skills. The TD condition guarantees a performance that is

similar to those of the other CB signal (except for TP-PEI, which is the best performer), while

when the system is driven by the KB-IM signal it is not able to achieve satisfying results: KB-PEI

turns out to be the worst PEI condition.

As for the results with PE signals (sec. 4.4.1) a statistical analysis is provided, comparing the

conditions that are able to achieve the target performance. As previously stated, differently from

PE results, here all the conditions are able to achieve the average performance of 95% in the

four learnable tasks. Fig. 4.11 shows the box plots of the conditions, with respect to the number

of trials needed to achieve the target performance (as for PE conditions, the replications where

the 95% is not achieved are assigned the maximum number of trials). A Kruskal-Wallis non

parametric test con�rms the presence of signi�cant differences between the tested conditions

(p < 0.00001). All the conditions driven by CB-IM signals present signi�cant differences with

respect to KB condition (p < 0.00001, except for TD where p < 0.001), thus con�rming how

CB-IMs are better suited for driving the selection and learning of different skills with respect

to KB-IM. Signi�cant differences are found between TP and all the other CB-IMs conditions
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Figure 4.12: Average number of trials needed by the system to achieve a performance in the
4 learnable tasks of 95% with different values of the learning rates of the predic-
tors (average on 20 replications per learning rate). If a system has not reached
95% the average performance at the end of the simulation is reported above the
corresponding bar.

(p < 0.00001, except for SAPTD where p < 0.001), underlining how also with PEI signal the

TP condition is the one that is able to better guide the robot in the experiment. Moreover, no

signi�cant differences are found between the others CB-IM conditions, thus con�rming how the

use of the PEI signal, although slowing the learning process, have improved the results of those

conditions that with the PE signal were not able to achieve the target performance.

As anticipated in the hypotheses (sec. 4.3.3), PEI signals are much noisier and weaker than

PE signals. This is clear from �g. 4.12, showing how all the conditions (including TP) present

a high sensitivity to the variation in the learning rate of the predictors. However, TP-PEI is the

one that is able to drive the system in achieving the target performance in the shortest number

of trials (only 150,000, on average, with learning rate 0.05).

Data on the average performances are con�rmed by �g. 4.13 that shows the best (�g. 4.13, left)

and worst (�g. 4.13, right) replications of all the different conditions. As for PE signal, also with

PEI the best replication of the TP-PEI condition is the absolute best among all the replications of

all the conditions and even its worst replication is the one that reaches the highest performance
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Figure 4.13: Left. Number of trials needed by the best replication of each condition to achieve
the target performance. Right. Average performance achieved by the system in
the worst replication of each experimental condition

compared to the worst replications of the other conditions. KB-PEI con�rms to be the worst

PEI condition: even its best replication (�g. 4.13, left) is performing as the RND selector. TD

condition shows a great variance in its different replications: its best replication (�g. 4.13,

left) is only the 5th performer, while its worst replication is the second best (among the worst

replications of all the conditions) after the TP.

As with PE experiments (sec. 4.4.1), to better understand the results data showing the average

selections during time of the experts connected to the 4 learnable tasks are analysed, as well

as the average level of performance achieved on those tasks. Data are related to the best

learning rate value of each different condition, while for TD condition data are related to the

average performance and selections on 20 replications (consecutive and including the best

replication of the condition).

The poor performance of KB-PEI (�g. 4.14, left) is related to the bad selection determined by

the KB-IM signal: the experts related to the 4 learnable tasks are clearly selected randomly.

When driven by CB-IM signals the system reaches a better performance, with differences be-

tween the conditions implemented with different mechanisms. In SAP-PEI and SP-PEI con-
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Figure 4.14: Average performance on the 4 learnable tasks (top) and average selection prob-
ability for the associated expert (bottom) in the best condition (with respect to the
learning rate) of KB, SAP, SP

ditions the selection is very noisy (�g. 4.14, centre and right). Although learnable tasks are

selected more than in RND and KB conditions, the already weak signal is �attened by the ac-

tivity of the predictors that are not able to signi�cantly improve in their ability to anticipate the

target states.

SAP-TD-PEI and SP-TD-PEI (�g. 4.15, left and centre) are able to cancel the signal deriving

from the rapidly learnt easier tasks, but at the same time they present the problem found using

the PE: these mechanisms can be too fast in cancelling the IM signal, determining a decrease

in the probability of selecting the complex tasks even if the system has still competence to

acquire. This is clear looking at data of SAP-TD-PEI condition, where the PEI signal for task

4 is drastically decreased around 200,000 trials, when the system has reached an average

performance on that task of only about 80%.

As in the experiment with the PE signal, the TP-PEI mechanisms is the one that is able to

drive the system in selecting and learning the different skills in the shortest time. The reason

is the same as with PE results: even in its PEI version, the CB-IM signal generated by the

TP mechanism is the only one that is closely connected to the competence acquired by the

system in the different learnable tasks (�g. 4.15, right). Easy tasks, which are learnt very
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Figure 4.15: Average performance on the 4 learnable tasks (top) and average selection prob-
ability for the associated expert (bottom) in the best condition (with respect to the
learning rate) of SAP-TD-PEI, SP-TD-PEI, TP-PEI

Figure 4.16: Average performance and selections in the TD condition.

fast, are selected only during the short time needed to raise their performance. Thanks to the

cancelling of the intrinsic reinforcement signal provided to the selector, the system is able to

shift to the complex tasks. At about 150,000 trials, on average, the system has reached a high

performance on task 4: due to the connection of the TP mechanism to the competence of the

agent, the PEI-IM signal related to that task fades away and the system focuses only on the

skill that at that time of the experiment is the least ef�cient (task 2).

As mentioned in sec. 4.3.2, together with the different PEI signals the system is tested also

with another CB-IM signal provided by the TD-error of the selected expert. As previously de-

scribed, the average performance of TD condition is similar to those of other CB-IM conditions
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Figure 4.17: Ranking of the different experimental conditions summarising the result of both PE
and PEI signals with respect to the ability to reach the target average performance
of 95% in the four learnable tasks. For every condition the performance of the best
replication is also shown. Performances are measured in thousands of trials. If a
condition has not reached 95% at the end of the 400,000 trials of the experiment
the average performance at the end of the simulation is reported.

with PEI signal (except for TP, which is the best performer). However, looking at the average

performance on 20 replications (consecutive and including the best replication of this condition)

it is possible to see that when driven by the TD signal the system reaches a performance that

is similar or even better than those of the other conditions (except for TP) in their best learning

rate condition (confront �g. 4.16, left, with �g. 4.14 and �g. 4.15, top). Indeed, looking at the

average selections (�g. 4.16, right), the TD signal is able to generate a sequence of selec-

tions that are connected to the competence progress of the system, although less than the one

provided by the TP mechanism.

4.5 Conclusions

This chapter analysed different kinds of IM signals in order to �nd the most suitable to drive

a system in selecting and learning different skills in the shortest time. To tackle this important

issue, a simulated two-dimensional kinematic robotic arm is implemented with a hierarchical

architecture able to train and cache different skills, and tested within continuous spaces and

actions in an experimental scenario where the agent had to learn to reach different objects.
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The �rst important result validates one of the main hypotheses at the basis of this work: a purely

KB-IM signal (as those implemented in Schmidhuber 1991b,a, Huang & Weng 2002) is not able

to satisfactorily drive the acquisition of multiple skills. This signal is coupled to the knowledge

of the KB predictor that tries to anticipate every possible future state of the world. The PE or

PEI signal deriving from this kind of mechanism drives the system in exploring the environ-

ment without any speci�c target: this is why the performance of the KB condition is similar to

RND condition, where the system is guided by a random selection of its experts. Note that the

implementation provided in this work helps the KB mechanism. Indeed, here the intrinsic rein-

forcement signal is used to drive the selection of the experts. In another work (Santucci et al.

2012b), it is showed that if the KB-IM signal is provided directly to an actor-critic expert the sys-

tem continues to explore the environment to train the predictor without learning any skill. These

results are not saying that KB-IM are useless or wrong: simply they are involved in different

processes, which are related to knowledge acquisition more than competence acquisition.

In order to optimise the IM-based acquisition of skills, learning signals have to be strictly con-

nected to the actual competence in those skills, i.e. to the actual competence in achieving

target goals. CB-IM signals provide such a coupling and the results of the experiments under-

line how the stronger that coupling, the better the performance of the system (see �g. 4.17 for

the ranking of the results of all the experimental conditions). Indeed, not all the CB-IM mecha-

nisms guarantee the same close connection between the correctness of the predictor and the

competence acquired by the system. Some mechanisms like SAP and SP (especially when

generating a PE signal) are not good predictors in continuous spaces and actions as they are

too slow: they are not able to properly cancel the IM signal even if the agent has fully acquired

the related competence, thus leading the system to focus on already trained experts. Other

CB mechanisms (SAP-TD, SP-TD) turned out to provide a useful learning signal for the acqui-

sition of skills, although they present the problem of being too fast in cancelling the intrinsic

reinforcement signal that fades away before the robot has completely learnt the related skills.

The condition that was able to learn all the skills in the shortest time, both in PE and PEI

conditions, was the one where the IM reinforcement signal for the selector was generated by
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what has been called TP mechanism: a predictor of the goal states (the target states connected

to the different skills) that receives as input only the information on which expert has been

selected to be trained. The proposed mechanism provides a close connection between the

ability of the predictor in anticipating future target state and the actual competence acquired

by the agent in the related skill. This coupling guarantees an IM signal which is particularly

appropriate for the selection and acquisition of different skills: the intrinsic reinforcement is

present when the system is learning a new task, it is canceled when the competence on that

task has been learnt and reappears when a new, still-to-be-learnt task is encountered by the

system.

Moreover, also the TD condition is tested where the TD-error signal of the active expert is used

as the intrinsic reinforcement for the selector. This solution (Schembri et al. 2007a,b,c, see

also Baldassarre2013b) is able to cope with the same problems connected to stochastic envi-

ronments that may lead to use PEI signals instead of PE signals. The TD condition performs

comparably to the other sub-optimal CB-IM driven conditions in PEI experiments. However, in

its best replications, it is able to reach very high performance and, moreover, it presents im-

portant computational advantages: the absence of a separate component for the predictions

reduces computational time and avoids the setting of its speci�c learning rate.

An important point concerns the generality of these results. It would be interesting to test

the signals compared in this chapter in different architectures and experimental setups (e.g.,

adding more dimensions and degrees of freedom; using a dynamic arm; changing the learning

architecture) where different and possibly more dif�cult tasks have to be learnt: this would be

a further con�rmation of the results and the related conclusions. However, the main �ndings

of this work have a general value that can be separated from the speci�c implementation used

to test the system. Indeed, the differences between KB-IM and CB-IM lie in the typology of

information used to determine such signals and not on the speci�c setups they are implemented

in. Similarly, the conclusion that a proper CB-IM mechanism has to generate a signal which

is closely connected to the actual competence of the system is a general �nding that can be

exploited regardless of the particular architecture used to implement the agent.
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Moreover, the expectation is that testing the different IM signals studied here in more realis-

tic conditions will strengthen the advantages of using the TP signal with respect to the other

implementations of IMs. In a real environment the number of skills that can be acquired is

much larger then the one considered here, and the dif�culty to learn the skills is much more

heterogeneous. Moreover, in the real world there are strong dependencies between different

competences, so that some skills can be learnt only after learning others. All these characteris-

tics of real environments emphasise the importance for an IM signal to be strongly connected to

the competence of the system, thus avoiding to waste time in easy (or previously learnt) tasks

or in too dif�cult (or not possible) tasks, and focussing on the skills that can be learnt at the

moment, which may be later exploited to learn other skills. The results show that only a signal

that is closely linked to the competence of the system is able to provide these general features.

Despite the growing theoretical understanding of the differences between functions and mech-

anisms of IM (e.g., Oudeyer & Kaplan 2007, Stout & Barto 2010, Mirolli & Baldassarre 2013),

their implications have not been fully exploited in speci�c models. In particular, there is still a

confusion between KB mechanisms and CB mechanisms. Some still uses KB-IM signals to

drive the acquisition of competence, leading to inappropriate learning signals as underlined by

the results of the present work. Others shifted, without realising, to CB mechanisms probably

because they encountered the problems connected to KB signals and competence acquisition.

However, due to the lack of understanding of the differences between KB-IM and CB-IM, they

turn out to implement sub-optimal CB mechanisms. Two examples are the system presented

by Oudeyer and colleagues (2007) and the system presented in chapter 3 where, although they

implemented intrinsic signal as the PEI of the knowledge of the system, they use the predictor

to anticipate few high-level states connected to the sensors of the system. These high-level

states represent few relevant states among a huge number of non-interesting states, and each

of them can be achieved only with sequences of actions. These predictors are very similar to

the SAP tested in this chapter, which in fact is a CB mechanism, even if its results are not the

best possible. As described in sec. 2.3.2, the system presented by Oudeyer and colleagues

Oudeyer et al. (2007) has then been endowed with a proper CB-IM signal in subsequent work

Baranes & Oudeyer (2013).
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Three are the main limitations of the system presented in this chapter. 1) The robot consists

in a 2-D kinematic arm tested in a 2-D environment. Although this limitation does not impair

the validity of the comparison between the different learning signals (which is mainly based

on the capacity to properly select the different tasks), Both the embodiment of the system and

the complexity of the experimental setup need to be improved. 2) The architecture presents a

single selection-level where tasks and experts are coupled, thus reducing the autonomy of the

robot. 3) The possible tasks to be learnt are given at the beginning of the experiment, while

a further step towards more autonomous and versatile agents would be to built systems that

self-determine their goals.

The issues related to points 1) and 2) are tackled in the next model (chapter 5), while the third

limitation is tackled with the architecture presented in the last work (chapter 6).
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Chapter 5

Developing a new architecture that selects both

goals and computational resources

5.1 Introduction

THE experiments illustrated in the previous chapter identi�ed the CB-IM signal (among the

tested ones) to drive the autonomous selection and acquisition of multiple skills in arti�cial

agents. The system described in sec. 4.2.2 was tested in a simple robotic setup, involving a 2

degree-of-freedom (2DoF) robotic arm, tested in a 2D environment. Moreover, the architecture

implemented in those experiments presented a signi�cant limitation: a �xed coupling between

the goals and the experts pursuing them, so that the system was forced to use a speci�c expert

to learn a speci�c task. This can be a problem when the available experts can vary in terms of

input, internal structure or output (e.g. controlling different effectors). This is even more evident

in real world scenarios where it is impossible to determine at design time which is the best

computational resource to accomplish a goal.

For these reasons, this chapter implements a more complex experimental setup, using the two

redundant arms of a simulated iCub robotic platform tested in a reaching experiment within a

3D environment. In particular, the focus is on tackling the limitations of the previous architec-

ture, implementing the same CB-IM signal identi�ed in chapter 4 in a new 3-level hierarchical

architecture that guarantees a decoupling between selected goals and experts. The system

is so able to autonomously chose with which expert (and hence effector) acquiring the skills

suitable to accomplish the different goals. Together with the capacity to autonomously select

its own goals, such a decoupling is able to enhance the �exibility of arti�cial systems and in
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Figure 5.1: The experimental setup, with the simulated iCub and the 4 objects. The green
objects are those that the decoupled system learns to reach with the left arm, the
blue object is reached with the right arm

particular their capacity to learn multiple skills in realistic environments.

This new architecture is tested and compared to the the one implemented in the previous

chapter that has �xed connections between goals and experts, showing and analysing their

performances in a reaching task where it is not clear which is the most suitable arm to reach

for the different objects.

5.2 Experimental setup

5.2.1 The task and the simulated robot

The robot is a reproduction of the iCub robotic platform, implemented with the FARSA simulator

(Massera et al. 2013) (http://laral.istc.cnr.it/farsa). In the experiments presented here the sys-

tem uses only the two arms of the robot with 4 redundant DoF (the joints of the wrist and those

of the �ngers are kept �xed) in kinematic modality, so that collisions (that are not necessary for
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this test) are not taken into considerations. The �ngers of the two hands are all closed with the

exception of the two fore�ngers that are kept straight (�g. 5.1).

The task consists in learning to reach with the �ngertip of the fore�ngers 4 �xed spherical

objects (with radius set to 4 cm) positioned in the workspace of the two arms of the robot. Since

the experiment is performed to test the importance for an arti�cial system to autonomously

search for the best solutions for the goals, the objects are all close to the y-axis that divides

the workspace of the arms in left and right. The objects are all reachable using both arms

of the robot, however it is not evident a priori which is the best solution, i.e. which arm to

use to reduce the time spent in learning to reach each different object. While the experiments

presented in chapter 4 were explicitly designed to have targets of different complexity (see sec.

4.2.1), here the only bias in selecting the position of the different spheres is the fact that they

can be reached by the robot using both arms. Differences in the complexity of the tasks may

appear during the tests, however they are not relevant for the results presented here.

5.2.2 A new decoupled architecture

The system described in chapter 4 presented a 2-level hierarchical architecture (see �g. 4.2),

with a goal selector determining on which goal the robot focused on each trial and different

experts learning and storing the different skills. However, in that architecture the experts were

coupled with the different goals at design-time, so that selecting a goal determined also with

which expert the system tried to achieve it. This is a great limitation since a truly autonomous

agent has to be able to select not only its goals but also how to achieve them. This is crucial

because it is not possible to establish a priori the expert that is the proper one to learn a speci�c

skill. For example, in the task presented here, it is not possible to determine which is the best

arm to reach an object only on the basis of its position. In this sense, the de�nition �coupled

system� (CS) is used for an architecture that, similarly to the system presented in chapter 4, has

�xed connections between goals and experts used to achieve them, while the term �decoupled

system" (DS) is used to label an architecture that is able to autonomously select both its goals

and how to accomplish them (i.e. the expert controlling the robot effectors).

To verify the importance of such a decoupled architecture to foster the autonomy and �exibility
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Figure 5.2: The 3-level hierarchical architecture implemented to control the robot.

of arti�cial agents, a DS with 3 levels (�g. 5.2) is implemented: 1) a high-level selector that

determines which goal to pursue (here the object that the robot is trying to reach); 2) a low-

level selector that determines which expert controls the robot, hence the arm used to reach the

goal and learn the related skill; 3) a control layer of n experts, half controlling the right arm half

controlling the left arm.

The goal selector is composed of 4 units, one for each possible goal (the 4 spheres). At the

beginning of every trial, it determines which goal to pursue through a softmax selection rule

(eq. 4.1) with temperature set to 0.008. The probability of each unit to be selected depends on

an EMA (eq. 4.2) of the intrinsic reinforcement for obtaining the selected goal. The smoothing

factor of the EMA is set to 0.35. For the description of the CB-IM mechanism generating the IM

reinforcement signal, see sec. 5.2.3.

The selector of the experts is formed by n units (8 in this implementation of DS), one for each

expert, half controlling the right arm, half controlling the left arm. At the beginning of every
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trial this selector receives as input the information on which goal has been selected by the goal

selector and determines, through a softmax selection rule (with temperature set to 0.05), the

expert (and hence the arm) that controls the robot during the trial. The activity of each unit is

determined by the EMA (with smoothing factor set to 0.35) of the reward obtained to achieve

the selected goal (1 for success, 0 otherwise).

Each expert, as in the previous chapters, is a neural network implementation of the actor-critic

architecture (Barto et al. 1983) adapted to work with continuous state and action spaces (Doya

2000). The input to the active expert consists of the 4 actuated joints (3 joints for the shoulder, 1

for the elbow) of the active arm, a b g d , encoded through RBF (eq. 3.2) in a 4 dimensional grid

having 5 units per dimension. The evaluation of the critic of each expert follows eq. 3.5, while

the activation of the 4 output units of the actor is determined following eq. 3.3. The selected

expert is trained through TD-learning algorithm where the TD-error (eq. 3.6) is calculated, with

a discount factor set to 0.99, on the basis of the reinforcement for achieving the selected goal

(1 for success, 0 otherwise). The weights of the critic component are updated following eq. 3.7

with a learning rate set to 0.02, while the weights of the actor are updated as in eq. 3.8 with a

learning rate set to 0.4.

The 4 outputs of the actor of the selected expert determine the motor commands provided to the

robot. Each motor command om
j is determined by adding noise to the activation of the relative

output o j. Since the controller of the robot modi�es the velocity of the joints progressively, a

simple random noise would turn out to determine extremely little movements. For this reason,

similarly to what done in another research (Doya 2000), the noise (n) is generated with a normal

Gaussian distribution with average 0 and standard deviation (S) 2.0, and it is passed through

an EMA with a smoothing factor set to 0.08. To reduce the time spent by the experts to reach

the targets when their competence improves, an algorithm is implemented to let the system

self-modulate the generated n, changing the S for each expert with a �noise-decrease value�

(d) determined by an EMA (with smoothing factor set to 0.0005) of the success of the expert

in reaching the selected goal (1 for success, 0 otherwise). More precisely, the S for expert e at
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time t (Set) is calculated as follow:

Set = S(1�d) (5.1)

The actual motor commands are then generated as follows:

om
j = o j +n (5.2)

where the resulting commands are limited in [0; 1] and then remapped to the velocity range of

the respective joints of the robot determining the applied velocity ( �a, �b , �g, �d ).

5.2.3 CB-IM mechanism

The competence-based intrinsic motivation signal driving the selection of the units of the goal-

selector is the CB intrinsic reinforcement signal identi�ed in chapter 4 as the most suitable to

drive the selection of different goals and the acquisition of the related skills. In particular, the IM

signal is the prediction error improvement (PEI, eq. 4.3) of a predictor that receives as input the

output of the goal-selector (encoded in a 4-elements binary vector, where 4 is the number of

the units in the goal-selector) and produces an output in the range [0, 1] that can be interpreted

as the predicted probability that the event associated to the selected goal unit will happen. The

predictor is trained through a standard delta rule using the achievement of the selected goal as

the teaching input (1 for success, 0 otherwise), and with a learning rate set to 0.05.

5.2.4 Compared systems and experimental settings

To test the importance for an arti�cial system to autonomously select and learn how to achieve

different goals, the described system is compared to the CS presented in chapter 4, where

there was no decoupling between the experts and the goals. In such a CS the �rst and second

level of the architecture explained in sec. 5.2.2 are �attened in a single layer, so that the unique

selector selects a goal (the object to be touched) to which an expert is permanently associated

at the design-time on the basis of the position of the objects on the y-axis. All the other elements

and mechanisms are identical for both architectures, except for the number of experts.

Since it is possible that the best solution is to reach for every object with the same arm, the
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Figure 5.3: Performance on reaching the different objects (Goal 1, 2, 3 and 4. The label R
means that the related object is positioned on the right with respect to the y-axis
dividing the workspace; label L means the object is positioned on the left) and
average performance on all the objects (Average Performance) of the DS (left) and
the CS (right).

decoupled system (DS) has 8 experts, 4 controlling each arm, so that it is potentially able to

learn to reach every object with a different expert of the same arm. Differently, the CS has only

4 experts, 2 for each arm: the two goals of reaching the objects on the right side are associated

to the experts controlling the right arm (one each), and the two goals of reaching the objects

on the left side are associated to the experts controlling the left arm (one each).

The experiment lasts 20,000 trials. At the beginning of every trial the goal selector (both in

DS and CS) determines which of the 4 spheres is the target. Then, in the DS the selector of

the experts determines which expert (and hence which arm) will be used to learn to reach for

that object, whereas in the CS the control goes to the expert (and to the arm) associated at

design-time to that object. The joints of the selected arm are then randomly initialised. The trial

ends when the selected goal is achieved (the robot touches the selected object) or after a time

out of 800 time steps, each lasting 0.05 seconds.

5.3 Results

The performance of the two systems in the reaching task is shown in �g. 5.3 (data show the

average performance of 20 replications of each experiment). As in the experiment presented in

the previous chapter (see sec. 4.4), the CB-IM signal is able to drive the systems to learn all the

skills related to the different goals. However, the DS learns signi�cantly faster than the CS. To
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Figure 5.4: Box plots of the performance of the tested conditions (20 replications each). The
whiskers of the box plots indicate the minimum and maximum values with the ex-
ception of the outliers when present.

provide a statistical analysis of these results, the time (number of trials) needed by the robot to

achieve an average performance of 95% in the 4 tasks is measured (all the conditions are able

to achieve a 100% performance so the achievement of 95% is considered a good measure

of the learning success). Fig. 5.4 shows the box plots of the two tested conditions. A non

parametric Kruskal-Wallis test con�rms the signi�cant differences between the performances

of DS and CS conditions (p < 0.0001)

Looking at the single tasks it is possible to see that while the DS is able to learn to reach all

the 4 objects very quickly, the CS is able to rapidly learn to reach object 4 (even faster, on

average, than CS, that �rst focuses on the other objects) while it takes more time to achieve a

high performance on the other goals, especially number 1 and 3. Analysing the results of the

DS provides the reason of this performance. Fig. 5.5 summarises the solutions adopted by the

DS to reach the 4 objects in the different replications of the experiment. In 3 cases (objects 1, 2

and 3) the system learns to reach the target with the opposite arm with respect to the position

of the object on the y-axis (see also �g. 5.1). Those 3 cases are the goals where the CS is

slower than the DS. While the DS has an architecture that is able to autonomously search for

the best solution to achieve the different goals, the CS is forced, by de�nition, to use the expert
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Figure 5.5: Summary of the solutions adopted by the DS to reach the different objects, with
respect to the position of the objects and the arm used to reach for it in the 20
replications of the experiment.

Figure 5.6: Expert selection, with respect to the control of right arm (RA) and left arm (LA), for
the achievement of goal 1 in a representative replication of the experiment with the
DS. Data are related to the �rst 1,000 selections of that goal. After them the system
has learnt to systematically associate a speci�c expert (exp 8 - LA) to the goal.

(and then the arm) associated with an object at design-time when it is extremely dif�cult (or

even impossible, if one imagines more complex tasks) to determine the most suitable expert to

learn each skill.

The DS instead is able to test the different experts and �nd the solution that guarantees a

better performance. Fig. 5.6 shows the history of expert selections related to goal 1 in a

representative replication of the experiment with the DS. At the beginning, the system tries

to achieve the goal with different experts controlling both the arms but, after some time, the

system learns to achieve that goal by using always one of the experts controlling the left arm.
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Note that, in principle, a DS may suffer the problem of catastrophic interference (McCloskey &

Cohen 1989) if it is not able to assign different experts to different skills: however, this does

not happen in these experiments, where the DS is able to ef�ciently learn to reach each object

through a different expert (on this issue see also Nishimoto & Tani 2009 Caligiore et al. 2010

Tommasino et al. 2012).

5.4 Conclusions

In this chapter was presented a 3-level hierarchical architecture controlling the redundant arms

of a simulated iCub robotic platform. This new decoupled system (DS) was used to test the

importance for an arti�cial system to autonomously select both its goals and the computational

resources (the experts) to learn to achieve them. To drive the autonomous selection of goals,

the system uses an Intrinsic Motivations (IMs) implemented through the CB mechanism iden-

ti�ed in chapter 4 as the best suitable to drive the learning of multiple skills. The DS is tested

in a reaching task where it was not clear at design-time which was the arm that could have

determined a better performance in the different tasks. Moreover, the DS is compared with the

coupled system (CS) used in the previous chapter to verify if this new architecture can provide

an improvement in the performance of the system.

The results showed that the DS is able to select and learn the different skills, and showed

that the DS performed signi�cantly better than the CS. The reason of these results lies in the

different structure of the architectures of the two systems: the DS is able to discover the best

expert to learn to reach for the different objects while the CS is forced to use the experts (and

then the arm) associated to each goal at design-time on the basis of the position of the targets

on the y-axis.

This is a simple test to show a crucial issue for real robots that have to act in complex en-

vironments: when there are many different goals that can be achieved, it is not possible to

determine a priori which are the best resources to solve all the problems the robot will have to

face. Improving the ability of an arti�cial agent not only in selecting its own goals but also in

searching for the best resources to reach them is a necessary step towards more �exible and

autonomous robots. The architecture presented in this work is able to guarantee this two-level
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autonomy and, together with the use of CB-IMs, can support the system in exploring different

goals and �nding the appropriate experts to achieve them.

As for the CS system described in chapter 4, also the DS still presents a crucial problem: the

goals that the robot can select are given to the system at design-time. This limitation prevents

the use of the robot in unknown environments, as well as in more complex situations where, as

in the real world, new goals appear during time. In the next system (presented in chapter 6) a

new architecture is developed that is able to cope with this problem.
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Chapter 6

GRAIL: a Goal-discovering Robotic Architec-

ture for Intrinsically-motivated Learning

6.1 Introduction

THE experiments presented in chapter 4 highlighted the importance of using a CB-IM signal

to drive the selection and learning of different skills. Chapter 5 showed the improvements

in autonomy and versatility fostered by providing an arti�cial agent with a decoupled archi-

tecture that allows the system to select both its goals and the computational resources (the

experts) to pursue them.

However, the DS architecture described in chapter 5 still lacks the capacity to discover and

form representations of new goals, thus limiting the autonomy of the system that has to know

in advance which are the possible goals to be achieved. For a robot to be truly autonomous

it is necessary to be able not only to select its own goals but also to discover them without

designers intervention. In the �goal babbling� framework (Rolf et al. 2010) the process of goal

formation is tackled by focusing on the boost that goals can provide to learning: searching

solutions within the task space rather than in the larger joint space (Rolf et al. 2011, Baranes

& Oudeyer 2013) can reduce the impact of the curse-of-dimensionality problem (Bishop 1995).

In these works goals are typically de�ned as every possible position of the effectors of a robot

(e.g. the terminal point of a robotic arm) and so are strictly connected to the body of the arti�cial

agent and its position in space.

Differently from goal babbling, here goals are not related to the robot body but to the events

that the robot can generate in the environment (see the experiments presented in chapter 4
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and chapter 5). Real agents spend a great amount of time learning skills that modify the

external world. Knowing which are the effects of one’s own actions on the environment is an

important knowledge that can signi�cantly improve the versatility and adaptation of biological

organisms (Von Hofsten 2004). Moreover, empirical research (see chapter 2, sec. 2.1 and

sec. 2.2) suggests that what is intrinsically motivating are the unexpected modi�cations of the

environment and the causes that generate them.

This chapter presents an arti�cial system that is autonomously able to discover changes in the

environment and use them to drive the learning of new skills. GRAIL is a Goal-discovering

Robotic Architecture for Intrisically-motivated Learning that allows the robot to identify the

changes in the environment, store this information, and use it both to autonomously select

its own goals and to autonomously recognise when the desired goal state is achieved.

A simulated iCub driven by GRAIL is tested in three different experimental scenarios where 1)

GRAIL is compared with previous architectures (CS and DS) presented in chapters 4 and 5,

2) it is showed the ability of GRAIL to autonomously discover new goals and adapt in possibly

unknown scenarios with unexpected or changing goals and 3) it is checked the ability of GRAIL

(together with IMs) to cope with stochastic environments.

6.2 Experimental setup

6.2.1 Task and simulated robot

As in the previous chapter, the system is tested through a simulated iCub robot, implemented

with the FARSA 3D physical engine simulator (Massera et al. 2013, and http://laral.istc.cnr.it/farsa)

(�g. 6.1). Also in the experiments presented in this chapter, the system can control the two

arms of the robot with 4 degree-of-freedom (the joints of the wrist and those of the �ngers are

kept �xed) in kinematic modality where collisions are not taken into account. The �ngers of

the hands are closed, with the exception of the two fore�ngers that are kept straight and the

position of their tips is used to determine when the robot touches a sphere.

The visual input of GRAIL consists in the perception of changes in the environment (events)

provided by the camera of the right eye of the robot (�g. 6.2a) with the eye kept in a �xed
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Figure 6.1: The simulated iCub implemented with the FARSA simulator. The task consists in
touching the different spheres positioned in front of the robot. When touched, the
spheres change their colour to green.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 6.2: The visual input is provided by the �xed right camera of the simulated robot. (a)
The robot camera image of the environment in experiment 1. (b) The image after a
change in the environment determined by the event of one sphere lighting up. (c)
The binary image obtained by subtracting images (a) and (b). Since the image of
the event is resized, the �nal input can be slightly different from the actual change
seen in (b).
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position so that it can see all the targets. The camera input is a 320x240 RGB pixel image

downsampled into an 80x60 RGB pixel image.

The task consists in reaching with the �ngertips of the fore�ngers different �xed spherical ob-

jects that are anchored to the world and have a radius of 4 cm: when a sphere is touched it

becomes green (�g. 6.1, �g. 6.2b).

6.2.2 GRAIL architecture and coding

GRAIL is the last achievement of a series of increasingly complex architectures developed for

autonomous robot learning. In chapter 4 is described a 2-level architecture composed of a

selector that determines the goal to achieve, and a control layer with different components (the

experts) that learn and store the skills associated to the goals. This �rst architecture is de�ned

as a coupled system (CS) since its selector presents a coupling between goals and experts:

each goal unit is associated to an expert, thus selecting a goal automatically determines with

which expert the robot pursues it. The architecture presented in chapter 5 improves CS: it is a

3-level architecture that, decoupling the selection of the goals from the selection of the experts,

is able to autonomously determine both its goals and the computational resources to achieve

them. This architecture is called a decoupled system (DS) to underline the difference from

the previous version: the experiments reported in the previous chapter showed its ability to

outperform CS in a reaching task where it was not clear which was the best solution to achieve

the different targets.

The DS (as well as the CS) needs to know in advance which are the possible goals to be

achieved. This is a strong limitation if one wants a system that is able to autonomously interact

with complex situations in real environments where it is not possible to determine at design-

time not only which skills will be useful for the robot but also which are the possible events that

the system can produce. GRAIL does not only select which goal to achieve at each trial and

the expert to pursue it, but it is also able to discover new goals, form representations of the

events associated to the goals, and autonomously check if a goal is achieved. The architecture

(�g. 6.3) is composed of 4 levels: 1) the goal-formation mechanism 2) the goal-selector; 3) the

expert-selector, and 4) the experts.
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Figure 6.3: The 4-level hierarchical architecture of GRAIL: 1) the goal-formation mechanisms
2) the goal-selector 3) the expert-selector and 4) the experts. The competence-
based intrinsic motivation signal is also presented in the �gure, together with the
goal-matching reinforcement signal.
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Goal-formation mechanism

The goal-formation mechanism receives the visual input of the events (the changes in the

environment) and allows the system to form representations of those events. This level is

composed of two elements: 1) a winner-takes-all (WTA) competitive network (Rolls et al. 1998)

whose output, called implicit representations vector (IR-V), forms an abstract representation of

the events and 2) a map, called the explicit representations map (ER-M), that stores the actual

representations of the events.

The events are identi�ed as follows: at every time step, the image of the previous time step is

subtracted from the current image (for simplicity the arms are ignored) so that when there is

no change, the resultant 80x60 binary image is black (all zeros), while when a visual change

has happened, the pixels corresponding to the change become white (ones). When an event

occurs (i.e when the binary image has at least one activated pixel), the map is normalised and

given as input to the goal-formation mechanism: �g. 6.2c is an example of the input provided

by an event, determined by the difference between �g. 6.2b and �g. 6.2a. Each input unit

i is connected with all the 10 units of the vector composing the output of the WTA network

constituting the IR-V. Each weight w ji linking input unit i to output unit j of IR-V is initialised at

the beginning of each experiment with a random value chosen in [0, 0.1] and then each set

of 10 weights connecting unit i with all the output units is normalised. The activation of each

output unit j is computed as the linear combination of the weighted sum of the input units. The

connection weights of the winning unit j, and only these, are modi�ed as follows:

Dw ji = h xi (6.1)

where w ji is the weight linking input unit i to the winning unit j, h is the learning rate of the

WTA network set to 0.3 and xi is the activation of input unit i. After the modi�cation, the set of

weights projecting to j from every input unit is normalised.

The visual input determines a double effect: on the one hand it activates the IR-V determining,

through an Hebbian-like learning rule, the associations between different events and different
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output units (10 units in these simulations), on the other hand it activates, through one-to-one

connections set to 0.7, the ER-M determining an activation that is topologically identical to the

visual input. These two activations are used to modify the connections projecting from each

unit of the IR-V to each unit of the ER-M. The connection weight v ji connecting IR-V unit i to

ER-M unit j is updated through a Hebbian rule (with decay and postsynaptic gating, Gerstner

& Kistler 2002):

Dw ji = hhbx j(xi�n) (6.2)

where hhb is the learning rate set to 0.08, x j is the activation of ER-M unit j, xi is the activation

of IR-V unit i (1 for the winning unit of the WTA network, 0 for the others) and n is a value set to

1
n where n is the number of the units of IR-V (here 10). The weights connecting IR-V to ER-M

are set to 0 at the beginning of each experiment and their maximum value is set to 0.3.

Gradually, the connections linking an IR-V unit, representing an event, to the ER-M units be-

come able to generate an activation within the ER-M that is identical to the actual event in the

visual input map. Since this activation can be generated even when the event is not present,

the pattern stored in those connections can be considered as a representation of the event that

the system is able to re-activate when a goal is selected (sec. 6.2.2). When a unit is selected

by the goal-selector, the information is sent to the IR-V and the active unit determines the ac-

tivation of the ER-M. The units in the ER-M have a goal-matching activation threshold set to

0.95: if at least one of the units exceeds that threshold, the system generates a signal for the

achievement of the goal (the goal-matching signal, sec. 6.2.3).

Goal-selector

The goal-selector is composed of N units (10 in the simulations presented in this chapter) that

project with �xed one-to-one connections to the IR-V. At the beginning of every trial, the goal-

selector determines which is the winner unit through a softmax selection rule (eq. 4.1) with

temperature set to 0.008 (In experiment 3, when GRAIL is tested using an IM signal based on

the prediction error (PE), the temperature is set to 0.01. The different temperatures comes from

heuristics used in previous research to determine the best values. See also chapter 4). When

a unit is selected it directly activates the corresponding IR-V unit. When the experiment starts
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the units are not associated to any goal while over time the system discovers new events and

associates them to different units (sec. 6.2.2).

At the beginning of each trial, the activation of each unit of the goal-selector is determined by

an exponential moving average (EMA, eq. 4.2 with smoothing factor set to 0.35) of the intrinsic

reinforcement for obtaining the goal that the goal-formation mechanism has associated to that

unit. Since the implemented intrinsic reinforcement (sec. 6.2.4) is a measure of how much

the system is improving its competence in achieving a certain goal, the system is likely to

select those goals whose related skills are improving the most, and ignore those that are not

improving/improving less.

Expert-selector

The selector of the experts is composed of MxN units (in the experiment presented in this

work M = 8). Each goal unit is connected to M units, each corresponding to one expert (half

controlling the right arm and half controlling the left arm). In this way, every goal can be be

pursued through every expert. At the beginning of every trial, the winning unit of the goal-

selector determines which set of units of the expert-selector is active. The activation of the

selected set of units is determined by an EMA (with smoothing factor set to 0.35) of the goal-

matching signal (sec. 6.2.3). The activation of these units is used to select the expert to use in

the current trial through a softmax function with temperature set to 0.05.

Experts

The experts (8 in these simulations) are implemented, similarly to the DS system presented in

chapter 5, as actor-critic networks modi�ed to work with continuous states and actions spaces

(see also 3, sec. 3.3.2). The input to each expert are the angles of the 4 actuated joints of the

related arm (3 joints for the shoulder, 1 for the elbow). The actor of each expert has 4 output

units whose activation, with the addition of noise (calculated as in chapter 5, sec. 5.2.2), is used

to determine the motor command sent to each joint of the active arm. The expert selected to

control the robot in the current trial is trained through a TD reinforcement learning algorithm

(with learning rates and discount factor set as in chapter 5, sec. 5.2.2).
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6.2.3 Goal-matching signal

GRAIL is able not only to recover the explicit representation of the goal it is trying to achieve,

but also to autonomously check if the goal is achieved. Each unit of the ER-M has a threshold

activation (goal-matching threshold) that can be exceeded only when the same unit is activated

both by the IR-V input, representing the goal that has been selected, and the input coming

from the visual perception of an event. In this way, the threshold can be exceeded only when

the event represented in the ER-M is both desired (activation from the IR-M) and happening

(activation from the visual input). When the robot discovers a new possible goal it needs several

presentations of the same event to modify the weights connecting the IR-V to the ER-M. When

the weights have reached suf�ciently high value (see sec. 6.3.1), it can be said that the system

has formed a representation of the goal as the goal-matching signal can be triggered. From this

moment, if the robot determines the change in the environment that corresponds to the goal it is

pursuing, at least one of the ER-M exceeds the goal-matching threshold and the system auto-

generates a signal for the achievement of the goal. On the other hand� if the robot determines

an event that is different from its goal, no unit of the ER-M is able to exceed the threshold and

the mechanism generates no goal-matching signal.

The system uses this signal for different purposes: (a) determining the teaching input of the

predictor which contributes to generate the CB-IM signal (sec. 6.2.4) that reinforces the goal-

selector, and determining the reinforcement signal that is used for training both (b) the expert

selector and (c) the selected expert.

6.2.4 CB-IM mechanism

The competence-based intrinsic motivation signal driving the selection of the units of the goal-

selector is the competence-based intrinsic reinforcement signal identi�ed in the research pre-

sented in chapter 4 as the most suitable to drive the selection of different goals and the acqui-

sition of the related skills. The IM signal is generated by the prediction error improvement (PEI)

of a predictor that receives as input the output of the goal-selector (encoded in a 10-elements

binary vector) and produces an output that can be interpreted as the predicted probability of

the competence of the system to generate the event associated to the selected goal unit. The
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predictor is trained through a standard delta rule using the achievement of the selected goal as

the teaching input (1 for success, 0 otherwise).

6.2.5 Overall functioning of GRAIL

At the beginning of the simulation the robot has no representations stored in the IR-V and

the ER-M, so its behaviour is completely task-independent: the selection of a unit in the goal-

selector has no effect since the system has not discovered any event yet. This selection does

not even affect the selection of the experts as there are no goal-expert associations yet. This

implies that the system selects one of the available experts with a �at probability and the robot

explores the environment on the basis of this expert and the associated arm. At the beginning

of every trial the arm associated with the selected expert is randomly positioned (the positions

where the robot touches one of the spheres with its fore�nger are excluded). Then, as explained

in sec. 6.2.2, the arm is controlled on the basis of the input provided by the position of the joints.

The four outputs of the expert are added a noise value and due to the velocity control of the

arms these explore the working space randomly since at the beginning of the simulation all the

weights inside the experts are set to 0.

When a sphere is touched it lights up, thus generating a change in the environment. The visual

input of this event determines the activation of the goal-formation mechanism. As long as the

agent has not formed a representation of the goal, no learning signal nor IM signal is generated

by the system. The more the robot is able to reach the same object, the more it associates that

event to a speci�c unit in the IR-V, and builds a representation of it in the ER-M. When a goal

is properly formed (see sec. 6.2.3 and sec. 6.3.1), if the robot achieves the selected target it

is able to autonomously produce the goal-matching signal (sec. 6.2.3) that contributes to the

formation of the CB-IM signal (sec. 6.2.4) and provides the reinforcement to train the learning

of skills.

The process of goal selection is completely autonomous. At the beginning of every trial, on

the basis of the CB-IM signal the robot autonomously selects its own goal. Due to the nature

of this IM signal, the system is motivated to select those goals where the robot is improving

the skill that allow it to determine the related event. When the robot is able to systematically
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achieve that goal, the IM signal fades away letting the robot free to explore the environment,

discover new goals, and learn new skills. Note that here the robot is motivated only to improve

its competence (acquiring new skills), so the autonomous selection of the goals is based only

on this principle. However, GRAIL could be used also with any other type of motivation that

can drive the robot to autonomously select its goals following different criteria (e.g. energy

harvesting or externally assigned tasks).

Regarding learning, GRAIL undergoes �ve learning processes. Two are associative processes

that take place within the goal-formation component: the �rst allows the IR-V to associate

implicit representations of the goals to the event perceived through the visual input; the second

associates these implicit representations to the explicit representations in the ER-M, so that

the system is able to autonomously recognise, through the GM mechanism, when a desired

event is achieved. The other three ones are reinforcement learning processes taking place

in the other components of the architecture: based on the intrinsic reinforcement provided by

the PEI of the predictor of the achievement of the selected goals, the goal-selector learns to

select those goals that have the highest improvement rate; on the basis of the GM signal, the

expert-selector learns to select the expert that better allows to cause the event corresponding

to the active goal; last, the GM signal is also used to train the selected expert to achieve the

desired goal.

6.3 Experiments and results

This section �rst illustrates the functioning of the goal-formation mechanism and the generation

of the goal-matching signal (sec. 6.3.1), then presents the results of the 3 experiments. When

GRAIL is compared to different systems, details of the architectures with which it is compared

are provided in the presentation of the experimental setup.

The �rst experiment lasts 40,000 trials, while experiment 2 runs for 50,000 trials and experiment

3 runs for 35,000 trials. Each trial ends when the robot touches a sphere, or after a time

out of 800 time steps, each lasting 0.05 seconds. At the beginning of every trial the goal-

selector selects a goal. At the beginning of the experiment the units of the goal-selector are not

associated with any event. When the goals are formed, the selection of a unit associated with
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Figure 6.4: The process of goal formation (related to goal 2 of experiment 1) and the generation
of the goal-matching signal. Data show the activation of one unit (related to the
selected goal) of the ER-M (y-axis) after different presentations of the same event
(x-axis). The activation of the ER-M is caused by the summed input provided by
the IR-V (black) and the visual input of the event (light grey). The production of
the goal-matching signal (at least one unit exceeds the goal-matching threshold,
indicated by the green dotted line) is possible only when the activation caused by
the IR-V input exceeds the goal-formation threshold (red dotted line), i.e. when the
system has formed a representation of the goal.

a change in the environment determines which goal the system is pursuing. Then the selector

of the experts determines which expert (and hence which arm) is used to control the robot and

learn to cause the event associated with the selected goal. The joints of the selected arm are

then randomly initialised and the next trial starts. Every 500 trials the simulations are stopped,

learning is switched off and the performance of the system is tested for 100 trials on each goal.

6.3.1 Goal formation and goal-matching signal

As described in sec. 6.2.2, the goal-formation mechanism generates in the ER-M representa-

tions of the events discovered by the system. These representations of the goals are progres-

sively formed if the robot perceives the same event during the simulation.

As shown in �g. 6.4, at the �rst presentations of the event the representation of the goal is still

not formed, i.e. the input provided by the IR-V is not able to activate the ER-M higher than the

goal-formation threshold (red dotted line in �g. 6.4). For this reason, even if the system is able

to cause the proper event (here goal 2 of the �rst experiment), the visual input of that change
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 6.5: The process of goal matching when an event different from the currently pursued
goal is experienced. Data refer to the situation where the system (a) has selected
a goal (goal 2 of condition 1 as in ER-M activation) but (b) its action determines an
event that is different from pursued goal (visual input of the different event generated
by the system). (c) The resulting activation of ER-M re�ects the difference between
the goal that the system is trying to achieve (low activation) and the actual event
determined by robot actions (high activation, but not suf�cient by itself to trigger a
matching signal).

in the environment is not suf�cient to make at least one of the units in the ER-M to exceed the

goal-matching threshold (green line in �g. 6.4).

After some presentations of the same event (18 in this example), the weights connecting the

IR-V to the ER-M have been modi�ed to reach the necessary value to form a representation

of the goal. This means that when the system is able to accomplish the selected goal the

activation of the ER-M, provided by the summed input of the IR-V and the visual input of the

event, is able to generate the goal-matching signal.

In �g. 6.5 a different situation is presented. Here the system has formed a proper representation

of the goal (�g. 6.5a) so that if the robot determines the proper event the system is able to

recognise its achievement and generate the related goal-matching signal. However, the robot

now generates an event that is different from the one that it is pursuing. The �gures shows

the moment when the system is pursuing goal 2 and touches the sphere connected to goal 3

(�g. 6.5b). The sum on the ER-M resulting from the representation of the selected goal and

the actual generated event (�g. 6.5c) re�ects two different patterns corresponding to the two

goals (the units of the pattern corresponding to the actual generated event are more active),

where none of the two is able by itself to make the units exceed the threshold and generate the
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goal-matching signal.

These results show the ability of the system to gradually form a proper representation of the

event associated to different goals, so that when the system selects a goal it is autonomously

able to �recognise� its achievement and self-generate a goal-matching signal that is used to

motivate and train the entire architecture controlling the robot. Moreover, data of �g. 6.5 also

show the ability of the robot to discriminate different events when the caused event does not

correspond to the goal that the system is pursuing.

6.3.2 Experiment 1: comparing GRAIL to previous systems

Experimental setup

In the �rst experiment, GRAIL is tested in a task where the robot has to learn to reach 4 different

targets all positioned close to the y-axis that divides the workspace in left and right (see �g.

6.2A). All the objects are reachable by both arms of the robot but it is not known a priori which

is the best solution to achieve each target, i.e. which arm provides the most ef�cient way to

touch each sphere. As for the setup presented in chapter 5 (see sec. 5.2.1), differences in the

complexity of the single tasks may appear during the tests. However, these differences are not

relevant for the experiment presented here where what is tested is the capacity of the robot to

autonomously discover (and select) the proper arm to learn to reach for the different spheres.

The results of the robot controlled by GRAIL are compared to those of the previous systems,

the CS and the DS systems. As described in sec. 6.2.2, in the CS the goal-selector and the

expert-selector are collapsed in a single component with a prede�ned coupling between the

goals and the computational resources, so that each expert is associated to a different goal.

Since it is not clear which is the best solution (i.e. the best arm) to accomplish the different

goals, the coupling is based on the position of the goals (the targets) in the workspace of the

robot. Thus, considering that in this experiment there are 4 targets, 2 positioned on the left

and 2 on the right, the CS has only 4 experts, 2 controlling the right arm and 2 controlling the

left arm. The DS, with its 3-level decoupled architecture, is able to learn to associate goals

and modules to achieve them but it does not have the mechanism necessary to discover the

possible goals (so this system lacks the higher level of GRAIL described in 6.2.2). As CS,
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this system has the goals prede�ned before the experiment so the goal-selector mechanism is

composed of only 4 units, each one standing for a different goal. Similarly to GRAIL, also this

decoupled system (DS) has 8 experts (4 for each arm) so that the robot can choose with which

expert and arm trying to learn the skills related to the different goals: since it is possible that

the best solution is to reach all the targets using the same arm, the robot has the possibility to

learn to reach all the spheres with a different expert controlling the same arm.

This experiment tests if a complex architecture such as GRAIL is still able to perform better than

a 2-level architecture, such as CS, with �xed goal and goal-expert associations in a reaching

task whose solution is unknown at design time. Moreover, the results of DS are compared

to those of GRAIL to see how the autonomous discovery of goals slows down the learning

process.

The expectation is that, as in the experiments of chapter 5, the DS performs better than the CS.

GRAIL performance is expected to be slowed by two factors: 1) GRAIL has to autonomously

discover new goals, learning to associate the events to the implicit representations in the IR-V

and to the explicit representations in the ER-M, while the DS and CS can select their goals

from the beginning of the experiment; 2) GRAIL has more units in the goal-selector than the

other systems (10 vs 4) so that the selection process can be slowed by units not associated

to any goal. However GRAIL, thanks to its decoupled architecture, should be able to perform

better (or at least equally) than the CS, while only experiments could provide a measure of the

difference between DS and GRAIL performances.

Results

The average performance of 10 replications of each experiment are shown in �g. 6.6. The CB-

IM signal is able to drive all the systems in learning the skills related to the different goals. As

expected, both GRAIL (�g. 6.6a) and DS (�g. 6.6b) are able to achieve a high performance on

the 4 tasks (�95%) faster than CS (�g. 6.6c), which reaches that performance only at the end

of the experiment (�30,000 trials). Although DS is slightly faster (�12,000 trials) than GRAIL

(�17,000), the difference between the two systems is minimal considering that DS (as well as

CS) has all the goals set at design time while GRAIL has to autonomously discover the different
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(a) GRAIL (b) Decoupled system (DS)

(c) Coupled system (CS)

Figure 6.6: Performance of the three systems tested in condition 1. Data refers to the averages
of 10 replications of the experiment. (a) GRAIL. (b) Decoupled system. (c) Coupled
system. The letters R and L in the legends refer to the positions of the spheres
associated to the goals (Right or Left) with respect to the Y axes that divides the
workspace of the robot.
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Figure 6.7: Number of replications in which GRAIL, DS, and CS (�rst, second and third number
in each cell, respectively) use the left or right arm to reach for each object.

goals (as shown in sec. 6.3.1).

Fig. 6.7 provides important informations to understand why GRAIL and DS perform better

than CS. Data show the arms that the 3 systems use to achieve the different goals in the 10

replications of the experiment. Where all the systems use the same arm (object 2 and object

4) CS is the fastest system since GRAIL and DS have to learn to select the correct arm while

CS has goals and experts associated at design time. However, the advantages of being able to

autonomously associate computational resources and tasks are evident for those goals where

it is not possible to determine a priori which is the best arm to use. The performance of CS

is drastically slowed by the learning of goal 1 and goal 3, while GRAIL and DS autonomously

discover that those objects can be more easily reached with the arm opposite to their position

in the workspace, and hence they take much less time to learn and accomplish those goals.

As mentioned above and shown in �g. 6.7, GRAIL learns to achieve the goal related to the

second object 8 times (on 10 replications) with the right arm and 2 times with the left arm.

Since data on the 3 experimental conditions show that the fastest solution is to reach object 2

with the right arm, this explains why the average performance of GRAIL on goal 2 (see �g. 6.6a)

is slightly lower than the performance on the other goals. However, the lower performance is

limited to the 2 left-arm-solution-replications, while performance is high when the suitable arm

is selected.
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Figure 6.8: Performance of GRAIL in the �rst experimental condition where the goal-selector
component of the architecture is composed of 4 units instead of 10. Average data
on 10 replications of the experiment.

This is con�rmed by the results of a test in which the IR-V and the goal-selector of GRAIL are

composed of only 4 units rather than 10 (�g. 6.8). In this condition the system reaches high

performance with all objects similarly to DS (�95% in � 12,000 trials). Moreover, these results

show that the process of goal formation per se does not slow down the learning process of the

system: rather, it was only the higher number of goal units that slowed down the learning of

GRAIL in the original experiment.

To test the scalability of GRAIL with respect to the number of its experts, two further tests are

performed (10 replications each) where GRAIL is provided with 16 and 32 experts, respectively.

The performances of the system in these conditions are reported in �g. 6.9 and show that

increasing the number of experts does not impair the velocity of the system with respect to the

version of GRAIL with only 8 experts.

To provide a statistical analysis of these results, the time (number of trials) needed by the

robot to achieve an average performance of 95% in the 4 tasks is measured (all the conditions

are able to achieve a �100% performance so the achievement of 95% is considered a good

measure of the learning success). The box plots of the different conditions are presented

in �g. 6.9. A one-way ANOVA reveals signi�cant differences among the tested conditions

(F(5,54)=72.48, p < 0.0001). A post-hoc test to support the results is then run. In particular,
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Figure 6.9: Box plots of the performance of the tested conditions (10 replications each) with
respect to the number of trials needed to achieve an average performance of 95%
on the 4 tasks of experiment 1. In addition to GRAIL, DS and CS also three different
versions of GRAIL are tested: with only 4 goal units (GRAIL4G), with 16 experts
(GRAIL16Ex) and with 32 experts (GRAIL32Ex). The whiskers of the box plots
indicate the minimum and maximum values with the exception of the outliers when
present.

signi�cant differences are found between DS and CS (p < 0.001), GRAIL and CS (p < 0.001),

and GRAIL and DS (p < 0.01). As previously underlined, no signi�cant difference is found

between GRAIL with 4 goal units (GRAIL4G) and DS. Moreover, no signi�cant differences are

found between the version of GRAIL with 8 experts and those with 16 (GRAIL16Ex) and 32

(GRAIL32Ex) experts, thus con�rming the capability of GRAIL to scale up with respect to the

number of computational resources provided to the system.

6.3.3 Experiment 2: testing GRAIL in discovering new goals

Experimental setup

The second experiment tests the properties provided to GRAIL by the goal-formation mecha-

nisms (sec. 6.2.2). The robot is put in a new scenario that is intended to mimic (although in a

very simple way) some of the situations that an arti�cial agent could �nd in a real environment,

where actions may turn out to have different effects in different moments or where new possible

goals may appear during robot development.
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Figure 6.10: Experiment 2 seen from robot perspective. The 2 grey spheres are �normal� tar-
gets present from the beginning of the simulation. The yellow sphere is present
from the beginning of the simulation but becomes active (it can be lighten up by
the robot touching it with its fore�ngers) after 15,000 trials. The blue sphere is not
present at the beginning of the simulation and appears after 25,000 trials. Yellow
and blue colours are only used in this �gure to identify the different spheres.

The task still consists in learning to light up different spheres but this time the goals are not

all present from the beginning. When the experiment starts, the robot �nds 3 spheres in its

workspace but only 2 of them can be lighten up (�g. 6.10, grey spheres). Only later (after

15,000 trials), the third sphere (�g. 6.10, yellow sphere) becomes active providing a new possi-

ble event/goal for the robot. Moreover, at a certain point of the experiment (after 25,000 trials)

a fourth object (�g. 6.10, blue sphere) is introduced in the environment adding a further goal to

be discovered.

The expectation is that GRAIL is able to manage this complex situation, thus showing that

a system that is able to autonomously discover new goals has an improved versatility and

adaptation. This provides a clear improvement with respect to CS which is not able to manage

situations where goals are not known at design time.

Results

Fig. 6.11 shows the performance of GRAIL in experiment 2 (average performance of 10 repli-

cations of the experiment). In the �rst 15,000 trials only goal 1 and goal 3 can be achieved,
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Figure 6.11: Performance of GRAIL in experiment 2. The legend indicates the moment from
when each goal can be discovered: from the beginning of the experiment (Start) or
after a certain amount of trials. Average data on 10 replications of the experiment.

and the robot is able to learn the related skills. After 15,000 trials also goal 2 is available. The

average performance decreases as now it is computed also on the new task which has to be

learnt, but in few trials (�10,000) the robot is able to discover the new event, form a new goal

related to it, and learn the related skill. After 25,000 trials a new sphere is added. After a

second decrease of the average performance (now calculated over 4 tasks) the robot is able to

form the last goal and train the last skill, and achieve a high performance (close to 100%) in all

the tasks.

As expected, GRAIL is able to manage such a complex situation discovering the new goals as

they become active (or when they appear) in the environment, providing the goal-selector with

new associated nodes that can be selected, on the basis of the CB-IM signal, and guide the

learning of the related skills.

6.3.4 Experiment 3: testing GRAIL in a stochastic environment

Experimental setup

The last experiment (�g. 6.12) tests if GRAIL is able to cope with stochastic environments.

Since the robot is driven by an IM signal related to the competence in the skills that is learning,

there is the possibility that if the agent is involved in performing an action that has a stochastic

effect it gets stuck in trying to improve an ability which cannot be improved.
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Figure 6.12: Experiment 3 seen from the robot perspective. The black sphere activates only the
�rst 10 times it is touched by the robot. The red sphere activates with a probability
of 0.75 when the robot reaches it. The last sphere is a normal object that lights up
every time the robot touches it with its fore�ngers. Red and black colours are only
used in this �gure to identify the different spheres.

For this reason GRAIL is tested in a new experimental setup where there are 3 spheres: one

is a normal sphere that is activated by the robot touch (�g. 6.12, grey sphere); another is

a stochastic sphere that is activated with a probability of 0.75 when touched (�g. 6.12, red

sphere); the last one is a sphere reachable by the robot, but that lights up only for the �rst 10

times that is touched (�g. 6.12, black sphere).

In order to demonstrate the advantages of using a PEI signal, in this experiment the results

of GRAIL are compared to those of an identical system whose intrinsic reinforcement signal is

determined by the simple prediction error (PE) of the predictor of goal achievement.

The expectation is that the CB-IMs signal based on the improvement of the prediction error

(PEI) is able to manage, as suggested by previous literature (Schmidhuber 1991a, Oudeyer

et al. 2007), the uncertainty of this setup. In particular, the robot should be able to learn to

achieve not only the normal sphere but also the stochastic sphere without getting stuck on it,

differently from the PE-driven system that is expected to be unable to cope with this situation.

Moreover, with the third sphere this setup can check whether, as desired, only events that occur

a certain number of times are able to become goals for the system. Indeed, a sphere that only
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Figure 6.13: Experiment 3: average performance of 10 replications of the experiment of the
system driven by the PEI CB-IM signal. Data refers to the two goals achievable
by the system. The numbers next to the two goals in the legend refers to the
probability of the two goals to occur when the robot touches the related sphere.

lights up few times should not be stored with the other representations of goals as it represent

a transient action-outcome contingency.

Results

Fig. 6.13 shows the average performance of 10 replications of the experiment. The robot is

able to properly learn to activate the two spheres that depend on its actions (object 1 and object

2). Although there is a stochastic target that can be lighten up only with a probability of 0.75,

the robot is able to learn the related skill (goal 2 in �g. 6.13) and then focus on discovering and

learn the other task (goal 1). Moreover, �g. 6.14 shows that the system does not assign any

goal unit to the event that only happens few times. This guarantees that the system only forms

representations of events that have a minimum reliability.

The problem that such a stochastic environment can give to a system driven by an IM signal

is clear when GRAIL is tested using a prediction error (PE) signal instead of the prediction

error improvement (PEI) signal. Also in this case the system does not assign any of the units

of the goal-selector to the event that only occurs the �rst few times at the beginning of the

experiment (�g. 6.14). However, the performance of the system driven by the PE signal (�g.

6.15) shows that the robot may turn out to get stuck in trying to improve skills that cannot be
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Figure 6.14: Experiment 3: associations of the 10 units of the goal-selector with the actual
goals. Only the two goals that the system can perform have been associated to
the units of the goal-selector. No unit has been associated to the event related to
the sphere that can be lighten up only for the �rst 10 times that it is touched. Data
refers to two representative replications of the system driven by the PEI signal and
the PE signal.

Figure 6.15: Average performance on 10 replications of the experiment of the system driven by
the PE signal. Same data as �g. 6.13.

further improved: the agent is able to properly learn the skill related to the stochastic goal,

while it only achieves an average performance of �50% (average on 10 replications) on the

skill related to the �normal� sphere.

The reason is that in replications where the robot �rst discovers the stochastic goal (�g. 6.16a),

even after it has learnt the related skill it continues to receive a PE signal that reinforces the

selection of the associated unit in the goal-selector. This is due to the fact that for the stochas-

tic goal the predictor learns to generate, on average, a prediction of 0.75, which makes the

system to keep receiving a reinforcement (prediction error) of about 0.25 every time the goal is

achieved, thus never stopping to focus on the learning of that goal. Differently, when the robot
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.16: (a) Performance of the PE system in a replication where it �rst focus on the
stochastic goal. (b) Performance of the PE system in a replication where it �rst
focus on the normal goal.

�rst focusses on the �normal� goal (�g. 6.16b), it can learn both skills since the �rst goal has

not a stochastic activation and, when the related skill has been learnt, the predictor is able to

cancel the related IM signal allowing the agent to focus also on the second goal. Instead, when

the PEI signal is used the predictor generates a prediction close to 0.75 as in the PE system,

but this time the intrinsic reinforcement fades to 0 when the predictor is not able to improve its

prediction anymore.

6.4 Conclusions

This chapter presents GRAIL, a Goal-discovering Robotic Architecture for Intrinsically-motivated

Learning. GRAIL is a truly autonomous architecture that for the �rst time is able to assemble in

a unique system different aspects that are necessary for autonomous developmental robotics:

with its 4 levels, GRAIL is able to autonomously 1) discover new goals, 2) form internal repre-

sentations of the events associated to the goals, 3) select the goal to pursue in each moment,

4) select the computational resources to achieve the desired goal, and 5) self-generate its own

learning signals on the basis of the achievement of the selected goals.

GRAIL was tested in a 3D, 4DoF task with a two-armed simulated iCub robot, where the robot

had to learn and reach for different targets. In particular, 3 experiments to tested different

capabilities of the system.
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The �rst experiment (sec. 6.3.2) tested GRAIL ability to learn and achieve different goals while

also learning which is the best computational resource (here which is the best expert, and

hence arm) to pursue them. GRAIL was compared to two different systems, a 3-level decoupled

architecture (DS) and a 2-level coupled architecture (CS): the better performance of GRAIL

and DS with respect to CS con�rms the importance of providing the robot at least with a 3-level

decoupled architecture that allows the system to both select its goals and search for the better

computational resources to achieve them. When all the goals are known at design-time, an

architecture that allows the robot to autonomously discover its goals such as GRAIL does not

give any advantage. On the contrary it slows down the learning process with respect to DS

that has all the possible goals set at the beginning of the experiment. This happens if GRAIL

is provided with many goal-units so to fully exploit the capability of the robot to discover new

interesting events. But if the number of the goal units is limited, the system is able to achieve

the same performance of the DS system.

The second experiment (sec. 6.3.3) focused on the importance of the higher level of GRAIL

architecture that allows the robot to autonomously discover new goals without any intervention

by the programmer. This is far beyond what the 3-level DS architecture can do: indeed, in a

scenario where possible goals are not known at design-time, only a system like GRAIL is able

to discover new events and adapt to a dynamic environment where goals can appear or modify

during time.

The third experiment (sec. 6.3.4) tested GRAIL ability to cope with environments that present

stochastic events. In particular, the results shown the importance of using an IM signal based

on the prediction error improvement (PEI) that, differently from a signal based on the simple

prediction error (PE), disappears when the system has reached maximum competence, thus

preventing the robot from getting stuck in trying to improve skills that cannot be improved.

GRAIL is linked to other works in the �eld of autonomous learning that underline the importance

of goals for the autonomous development of arti�cial agents and in particular for skills learn-

ing. At the same time, the approac to goals used in this research differs from other systems

proposed in the literature.
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The option framework (Sutton et al. 1999) implements goals as the termination condition of an

option policy. However, the works in this framework have mainly focused on discrete problems

(Barto et al. 2004) even with pre-established goals (Stout & Barto 2010). Differently, GRAIL has

the ability to autonomously discover its own goals without any intervention of the programmer.

Some efforts have been made towards this direction in the �eld of hierarchical reinforcement

learning (Barto & Mahadevan 2003) but some of these works (McGovern & Barto 2001, Bakker

& Schmidhuber 2004, Konidaris & Barto 2009a) focus on searching for sub-goals on the basis

of some sort of externally given tasks. Others are indeed able to set their own goals without

any speci�c tasks (Konidaris & Barto 2009b) but some of them focus on the acquisition of

low-level motor skills relying on sub-optimal KB-IMs (Mugan & Kuipers 2009) (see chapter

4 for a comparison between different typologies of IM signals), or they are implemented in

disembodied environments (Barto et al. 2004, Vigorito & Barto 2010, Merrick 2012).

The goal-babbling framework (sec. 6.1, see also sec. 2.3.2) has underlined the importance of

goals in the optimisation of learning processes in high-dimensional action spaces with redun-

dant robot controllers Baranes & Oudeyer (2013), Rolf et al. (2011), shifting the exploration of

the arti�cial agents from the motor-space to the task-space. These systems are even able to

autonomously discover and set new goals. However, in these works goals are considered as

states related only to the body of the robot. This kind of goals can drive a robot to learn to con-

trol its own body and to form a model of it, but they cannot drive the acquisition of skills related

to changes in the external environment, which is what the model present here is interested in.

Rolf and Asada (2014) proposed a system, using goal babbling, that is able to autonomously

identify an object as a salient element of the environment, but the reward function is designed

as the distance between the robot effector and the object: in this way even if there are no

effects in the environment, the agent obtains a reinforcement signal that guides its actions in a

reaching task that is, in this way, supervised by the programmers. Moreover, if the interaction

with an object has no effects, the agent is still reinforced to reach for it. The reward function

should not be connected to the saliency of an object per se, but to the fact that the robot actions

causes relevant changes in the environment.
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In this respect, the approach used to implement GRAIL can be considered as complemen-

tary to goal babbling. In GRAIL goal discovery and goal selection are used to learn low-level

skills (here reaching) through motor babbling exploration. The goal babbling approach can be

more ef�cient to learn skills at such a low level. Once learnt, those skills could constitute the

motor building-blocks to acquire higher-level skills, identi�ed through an architecture such as

GRAIL that discovers (and sets) its goals on the basis of the events that modify the environment

external to the robot.

An important feature of GRAIL (shared with the previous DS architecture, presented in chapter

5) is the decoupling between the selection of the goals and the selection of the computational

resources (here the experts) with which the system tries to achieve the selected goals. The

importance of this ability is shown in experiment 1 (sec. 6.3.2, as well as in the experiments

described in the previous chapter) where only a decoupled system is able to properly discover

the most suitable strategy to achieve the different tasks.

A limitation of GRAIL, which is present also in the systems described in previous chapters,

resides in the implementation of its lower level components. The experts controlling the arms of

the robot are implemented as classical actor-critic modules which are known to be sub-optimal

in robotics. Although the research presented in this thesis does not address motor-control

optimisation, in future works GRAIL could be endowed with more ef�cient experts using state-

of-the-art approaches such as those based on Dynamic Movement Primitives (DMP, Ijspeert

et al. 2003).

In the current implementation of GRAIL the goal-formation process does not affect the selection

of motor actions that is reinforced only after the actual formation of the goal and the consequent

generation of the matching signal. This is due to the use of a reinforcement signal that is

determined only by the achievement of the goals and by competence-based IMs. It would

be interesting to provide GRAIL with both competence-based IMs and knowledge-based IMs,

where the latter could play either or both of the following two roles: 1) identify which events

are unexpected, so that the goal-formation mechanism will be activated not for every event,

but only for those changes that are still unpredicted by the agent; 2) through signals based on
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these events, provide an �early� intrinsic reinforcement that is able to modify the behaviour of

the agent before the actual formation of the goal, biasing the repetition of those actions that

determined interesting events.

A further limitation of GRAIL dwells in the visual input, which is very simple and underexploited.

For example, the identi�cation of interesting events could be provided by more sophisticated

algorithms such as Slow Features Analysis (SFA, Wiskott & Sejnowski 2002, Kompella, Luciw

& Schmidhuber 2012), that is able to identify varying features (hence complex events) from a

visual stream input (see Kompella et al. 2015 for an example where SFA and IMs are integrated

to foster skill acquisition). Moreover, vision could be exploited to improve two different aspects

of the system: 1) the learning of skills, providing visual input to the controllers of the robot (e.g.

the robot could generalise its reaching ability, learning to reach where the eye is foveating as in,

e.g., Hulse et al. 2010, Ognibene & Baldassare 2015 or in the system presented in chapter 3);

2) the discovery of new goals, using vision to analyse the environment and identify areas where

interesting effects are more likely to occur: using object recognition strategies (Leitner et al.

2013, Szegedy et al. 2013) the system could �nd where objects are located in the space and

focus its exploration on those parts of the environment to speed up the discovery of interesting

events.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

7.1 Summary of achievements and contribution to knowledge

THE studies presented in the previous chapters have focused on the development of arti-

�cial embodied systems that are able to autonomously learn multiple skills through IMs.

This research started by investigating the biological correlates of IM signals, and in particular

the relations between IMs and phasic dopamine (DA). Data coming from experimental analysis

of DA activations have shown that unexpected and novel neutral stimuli (that in psychological

literature have been associated to IMs, see sec. 2.1) are able to activate DA neurons in the

same way of the stimuli associated to extrinsic rewards (sec. 3.1). These foundlings led to

a dispute on the composition of phasic DA signal and on its functional role. The contribution

of the presented studies has been to propose a new hypothesis (sec. 3.2) that reconciles the

contrasting hypotheses based on the different experimental data, suggesting that phasic DA

can be considered as a prediction error signal (similar to the computational TD-error) of intrin-

sic and extrinsic reinforcement, with the function of driving both skill acquisition and reward

maximisation. The experiments carried out with a computational system (sec. 3.3) supported

the validity of this hypothesis, and in particular showed the role of IMs in improving the acquisi-

tion of complex sequences of actions. Besides presenting a new comprehensive hypothesis of

phasic DA activations, the research illustrated in chapter 3 also provided an example of how IM

signals can improve the autonomy of arti�cial agents, guiding the acquisition of skills through a

temporary reinforcement that is present only when the system is learning and disappears when

the agent has learnt to anticipate the effects of its actions.

Moving from biology to the development of autonomous robots, the research focused on the
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identi�cation of a proper IM signal for the learning of multiple skills. Despite the recognition of

two different typologies of IM signals, knowledge-based IMs (KB-IMs) and competence-based

IMs (CB-IMs) (see sec. 2.3), in the computational literature there is still some confusion on

their functional roles and the way to implement them. The research presented in chapter 4

analysed and compared, for the �rst time, the different typologies of IM signals as well as the

different mechanisms to generate them. The different IM signals were implemented in a new

robotic architecture tested in a reaching task (sec. 4.2.1) and the results showed that KB-IMs

provided an inappropriate guidance for skill learning. Differently, IMs based on the competence

of the system are able to properly drive the selection and acquisition of skills. Moreover, the

work presented in this chapter contributed to the analysis of different mechanisms (predictors)

to generate CB-IMs, identifying the one that provided the better intrinsic reinforcements to the

system: the results (sec. 4.4.1 and sec. 4.4.2) obtained both with prediction error signals (PE)

and with prediction error improvement signals (PEI) underlined how the most the activity of

the predictor was connected to the actual competence of the system, the more the robot had

a better performance in the task. In this perspective, a central role is played by goals: since

competence is always competence in doing something, using a speci�c desired state as the

target of robot (self-motivated) activity is an important conceptual shift that can improve the

performance of arti�cial agents in competence acquisition.

In the road towards truly autonomous robots a further milestone is the development of an

architecture that is able to support a robot in the autonomous selection and acquisition of

multiple skills. The next study (chapter 5) provided a contribution to the identi�cation of such

an architecture, in particular highlighting the importance of allowing the system to select both

its goals and the computational resources (the experts) to learn the related skills. Both the

robotic setup and the experimental scenario were improved, implementing the new decoupled

system (DS) in a simulated iCub tested in a 3D environment using both the arm of the robot.

The DS, endowed with a 3-level hierarchical architecture, is compared to the coupled system

(CS) presented in the previous chapter, whose 2-level architecture lack of the decoupling of

the selection of goals and experts. The results (sec. 5.3) reported the improvement in the

performance provided by the DS architecture in a reaching task where it was not clear at design
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time which was the most suitable arm (hence expert) to reach each different target. Although

the experimental setup was quite simple, these tests were able to show a crucial issue for

robots acting in complex environments: if it is impossible to know which are the best resources

to obtain the different goals, the robot must have a wider autonomy that comprehends both

its motivations (the selection of the goals) and the control of its effectors (the selection of the

experts). This is even more important when implementing robots in the IMs framework: if

the idea is to develop task-independent robots, to fully exploit the power of IMs we have to

build arti�cial systems that can face unknown situations and autonomously discover the way to

acquire more (and possibly useful) skills.

All the insights and achievements of the aforementioned research allowed to build the �nal

architecture (chapter 6). GRAIL is a Goal-discovering Robotic Architecture for Intrisically-

motivated Learning that contributes to the development of autonomous and versatile agents,

assembling for the �rst time in a unique system different functions and mechanisms that are

needed for autonomous developmental robotics. GRAIL has a 4-level hierarchical architecture

(sec. 6.2.2) that is able to (1) discover new goals, (2) form the representations of the event as-

sociated to those goals, (3) select the goal to pursue through IMs, (4) select the computational

resources for learning to achieve the desired goal, and (5) self-generate its learning signals.

In particular, point (1), (2) and (5) are the features that, implemented with those developed in

the previous systems, make of GRAIL an innovative architecture for open-ended learning in

robots. The possibility to discover new goals allows an arti�cial agent to reduce its dependency

on human designers and to better exploit the power of IMs. The system is able to form repre-

sentations of the events related to the discovered goals and recall them even in the absence

of the actual events. Moreover, these representations are used by GRAIL to generate a goal-

matching signal (sec. 6.2.3) that guarantees to the robot a complete autonomy also from the

perspective of reinforcements. In particular, the goal-matching signal is used (a) to determine

the teaching input of the predictor which contributes to generate the CB-IM signal that reinforces

the selection of the goals, and to determine the reinforcement signal that is used for training

both (b) the selector of the experts and (c) the selected expert. The experiments described

in chapter 6 (sec. 6.3) highlighted the potentialities of this architecture, and in particular (sec.
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6.3.3) they showed the capacity of GRAIL to guide the system in unknown and unforeseeable

scenarios where, as in real environments, it is not possible to determine at design time which

are the possible events that the system can produce.

7.2 Future work

The previous section have summed up the advancements the research presented in this the-

sis have provided to the �eld of autonomous robotics, and in particular to the development of

intrinsically motivated arti�cial agents performing open-ended skill learning. However, an archi-

tecture such as GRAIL presents different limits (sec. 6.4), and also the state-of-the-art in this

�eld have to make further steps in order to build truly autonomous and versatile systems. This

section focuses on some aspects that, among the others, are crucial for the improvement of

these research topics.

An important issue, related to the autonomous acquisition of skills, is the possibility to scale

systems similar to GRAIL in real robots exploring real environments. In particular, a crucial

problem is related to the motor-control of robotic platforms. The majority of the systems in the

literature related to IMs (see sec. 2.3), including GRAIL, are developed to focus on the learning

of collections of very simple skills such as to reach or push objects, to navigate in the environ-

ment, or even to learn abilities that do not affect the world external to the agent such as the

control of one’s own effectors. While, as for the works presented in this thesis, this can be a

consequence of focusing on different aspects of autonomous learning, the limit in the complex-

ity of the skills learnt by the developed systems are also due to the dif�culties in controlling high

number of continuous degrees of freedom and their dynamic properties. The goal-babbling

framework (Rolf et al. 2011, Oudeyer et al. 2013, see also sec. 2.3.2 and sec. 6.1) have pro-

posed an interesting method to reduce the curse-of-dimensionality problem, showing promising

results also in intrinsically motivated learning (Baranes & Oudeyer 2013). Another solution can

be the use of few motor primitives (e.g. Barto et al. 2004, Oudeyer et al. 2007, Baranes &

Oudeyer 2009) used to gradually form more complex behaviours. Further insights to cope with

the problem of high-dimensionality can be found in the �eld of robotics, where new approaches

such as those based on Dynamic Movement Primitives (DMP, Ijspeert et al. 2003) have sug-
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gested new ways to chunk different behaviours into addressable pieces. DMPs are dynamical

models that can generate discrete movement trajectories or rhythmic movement trajectories.

Some parameters in DMPs regulate the trajectory and dynamics of movement, while metapa-

rameters establish the movement speed, trajectory initial point, and trajectory �nal point (the

goal). Policy search reinforcement learning techniques (Kober & Peters 2009) have been used

to optimise these parameters and improve the movement trajectory and dynamics (Peters &

Schaal 2008, Theodorou et al. 2010, da Silva et al. 2014). The success of this approaches

to learn single tasks have lead some authors to develop systems that can learn to compose

multiple moving primitives (the DMPs) to form more complex behaviours, although with various

limits (e.g. number of elements and selection �exibility). Another solution, as discussed in

sec. 2.5, is provided by hybrid strategies that combine reinforcement learning algorithms and

imitation learning techniques, that have been successfully used also in the �eld of intrinsically

motivated learning (Nguyen & Oudeyer 2013). Only further improvements in robot control (with

a critical role played by the manipulation of objects) will provide the necessary instruments (or,

say, building blocks) to better exploit the strategies developed within developmental robotics for

open-ended learning.

Interestingly, the problem of handling high dimensional artefacts such as robots is strictly con-

nected to one of the main challenges for autonomous robotics. Beyond the autonomous discov-

ery and selection of goals, we need to build arti�cial systems that are able to learn and actuate

a true hierarchy of different (and complex) skills. If we want to build robots that are able to show

autonomous complex behaviours and to adapt in unknown situations, we need to develop sys-

tems that are capable to fully exploit the power of IMs. This advancement can be supported by

different elements, but probably the most crucial is the development of an architecture where

the acquired goals can recall each other thus chunking the related skills so to generate more

complex behaviours, and where higher level goals can be formed from the connection of previ-

ously discovered ones. Some efforts have been made towards this direction (see Baldassarre

& Mirolli 2013a), but many of them remain at an abstract level of implementation (e.g. Barto &

Mahadevan 2003) and others have only now started to exploit the power of goals to implement

these processes (e.g. Stulp et al. 2012). The hierarchical reinforcement learning framework
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(Sutton et al. 1999) has the power for building arti�cial systems where options (see sec. 2.3.2)

can recall each other in a hierarchical fashion, however, the works within this �eld (Barto &

Mahadevan 2003, Barto et al. 2004, Bakker & Schmidhuber 2004, Konidaris & Barto 2009a,

Vigorito & Barto 2010, Merrick 2012) have never fully developed this potentiality.

Looking at the different IMs, the research presented in this thesis have exhaustively how CB-

IMs can provide a more suitable signal for skills acquisition with respect to KB-IMs. However, in

future works it could be interesting to use both the typologies of IMs to foster more sophisticated

functions. KB-IMs, being based on the knowledge of the system, could provide a signal to

inform the robot of novel or unexpected states, driving the agent to generate new goals that

will be selected on the basis of CB-IMs to learn the related skills. Such a system, that tries to

integrate the different typologies of IMs, will probably require a more complex architecture able

to manage both the generation of the different IMs and the combination of the related signals.

Finally, in an open-ended learning, intrinsically motivated architecture, a possible problem could

be the generation of multiple (eventually in�nite) goals. Not all the effects that an agent can pro-

duce in the environment are necessarily useful for the formation of adaptive actions. While this

is not a problem that affects robot tested in laboratory-like scenarios, this is very likely to occur

in real environments. For this reason, future autonomous goal-discovering architectures should

adopt strategies to limit the formation of new goals and/or to eliminate previously formed ones.

Biases to goal formation can be provided both by the system itself and by external users: on the

one hand, the system can form general categories (or structures) of similar goals with proven

value (e.g. goals that provide high control over the world or goals that allow the achievement

of some extrinsic rewards) and prioritise the formation of new goals that �t those categories;

on the other hand, if robots are used for particular tasks or in particular situations, human pro-

grammers could bias the value system of the architecture so as to privilege the interactions

with some particular objects or locations. Moreover, further insights can be provided by biolog-

ical agents. As stressed in some works (Baranes & Oudeyer 2011, Oudeyer et al. 2013), real

agents have biological constraints that naturally limit the interaction with the environment, and

provide mechanisms to gradually widen the �learning freedom�. Such developmental mecha-
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nisms should be implemented in arti�cial agents "in order to constrain the growth of the size,

dimensionality, and complexity of practically explorable spaces� (Oudeyer et al. 2013, 309-

310). In particular, the infants gradually grow in the size of their body, and in the capacity to

handle both the stream of information coming from the external world and the complexity of

their effectors. These maturational steps provide a �built-in� strategy to narrow exploration and

learning, avoiding to face all at once the unboundedness of the real world. The advantages

of adopting these mechanisms in open-ended learning robots have been investigated in two

works (Baranes & Oudeyer 2010b, 2011, see also sec. 2.3.1) where IMs were used both to

guide skill learning and as a self-regulating mechanism that regulates the growth of complexity

in the motor behaviours of the arti�cial agent. However, in the cited works the authors have

used this maturational mechanism to tackle the aforementioned curse of dimensionality prob-

lem, and not to address the possible �explosion of in�nite goals�. Nevertheless, this mechanism

could be also used as a tool to restrain the generation of multiple goals. If the system has dif-

ferent maturational steps where its interactions with the environment are gradually limited by

the current complexity of its behaviours, it would be easier to select step-by-step which of the

learnt skills (and related goals) have a higher importance and which instead are candidates

for pruning. Moreover, such a mechanism can facilitate the selection in the successive steps,

where probably the system will be biased to learn new skills that are related to the ones that

have been previously �saved�. However, this idea underlines even more the necessity to de-

velop adequate strategies to judge the value of the acquired skills. This is an open challenge

that must take into account on the one hand the problem of limiting the formation of new goals,

and on the other hand the necessity to guarantee the autonomy of the arti�cial agents that

possibly have to be able to autonomously perform the process of goals/skills evaluation.
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